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Abstract

Electron motion is a ubiquitous physical phenomenon of paramount im-

portance in physical, chemical and biological sciences. It is responsible

for the emission and detection of light and it also dictates the formation

or dissociation of molecular bonds, driving the changes in the chemical

composition and function of biological systems. The characteristic time

scale of the electron motion is the attosecond, which is related to a sec-

ond as a second is related to the age of the universe. Such short time

scale is now accesible owing to the development of novel coherent light

sources which have permitted the observation and control of electronic of

atomic-scale electron motion in real time. Although there are already a

few applications of this technology to ultrafast electron transfer in large

molecules, its huge potential to understand a large variety of chemical

processes is still to be realized. Indeed, electron dynamics play a pivotal

role in many photoinduced molecular processes, such as photosynthesis

or radiation damage of biologically relevant molecules.

This thesis is devoted to the theoretical description of the coupled-

electron nuclear dynamics induced and probed by ultrashort laser pulses

in aminoacids. First, we present a theoretical study of molecular photoion-

ization with attosecond pulses and analyze the electronic wave packet

created by ane extreme ultraviolet pulse in the ionic manifold of a large
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Abstract

molecule. In this context, we have also studied the role of the ejected

photoelectron on the subsequent cationic dynamics and explored the pos-

sibility of modifying the purely electron dynamics through shaping of the

driving pulse. It is further shown how the correlated treatment of electron

and nuclear motion a�ects the electronic dynamics upon photoionization

within the TDDFT-Ehrenfest formalism. We have applied this method to

provide theoretical support to a recent experiment on sub-femtosecond

charge dynamics in the tryptophan molecule. Finally, we report a theo-

retical framework of an attosecond pump-probe scheme applied to image

the coupled electron-nuclear dynamics of an aminoacid by extracting the

resulting photoelectron spectra and analyzing the possible fragmentation

channels.
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Resumen

El movimiento electrónico es un fenómeno universal que tiene una impor-

tancia fundamental en diversas áreas de las ciencias físicas, químicas o

biólogicas. Es responsable de la emisión y detección de la luz, así como de

la formación o disociación de enlaces moleculares que determinan los cam-

bios en la composición química y la funcionalidad de los sistemas biol�gicos.

La escala de tiempo característica del movimiento de los electrones es el

attosegundo. Un attosegundo es un intervalo de tiempo equivalente a la

trillonésima parte de un segundo, o lo que es lo mismo, la relación entre un

attosegundo y un segundo es similar a la proporción entre un segundo y

la edad del Universo. El acceso a dicha escala de tiempo extremadamente

corta ha sido posible gracias a la invención de nuevas fuentes de luz, que

permiten la observación y el control a tiempo real del movimiento elec-

trónico en la escala atómica. A pesar de la aplicación de esta tecnología al

estudio del transporte electrónico ultrarrápido en moléculas, su potencial

para comprender una gran variedad de procesos químicos está aún por

desarrollar. De hecho, el movimiento electrónico juega un papel crucial

en muchos procesos inducidos por la luz, tales como la fotosíntesis o las

lesiones de ADN.

Esta tesis está dedicada al estudio teórico de la din �mica acoplada de

electrones y núcleos inducida y probada por pulsos de luz ultracortos
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Resumen

en aminoácidos. Primeramente, presentamos una descripción teórica de

la fotoionización de moléculas con pulsos de attosegundos y analizamos

la creación de un paquete de ondas electrónico por medio de un pulso

de radiación ultravioleta extremo. En este contexto, hemos estudiado el

efecto del fotoelectrón emitido en la dinámica electrónica que sigue el

catión, así como explorado la posibilidad de modi�car la dinámica pura-

mente electrónica mediante cambios en las características de la radiación

incidente. Posteriormente se demuestra cómo la inclusión del movimiento

nuclear en la descripición teórica afecta a la dinámica de los electrones

en el marco de la teoría del funcional de la densidad dependiente del

tiempo. Hemos aplicado esta misma metodología al análisis teórico de

un experimento reciente en el que se reporta la observación de dinámica

de carga ultrrápida posterior a la ionización del triptófano. Finalmente,

introducimos un acercamiento teórico a un experimento de attosegundos

que permite monitorizar la dinámica de electrones y núcleos mediante

la extracción del espectro de fotoelectrones y el análisis de los posibles

canales de fragmentación.
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1 | Introduction

L
ight. Human beings have always been mesmerized by the existence

of light1. Since the dawn of humanity, light has been assisting our

particular journey towards a higher comprehension of the world we live

in. From the controlled use of �re during the Lower Paleolithic to the

recent observation of gravitational waves [1], light-based techniques have

been evolving relentlessly, allowing us to observe and control physical

phenomena of very diverse origin. In the present era, we have extended

the concept of �vision� far beyond the limitations of the naked eye. On

the one hand, we are able to see galaxies which are 13.2 billion light-years

from Earth [2], yet, on the other hand, we can also distinguish two paired

atoms separated by less than 50 pm (1pm=10−12 m) [3]. Even more im-

pressive is the posibility to take snapshots of the microscopic world with

exposures more than a million times shorter than those o�ered by the

fastest high-speed cameras. Owing to the invention of novel light sources

[4], we are now able to capture ultrafast microscopic processes, which can

be trillions or thousand trillions times shorter than a heartbeat.

1Traditionally, light is de�ned as the electromagnetic radiation visible to the human
eye, yet, nowadays, this term describes any kind of electromagnetic radiation,
whether visible or not.
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1 Introduction

Of paramount importance are the physical processes involving electron

motion, ultimate responsible for both the emission and the detection of

light. Or, in other words, lightwaves do not only originate from the elec-

tron oscillatory motion, but they can also induce this motion [5]. Both

processes, electron oscillations and light waving, are equally rapid, tak-

ing place in the attosecond time scale (1as=10−18 s). Electronic motion

is also responsible for the transport of bioinformation and generally pre-

ceeds the nuclear rearrangements that lead to changes in the composition

of biological systems during chemical reactions. These other processes are

thus slower than the purely electron motion and occur on time intervals

of tens to thousands of femtoseconds (1fs=10−15 s). Hence, to observe

and eventually control such ultrafast processes in real time we require

a chronoscope with a temporal resolution beyond the femtosecond time

scale. The sub-femtosecond time resolution is currently achieved using ul-

trashort pulses of light to both induce the dynamics and take snapshots

of the evolution of the microscopic system. This approach is known as

time-resolved or pump-probe spectroscopy and is currently the most ex-

tended way to investigate ultrafast processes2. Within this context, the

sub-fs electronic or atomic motion is traced by varying the delay between

the �pump� and the �probe� pulse with a time resolution that is only lim-

ited by the duration of both pulses.

The origins of pump-probe spectroscopy date back to 1864, when Toe-

pler used a short light spark to generate sound waves which were sub-

sequently recorded with a second light spark, obtaining a picture of the

time-evolution of the sound-wave phenomenon [10]. Time-resolved mea-

surements were later improved by developing sources of ever shorter light

2 Additionally, there are other experimental techniques that allow one to achieve sub-
femtosecond temporal resolution without directly employing attosecond pulses,
such as core-hole spectroscopy [6] or the attoclock technique [7�9].
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�ashes and techniques for their measurement, but their time resolution

was limited to the nanosecond time scale until the invention of the laser

in 1960 [11]. This major breakthough occurred just a few years after the

�rst observation of intermediates of chemical reactions by Norrish and

Porter [12] and Eigen [13]. The development of femtosecond laser tech-

nology during the 80s allowed for the �rst real-time observation of the

breakage and formation of chemical bonds by Ahmed Zewail and cowork-

ers [14, 15]. His seminal work marked the birth of the Femtochemistry

and paved the way for advancing real-time monitoring of chemical reac-

tions from the picosecond to the sub-femtosecond regime. The breaking of

the femtosecond barrier was achieved at the dawn of the twenty-�rst cen-

tury with the �rst successful generation of ultrashort pulses of light with

sub-fs duration3. Following their availability, these pulses were applied

to time-resolved studies of systems with transients of a few femtoseconds

or less, providing real-time access to sub-femtosecond electron dynam-

ics in atoms [21�27], molecules [28�34] and solid state systems [35�39].

These recent advances in time-resolved metrology have introduced us into

a �eld of research where the borders between the two historically sepa-

rated realms of Physics and Chemistry start to disappear: the attosecond

science [20, 40�43]. Attosecond science aims to take femtochemistry one

step further, accessing and manipulating the behaviour of electrons dur-

ing the early steps of a chemical reaction. Despite the fact that chemical

3Attosecond laser pulses are produced when low frequency laser light at su�cient
intensity irradiates atomic or molecular gases, in a process called high-harmonic
generation (HHG)[16, 17]. Experimentally, the pulses employed to induced HHG
are typically ultrashort, femtosecond laser pulses of near-infrared light. During
this process, very high odd harmonics of the driving �eld are emitted up to a
certain energy, the cut-o� energy. The resulting ultrashort bursts of light are either
attosecond pulse trains [18] or single attosecond pulses [4, 19], depending on the
experimental conditions (see 20 and references therein). These ultrashort pulses
can be used to induce or probe electron dynamics in other systems, but also as a
footprint of the system that generated them.
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1 Introduction

reactions occur by the rearrangement of atoms on the femtosecond scale,

several works suggest that attosecond-scale electron dynamics may in�u-

ence the outcome of a chemical change [43�47].

One phenomenon of particular interest for the attosecond science is the

process of transfer of electronic charge within a single molecule. Charge

transfer is a fundamental phenomenon which plays a key role in many

biological and chemical processes such as photosynthesis [48], catalysis

[49] and DNA radiation damage [50]. It was commonly understood as a

the �ow of electronic charge along a molecular chain mediated solely by

the nuclear motion until the experimental �ndings of Weinkauf, Schlag

and coworkers. Weinkauf et al. reported a experimental demonstration of

e�cient charge transfer occuring over distances exceeding 10 σ−bonds
in a series of polypeptides [44, 51, 52]. They claimed that after localized

ionization of the chromophore site of the peptide, the positive charge was

transferred to the remote end of the chain, causing a bond cleavage. The

fact that the observed very e�cient charge transfer remained unchanged

irrespective of the size of the molecule was interpreted as an indicator

that the charge relocation mechanism is most probably due to pure elec-

tronic e�ects rather than to nuclear motion. In fact, ten years later, a

time-resolved measurement on a smaller molecule, the 2-phenylethyl-N,N-

dimethylamine (PENNA), showed a similar charge transfer process occur-

ring on the time scale of few tens of femtoseconds [53, 54]. Subsequent

experiments have suggested the observation of charge migration in pheny-

lalanine [31], iodoacetylene [32] and tryptophan [34].

The experimental results obtained by Weinkauf and Schlag inspired a

series of theoretical studies aimed to provide a deeper understanding of

the origins and the characteristic time scale of such process. Cederbaum

and Zobeley introduced the concept of charge migration in order to dis-

4



tinguish it from the nuclear-dynamics-driven charge transfer process [55].

They predicted for the �rst time a charge transfer that can be driven

solely by electron correlation. Since then, this new term has been used to

design charge �uctuations that occur in the few-femtosecond time scale

after sudden ionization of a complex molecule, assuming that it happens

before the onset of the nuclear motion. Since the works of Weinkauf

et al., only a few experiments have reported the observation of sub-fs

charge migration [31, 32, 34]. Despite the rich information provided by

these late experiments, the complexity of the reaction outcome results in

a rather indirect observation of charge migration, which can only be ra-

tionalized with the support of theoretical simulations. The long awaited

XUV-pump/XUV-probe protocols using attosecond pulses are expected

to shed more light on the early stages of the electron-nuclear motion. In

this sense, attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy in combination with

coincidence detection of the reaction products may e�ectively lead to

real-time observation and eventually control of electron transfer in large

molecular systems, which is among the most exciting challenges of at-

tosecond science nowadays [20, 56].

In the meanwhile, a growing number of theoretical studies on hole or

electron migration in many other biologically relevant systems [45, 57�

64] have allowed to draw important general conclusions of several impor-

tant aspects of this process: the time scale and the universality of the

phenomenon [45, 55, 60, 65, 66], the radiation generated by this charge

�uctuaction [67] and the e�ects of nuclear motion on the electron dynam-

ics [62�64, 68�70]. Nevertheless, a fully ab initio theoretical description

of the correlated motion of electrons and nuclei following ionization is

still far from being accomplished, given the enormous complexity of the

task. Broadly speaking, most of these studies have not explicitly included

the ionization step and have only described the cation dynamics with an

5



1 Introduction

increasing accuracy on the treatment of the nuclear motion [69, 70]. On

the other hand, some other works have accounted for the interaction of

the molecular system with realistic attosecond pulses [46, 61, 71, 72], yet

in a frozen molecular frame and with variable success. This is the start-

ing point of the present work, where we face the ongoing debate on the

possibility to probe charge dynamics induced by attosecond pulses and

on the role played by nuclear motion in this process.

As already mentioned, ultrafast charge dynamics would be ideally in-

duced and probed by attosecond pulses, since it must be ignited by a

su�ciently short coherent event to be observable in a time-resolved mea-

surement [43]. Hence, it is still needed a realistic time-resolved scheme

that enables for a close match between theoretical description and experi-

mental conditions. For that purpose, it is required an accurate description

of the interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with large molecular systems,

as well as a correct description of the subsequent electron-nuclear dynam-

ics. In pursuing this goal, we report here novel theoretical insights on the

possibility of tailoring the ultrafast electron-nuclear dynamics in amino

acids by modifying the pulse radiation parameters. These results have

been obtained from the time-resolved photoelectron spectrum as they

would be yield in an experimental setup, in order to provide a direct

comparsion between theo outcome of a forthcoming experiments using

attosecond pump-probe spectroscopy and theoretical predictions.

The present thesis is organized as follows. First we introduce the theo-

retical foundations of the time evolution of molecular quantum systems

and of their interaction with the electromagnetic radiation in chapter 2.

The problem of molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

has been tackled in chapter 3 and illustrated with a few examples of

computed photoionization observables. In chapter 3, we also address the

6



question of the in�uence of the ejected photoelectron on the subsequent

charge dynamics and explored the potentiality of changing the purely

electron dynamics by shaping the attosecond pump pulse. Chapter 4 is

devoted to analyze the e�ect of small nuclear rearrangements on the ultra-

fast charge migration induced by attosecond pulses, as well as to provide

theoretical support to a recent experiment that reports the appearance of

sub-femtosecond dynamics in photoionized tryptophan molecules in gas

phase [34]. In chapter 5 we propose a complete theoretical XUV pump-

XUV probe scheme in the glycine molecule which could be measured in

XUV-XUV pump-probe photoionization experiments. Finally, we demon-

strate by ab initio calculations that simple pulses can be used to induce

signi�cantly di�erent nuclear dynamics, opening the way to drive molec-

ular dynamics in the femtosecond time-scale.

7



2 | General theory

2.1. Time evolution of quantum

states

T
he physical treatment of interactions of matter and light at the mi-

croscopic scale requires a quantum description of the system of in-

terest, be it an isolated atom or an ensemble of molecules in condensed or

gaseous phase. The quantum state of that system is usually described by

the wave function, Ψ, whereas its time evolution is uniquely determined

by the Hamiltonian operator, Ĥ, which characterises the total energy

accesible for the system under consideration. In this work, we deal with

gas-phase molecules addressing a very concise but challenging (synm)

question: what is the state of a given molecular system at any moment

in time following its ionization by an ultrashort laser pulse? Quantum

mechanics provides a solution to this question in terms of the Time De-

pendent Schrödinger Equation (TDSE), which is usually written in its

9



2 General theory

most general form as

i~
∂

∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ(t)|Ψ(t)〉, (2.1)

where i is the imaginary unit, ~ is the reduced Planck constant which is

~ = h/2π and the symbol ∂/∂t represents a partial derivative with respect

to the time, t, of the wave function, Ψ(t). Both the wave function and the

Hamiltonian operator show an explicit dependence of time and of all the

generalized coordinates of the system. Following the usual procedures in

quantum mechanics, we can separate the free (time independent) term of

the Hamiltonian operator, Ĥ0, of which we may know its energy spectrum,

from that which depend explicitly on time, ĤI(t);

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + Ĥint(t). (2.2)

We shall see that the time evolution of the quantum system is determined

both by the structure of the energy spectrum of Ĥ0 and the nature of the

applied light �eld, introduced as an interaction term in Ĥint(t). As we

shall prove later, we now can consider the interaction term Ĥint(t) acts

as a perturbation of the free Hamiltonian, Ĥint(t) = λĤI(t), and thus

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + λĤI(t), (2.3)

where ĤI(t) has matrix elements of the same order of magnitude as those

of Ĥ0 and λ is a real, dimensionless parameter much smaller than unity

(λ << 1), which characterizes the relative strength of the interaction

Ĥint(t). It is therefore desirable to write the time-dependent wave func-

tion of the quantum system in terms of the eigenstates |n〉 of the free

Hamiltonian Ĥ0 (cf. QM),

Ĥ0 |n〉 = En |n〉 (2.4)

10



2.1 Time evolution of quantum states

where En are the corresponding eigenvalues.

Taking these considerations into account, one obtains the time evolution

of the wave function from the formal solution to the TDSE,

i~
∂

∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 = [Ĥ0 + λĤI(t)] |Ψ(t)〉. (2.5)

Because the set of eigenfunctions |n〉 is complete, the general solution

Ψ(t) to this di�erential equation(eq. (2.5)) can be expanded in the basis

of eigenstates of Ĥ0 as

|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
n

cn(t) exp[−iEnt/~] |n〉 , (2.6)

where the expansion coe�cients, cn(t), are constant in time in the absence

of interaction (λ = 0). By projecting eq. (2.5) on a given eigenstate |m〉
of Ĥ0:

i~
∂

∂t
〈m|Ψ(t)〉 = 〈m| Ĥ0|Ψ(t)〉+ 〈m|λĤI(t) |Ψ〉 (t) =

= Em 〈m|Ψ(t)〉+ λ
∑
n

〈m| ĤI(t) |n〉 〈n|Ψ(t)〉,
(2.7)

and introducing eq. (2.6) in eq. (2.7) we arrive to a formal expression of

the time-dependent coe�cient cm(t) for such state |m〉 , in terms of the

parameter λ

i~
∂

∂t
cm(t) =

∑
n

exp[i(Em − En)t/~] λ 〈m| ĤI(t) |n〉 cn(t). (2.8)

This is the system of di�erential equations that must be solved in order

to �nd the exact solution to the TDSE (eq. (2.5)), that is, in our case,

the quantum state of the molecular system as a function of time. In

11



2 General theory

perturbation theory, cm(t) is expanded in a power series of λ,

cm(t) = c(0)m (t) + λ c(1)m (t) + λ2 c(2)m (t) + ... (2.9)

and therefore, the solution to eq. (2.8) may be found iteratively. More

speci�cally, at k-th order of perturbation theory we �nd the solution to

eq. (2.9) by integrating the recursive equation

i~
∂

∂t
c(k)m (t) =

∑
n

〈m| ĤI(t) |n〉 exp[i(Em − En)t/~] c(k−1)n (t). (2.10)

Starting from the zeroth order term:

i~
∂

∂t
c(0)m (t) = 0, (2.11)

we see that this is the trivial solution of time-independent coe�cients,

c
(0)
m (t) = cm(0). At �rst order of the perturbation, eq. (2.9) boils down to

i~
∂

∂t
c(1)m (t) =

∑
n

〈m| ĤI(t) |n〉 exp[i(Em − En)t/~] cm(t = 0). (2.12)

The time integral of eq. (2.12) yields the expression for cm(t), which is the

solution of the TDSE at �rst order, given that we know the eigenstates

of Ĥ0

c(1)m (t) = cm(0)
1

i~

∫ t

0

dt′
∑
n

〈m| ĤI(t
′) |n〉 exp[i(Em − En)t′/~]. (2.13)

If the system is initially prepared in a state |i〉, ci(0) = 1, at a subsequent

time , t, this equation reduces to

c(1)m (t) =
1

i~

∫ t

0

dt′ 〈m| ĤI(t
′) |i〉 eiωmit′ , (2.14)

12



2.2 Light-molecule interaction

being ωmi = (Em − Ei)/~, where |i〉 and |m〉 are eigenstates of the

time-independet Hamiltonian Ĥ0 with the corresponding eigenvalues Em
and Ei, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we write the solution to

eq. (2.10) at second order of perturbation theory, considering again that

the system is initially prepared in an eigenstate |i〉 of Ĥ0

c(2)m (t) = δmi +
1

i~

∫ t

0

dt′ 〈m| ĤI(t
′) |i〉 eiωmit′

− 1

~2

∫ t

0

dt′
∫ t′

0

dt′′
∑
n

〈m| ĤI(t
′) |n〉 〈n| ĤI(t

′′) |i〉 eiωmnt′eiωnit′′

(2.15)

Following this procedure, one could calculate the solution to the TDSE

at the N -th order of perturbation theory. Second and higher-order terms

shall be included in the perturbative approach to account for physical

processes that involve the absorption or emission of more than one pho-

ton. Those physical processes can not be neglected when we leave the

weak �eld regime, i. e. if the strength of the laser �eld becomes compara-

ble to the binding energies of an atomic or molecular system. However,

attosecond pulses currently generated in the laboratory are weak, with

intensities typically in the range of 1011�1012W/cm2. Under this circum-

stance, the interaction of the molecule with the electromagnetic radiation

of the laser �eld can be solved at �rst-order time-dependent perturbation

theory.

2.2. Light-molecule interaction

We shall describe now the physical expression of the aforementioned in-

teraction between the charged particles and the external applied laser

13



2 General theory

�eld. First of all, we should note that a quantum treatment of the elec-

tromagnetic (EM) radiation is not needed if the density of photons in

the laser �eld is very high. This is usually known as the semi-classical ap-

proximation to light-matter interaction, in which we ignore the quantum

nature of light, providing a classical description of the electromagnetic

�elds with the Maxwell Equations. This is a good approximation, since

a typical laser �eld has a very high density of photons making the gain

or loss of a photon negligible. Within the semi-classical approximation

we can describe both the absorption and the induced emission of a pho-

ton by a molecule. Since we are neglecting the fact that the EM �eld is a

quantum �eld we cannot describe processes such as spontaneous emission,

where an excited state of matter decays to the groundstate by emitting

one photon.

Under the classical laws of light-matter interaction, a particle with

charge e moving in an electromagnetic �eld with velocity v is subjected

to the Lorentz force

F = e
(
E +

v

c
×B

)
, (2.16)

where the electric and magnetic �eld amplitudes, E and B respectively,

are derived from the corresponding potentials, A and φ, according to the

relationships

E = −∇φ− 1

c

∂A

∂t
, B = ∇×A, (2.17)

where A is the vector potential and φ is the scalar potential. In the

following, we will write both the �elds and the potentials the position

representation {r}, with a general expliciti dependence on time time, t.

It is well known that the electromagnetic potentials A and φ are not

unique, but instead they are only required to be gauge invariant. Gauge

14



2.2 Light-molecule interaction

invariance means that the solutions of the Schrödinger equation describe

the same physical states if the following transformations are applied to

the electromagnetic potentials

φ(r, t)→ φ′(r, t) = φ(r, t)− 1

c

∂Λ(r, t)

∂t

A(r, t)→ A′(r, t) = A(r, t) +∇ · Λ(r, t),

(2.18)

being Λ(r, t) an arbitrary function which de�nes the gauge.

As we are mainly interested in determining the particular form of the

interaction Hamiltonian HI resulting from an external laser �eld, we will

make a choice of gauge that is particularly well adapted to problems in

laser-matter interaction. This is the Coulomb gauge which is de�ned by

the condition,

∇ ·A(r, t) = 0 (2.19)

A relevant advantage of this gauge �xing is that it allows a clear separa-

tion of the static electric �eld induced by the nuclei and the externally

applied electromagnetic radiation.

In classical electrodynamics, the motion of the charged particle driven

by an external EM �eld is described by the Hamiltonian (cf book)

H =
1

2m

(
p− e

c
A
)2

+ eφ, (2.20)

where p is the classical momentum of the particle with mass, m. This

expression provides the simplest way to couple the electric �eld to the

motion of the particle, and, as such, is called the minimal coupling Hamil-
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2 General theory

tonian1. From this expression (eq. (2.20)) and following the correspon-

dence principle for the quantization of classical systems, we postulate

the minimal coupling quantum Hamiltonian2 of a particle to an external

electromagnetic �eld3:

HI =
1

2m

[
p̂− e

c
A(r̂, t)

]2
+ eφ(r̂, t), (2.21)

which, in the Coulomb gauge, could be expanded as

HI =
−e
2m

p̂ ·A(r̂, t) +
e2A2(r̂, t)

2m
+ eφ(r̂, t). (2.22)

At this point, it is worth to mention that in this work we study laser-

molecule interactions for which the wavelength, λc, of the light is at least

one order of magnituder larger than the typical molecular scale4. Under

these conditions, the amplitude of the external �eld is practically constant

over the spatial extent of the molecule and the vector potential A(r̂, t)

can be taken as a function of time solely, A(r̂, t) = A(t). This is usually

referred as long-wavelength or dipole approximation. Let's prove it in the

generic case of a plane wave, for which the vector potential now reads

A(r̂, t) = A0 exp
[
ik̂ · r̂− iωt

]
. (2.23)

1The notion of minimal coupling or minimal substitution comes from the replacement
of the momentum p by the term p− (e/c)A

2This Hamiltonian is not relativistic and should be derived only as an approximation
in the low-energy regime of the charge-�eld interaction in quantum electrodynam-
ics.

3The transition to quantum mechanics is obtained by replacing the canonical mo-
mentum p by the momentum operator p̂, de�ned as (~/i)∇ in the coordinate
representation.

4The typical length of an aminoacid varies from 0.4 (glycine) to 1 nm (tryptophan),
whereas the wavelength of the pulses employed in this work is in the range 10-100
nm.
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2.2 Light-molecule interaction

We expand the plane wave in a Taylor series of the form

exp[ik̂ · r̂] ' 1− ik̂ · r̂ +O((k̂ · r̂)2) (2.24)

If 〈k · r〉 << 1 the linear term [ik̂ · r̂] and, obviously, higher order terms,

may be neglected 5, and thus we arrive to

A(r̂, t) = A0 exp
[
ik̂ · r̂

]
exp (−iωt) ' A0 exp (−iωt) (2.25)

Notice that now the quadratic term of eq. (2.22) is a scalar and thus it

can be dropped, since it only adds a global phase, playing no part in the

perturbation of a given molecular state |Ψ(t)〉. Moreover, the Coulomb

gauge scalar potential for a propagating EM wave is zero, φ(r, t) = 0.

Therefore, the �nal form of the interaction Hamiltonian in the so-called

�velocity gauge� is

HI =
−e
2m

p̂ ·A(r̂, t). (2.26)

However, we will take one step further, by applying the Goeppert-Mayer

transformation to the Coulomb gauge potentials of a plane wave within

the long-wavelength regime. The function Λ(r, t) which de�nes this trans-

formation is Λ(r, t) = −r̂ ·A(t) and it leads to the following EM poten-

tials6

φ′ =
1

c

∂Λ

∂t
= −r̂1

c

∂A(t)

∂t
= −r̂ · E(t)

A′ = A(t)−∇ · (r̂ ·A(t)) = 0.

(2.27)

5The maximum value of 〈k · r〉 we have in this work is 〈k · r〉 ' 0.15 in the extreme
case of irradiating a glycine molecule with an attosecond pulse of λ0 = 14 nm.

6The wavefunction must be transformed accordingly, as ψ′ = ψ exp
(
ie
~cΛ(r, t)

)
. The

physical observables are not a�ected by this phase factor
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2 General theory

With these potentials, the Hamiltonian eq. (2.22) becomes

HI,L = −e r̂ · E(t), (2.28)

which is usually referred as the interaction Hamiltonian in the �length

gauge�, HI,L. This is the expression of the interaction Hamiltonian we

have employed for the resolution of the TDSE:

i~
∂

∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ0 |Ψ(t)〉+ ĤI,L(t) |Ψ(t)〉. (2.29)

Note that for a molecular system of N charges qi, the total dipole

operator D̂ is the sum of all the contributions from the single particle

dipole operators d̂, de�ned as

D̂ =
N∑
i

d̂i =
N∑
i

qi r̂i (2.30)

and thus the dipole matrix elements between the states |n〉 and |m〉 are

Dmn = 〈m|
N∑
i

qi r̂i |n〉 =
N∑
i

〈m| d̂i |n〉 (2.31)

Within the length gauge, these dipole matrix elements are essential to

determine the time dependent expansion coe�cients of the molecular

quantum state (eq. (2.10)), since the interaction Hamiltonian matrix el-

ements now read

Hmn
I,L (t) =

N∑
i

〈m| d̂i · E(t) |n〉

=
N∑
i

E(t) 〈m| d̂εi |n〉

(2.32)
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2.3 Molecular quantum states

where d̂εi = d̂i · ε is the projection of the dipole operator along the po-

larization direction ε of the electric �eld E(t) = εE(t). Therefore, it

is crucial to calculate the correct transition amplitudes between initial

and �nal states Dmn to obtain an accurate description of the molecular

wavepacket created after the photoionization. The explicit form of this

calculation will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter.

2.3. Molecular quantum states

Once de�ned the form of the interaction between light and charged parti-

cles, we are bound to analyze in detail the quantum states of the molecule.

In quantum mechanics, the evolution of a certain molecular system is

given by the solution of the TDSE (eq. (2.1)). In the position represen-

tation, this equation takes the form:

i
∂Ψ(r,R, t)

∂t
= Ĥ(r,R, t)Ψ(r,R, t). (2.33)

In this equation, r and R stand for all the 3N electronic and 3M nuclear

coordinates, being M the number of atoms and N the corresponding

number of electrons of the neutral molecular system and Ĥ(r,R, t) is the

non-relativistic, molecular Hamiltonian operator. We make use of atomic

units here and hereinafter, i. e. ~ = e = me = 1.

We have shown in eq. (2.2) that this Hamiltonian operator may be

separated in two terms without any loss of generality

Ĥ(r,R, t) = Ĥ0(r,R) + V̂ (r, t). (2.34)

isolating the e�ect of the external perturbation V (r, t) from the �eld-free,
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2 General theory

time-independent molecular Hamiltonian, Ĥ0(r,R).7 A general expres-

sion for the molecular Hamiltonian in the absence of such perturbation

is

Ĥ0(r,R) = T̂nuc + T̂e + V̂e−e(r) + V̂e−n(r,R) + V̂n−n(R) =

=−
M∑
I=1

1

2MI

∇2
RI
−

N∑
i=1

1

2
∇2
i +

N∑
i=1

∑
i>j

1

|ri − rj|
−

−
N∑
i=1

M∑
I=1

ZI
|ri −RI |

+
M∑
I=1

∑
J>I

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |

,

(2.35)

where the �rst two terms are the kinetic nuclear and electronic opera-

tors, and the following ones correspond to the Coulomb potential energy

operators involving electrons, electrons-nuclei and the nuclei alone, re-

spectively.8 Note that MI and ZI are the bare mass and neutral charge

of the I-th nucleus, apiece.

We can now expand the time-dependent molecular wave function, so-

lution of eq. (2.33), in the basis of �eld-free eigenstates:

Ψ(r,R, t) =
∑
j

cj(t) e
−iEjt Ψj(r,R), (2.36)

where Ψj(r,R) are the general solutions of eq. (2.4), i.e. resulting upon

the solution of the eigenvalue problem

Ĥ0(r,R)Ψj(r,R) = EjΨj(r,R). (2.37)

7Here we assume that the external laser �eld only acts on the electrons, i. e. depends
explicitly only on the electronic coordinates

8In this expression, we have neglected the mass polarization and relativistic e�ects.
Molecular rotation terms are usually ignored because rotation is several orders of
magnitude slower than the timescale of the physical processes treated here.
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2.3 Molecular quantum states

In the present work, we will focus on molecular photoionization induced

by pulsed radiation, i.e., for a �nite duration τ of the external electro-

magnetic �eld de�ned in eq. (2.32). Therefore, one can numerically solve

the TDSE in eq. (2.33) in the presence of the �eld, and once the pertur-

bation induced by the �eld is switched o�, t > τ , the evolution of the

time-dependent wave packet simply follows a �eld free evolution deter-

mined by the stationary phases, Ej, such that:

Ψ(r,R, t > τ) =
∑
j

cj(t = τ) e−iEj(t−τ) Ψj(r,R), (2.38)

Note that in the present formalism, the coe�cients cj(t = τ) are fully

determined via eqs. (2.14) and (2.32).

In short, one will get the exact solution of the TDSE (eq. (2.33)) if

one is able to determine the time dependent expansion coe�cients cj(t)

of the total wave function in the basis of the asymptotic states of the

system, Ψj(r,R). However, to date, existing numerical approaches that

provides an full-dimensional accurate solution of eq. (2.33) in the context

of photoionization has only being demonstrated for systems leading to

a two- or three-body full Coulomb break-up, i.e. hydrogen and helium

atom or the hydrogen molecular ion, H+
2 (see [73] and references therein).

Therefore, eq. (2.33) calls for approximated solutions to the descrip-

tion of large molecular systems as those we are interested in. In the

present work, we aim to investigate molecular systems with a few tens

of electrons and nuclei, i.e. with wave functions with a total number of

dimensions ranging from hundreds to thousands. 9 Recalling the expres-

sion of the �eld-free molecular Hamiltonian eq. (2.35), we see that the

9Notice the dimensionality of this problem for a molecule with Nel > 40, N > 10. It
has hundreds electronic-nuclear degrees of freedom.
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2 General theory

term V̂e−n(r,R) prevents us from separating Ĥ0(r,R) into nuclear and

electronic parts. However, we could de�ne the molecular wave function

as the following product:

Ψ(r,R, t) =
∞∑
i

Ωi(R, t)Φi(r;R) (2.39)

which is an in�nite expansion of Ψ(r,R, t) in a complete set of electronic

eigenstates of Ĥ0(r,R). The expansion coe�cients are then the time-

dependent nuclear wavefunctions Ωi(R, t) associated with the electronic

states. This ansatz, usually known as Born-Huang representation, is a

formally exact formulation of the molecular wave function, since it is

written in a complete basis, de�ned by the electronic states {Φi(r;R)}.
The later can be retrieved as the solution of

ĤelΦi(r;R) = UiΦi(r;R). (2.40)

where

Ĥel = T̂e + V̂e−e(r) + V̂e−n(r,R) + V̂n−n(R) (2.41)

is a Hamiltonian operator de�ned in the electronic space with a para-

metrical dependence on the nuclear coordinates. Equation (2.40) is often

referred as the �clamped nuclei� Schrödinger equation10 [74] Its eigenval-

ues11 Ui(R) thus depend parametrically of R and the set of eigenstates

Φi(r;R) form a complete and orthornormal basis in the electronic space

at every value of R:∑
i

Φ∗i (r
′;R)Φi(r;R) = δ(r− r′) (2.42)

10This equation is written in the adiabatic representation, i. e. the electronic basis is
made with eigenstates of Ĥ

11These eigenvalues correspond to the adiabatic potential energy surface for the I-th
electronic state.
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2.4 Theoretical methods for non-adiabatic dynamics

It is only when the expansion in eq. (2.39) is truncated that approx-

imations are introduced. In the following chapter, we will outline the

approximated methods we have followed to solve eqs. (2.39) and (2.40),

that is, to calculate the molecular electronic eigenstates Φi(r;R) within

the clamped nuclei approximation. Later, we will also describe the compu-

tational method we employ to determine the dipole transitions between

the electronic eigenstates. But �rst, we present the theoretical details

and the description of the di�erent approaches to the nuclear dynamics

of photoionized systems we have employed.

2.4. Theoretical methods for

non-adiabatic dynamics

The theoretical description of coupled electron-nuclear dynamics involv-

ing several electronic states requires to go beyond the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation (BOA), in which the electronic and nuclear motions are

decoupled [74]. Yet, nowadays, a full-dimensional quantum mechanical

treatment of the nuclear motion of a large molecular system it is still

impractical. This is a consequence of the N-power scaling of the compu-

tational e�ort with the number of dimensions, which is always the main

bottleneck of computational quantum dynamics [75]. Therefore, some

approximations should be taken if we want to study the dynamics of neu-

tral or ionized molecular systems in excited states, such as the one we

are interested in, which is the dynamics of a glycine molecule upon XUV

photoionization.

There exists a plethora of methods to handle the challenge of sim-

ulating dynamics beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The
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vast majority of them have been extensively reviewed in the refs. 76�

79. Amongst all the existing methods, the Multi-Con�gurational Time-

Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) [75, 80] is considered as a reference for

excited-state dynamics, when highly accurate potential energy surfaces

and nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements are accesible. This method

can provide exact, fully quantum results for the dynamics of molecules

with few nuclear degrees of freedom [81], but it presents two main limi-

tations, i. e. it requires precalculated potential energy surfaces and also

a reduced dimensionality of the nuclear problem. To circumvent the pre-

requirement of globally �tted surfaces and with the aim of treating high-

dimensional nuclear wave functions, many direct-dynamics methods have

been developed in the last decades. They can be applied to large molec-

ular systems and also avoid the huge computational cost of calculating

N-dimensional potential energy surfaces in advance, since their calcula-

tion is done on-the-�y, that is, as they are needed for the regions that are

sampled during the dynamics. The nuclear wave function is then repre-

sented by a linear combination of trajectory basis functions (TBFs) that

evolve either classically or quantum mechanically 12.

In the last decades, there has been a remarkable progress in the con-

struction of computationally a�ordable an intermediate approach be-

tween the full quantum dynamics and the classical trajectory-based ap-

proaches, namely, Gaussian basis set expansions built around trajectories

[82�84]. Ab-initio methods that belong to this approach employ Gaus-

sians as a basis set for the nuclear wave function whose expansion coe�-

cients, and also their parameters, are determined by the time-dependent

Schrödinger equation. Although a great e�ort has been recently put in

the development and extension of this family of ab-initio methods, its

12The quantum mechanical description of nuclear dynamics through TBFs presents
some limitations, as for example, the description of quantum tunneling. [79]
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aplication is still limited to the study of excited state dynamics of neu-

tral molecules (see [79] for an extensive review of them). Moreover, we

have found only two works [69, 70] in which the authors simulated the ab-

initio dynamics upon ionization of a large polyatomic molecule. It should

be noted, however, that these studies have been restricted either to short

time scales [70] or to a small-sized nuclear or electronic con�guration

space [69]. It seems, however, that the ab-initio methods with Gaussian

basis set, alongside with other recently-developed methods [85? , 86], are

the most promising formalism to achieve a correct quantum description

of quantum molecular dynamics.

Nevertheless, the most extended ones are the quantum-classical meth-

ods, in which only the electrons are treated quantum mechanically, while

the nuclear motion is treated classically [87�89]. Ehrenfest dynamics and

Tully's trajectory surface hopping (TSH) [90�93] are arguably the most

prominent and popular quantum-classical methods due to their intuitive

conceptual background an the posibility of include all the nuclear de-

grees of freedom at a low computational cost [94]. While in the �rst

case, the nuclear dynamics is replaced by a single classical trajectory

evolving in the mean-�eld potential derived from the time evolution of

the electronic wavefunction, in surface hopping approaches the nuclear

wavepacket is represented by a swarm of independent classical trajecto-

ries and the nonadiabatic e�ects are included via a stochastic algorithm

that induces hops between di�erent electronic states. We note, however,

that both them present some limitations in the description of certain

quantum e�ects, such as tunneling, zero-point energy and wave packet

(de)coherence [79, 94].
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2.4.1. Ehrenfest dynamics

We already introduced the Born-Huang representation in eq. (2.39), which

is a formally exact separation of the molecular wave function into elec-

tronic and nuclear contributions. Alternatively to eq. (2.39), several ,

one can propose a simpler ansatz for the total wave function built on a

single-con�guration:

Ψ(r,R, t) = Ω(R, t)Φ(r, t) exp

[
i

∫
dt U(t)

]
(2.43)

where, as in eq. (2.39), Ω(R, t) describes the time-dependent nuclear

wavefunction, but now Φ(r, t) stands for a time-dependent electronic

wavefunction which does not depend (even parametrically) on the nu-

clear positions and the accompanying phase term is de�ned as

U(t) =

∫ ∫
dr dR Ω∗(R, t)Φ∗(r, t)Ĥel(r,R)Ω(R, t)Φ(r, t). (2.44)

This particular ansatz is known as the Ehrenfest representation. It is

a mean-�eld approach which gives rise to a trajectory-based nonadia-

batic molecular dynamics solution in which the nuclei are described by

a mean-�eld classical trajectory. Here we outline shortly the theoretical

framework of the results presented in this work within this formalism. A

full derivation of this method can be found here [95, 96] and references

therein, whereas a broader picture of the existing ab-initio molecular dy-

namics methods could also be found here [79, 95].

Inserting the ansatz eq. (2.43) of the total wavefunction into the full

molecular TDSE (eq. (2.33)) and projecting over the nuclear and elec-

tronic wavefunctions apiece, we obtain the corresponding equations of mo-

tion, which form the so-called time-dependent self-consistent �eld (TD-
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SCF) method (see [95]). Following the derivation explained in ref. 95, we

arrive to the coupled set of quantum-classical di�erential equations:

MγR̈γ(t) = −∇Rγ〈Ĥel(r,R(t))〉 (2.45)

iΦ̇(r;R, t) = Ĥel(r,R(t))Φ(r;R, t). (2.46)

For the nuclear dynamics, we have a Newton-like equation eq. (2.45)

in which each classical atom γ moves according to the laws of classical

mechanics on a potential energy surface given by the expectation value of

the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥel(r,R(t)). The forces in eq. (2.45) are often

computed as the expectation value of the gradient of the Hamiltonian (i. e.

using the Hellmann�Feynman theorem [97]). In this classical limit, the

electronic motion (eq. (2.46)) is coupled to the nuclear degrees of freedom

via the parametric dependence of the electronic hamiltonian Ĥel(r,R(t))

and the electronic wave function Φ(r;R, t) on the nuclear coordinates.

2.4.2. Surface-hopping dynamics

Another common procedure in non-adiabatic dynamics is to write each

nuclear wave function Ωi(R, t) as a linear combination of Nα basis func-

tions, χ(α)
k . Expanded in this basis, eq. (2.39) reads

Ψ(r,R, t) =
∞∑
i

Ni∑
k

a
(k)
i (t)χ

(k)
i (R, t)Φi(r;R), (2.47)

where the time dependent coe�cients c(k)i (t) are determined by the ini-

tial composition of the electronic wavepacket and the phases acquired

during the propagation. In the absence of nuclear dynamics, the phase

of a given electronic state Φi(r;R) is simply given by the exponential

factor e−i(Ei(R)t. The combination of eq. (2.47) onto the TDSE equation
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eq. (2.33) yields an exact solution for the time evolution of the molecular

system, provided a complete set of nuclear basis functions χ(k)
i .

The Tully's trajectory surface hopping (TSH) approach [90] to the

electron-nuclear dynamics can be regarded as a simpli�cation of the above

mentioned method eq. (2.47), in which a swarm of totally independent

classical trajectories is employed to represent the dynamics of a nuclear

wavepacket. Under this independent trajectory approximation, the elec-

tronic and nuclear degrees of freedom are propagated self consistently

according to the following equations:

i
∂Φ(r;R(k)(t), t)

∂t
= Ĥel(r;R

(k)(t), t)Φ(r;R(k)(t), t)

MγR̈
(l)
γ (t) = −∇RγEi(R

(k)(t)).

(2.48)

The temporal evolution of the electronic wave function Φ(r;R(k)(t), t) is

governed by the TDSE and is in�uenced by the classical nuclear coordi-

nates R(t) through the parametric dependence of the electronic Hamilto-

nian on the coordinates R(t). Conversely, the nuclear motion is driven by

the Newton's equations, being R(k)(t) the kth nuclear trajectory which

runs on the adiabatic potential energy surface Eα, and α denotes the

adiabatic state whose gradient is followed at time t. Each nuclear trajec-

tory carries a set of complex amplitudes a(k)i as a result of expanding the

time-dependent electronic wavefunction in the basis of adiabatic states

Φ(r;R(k)(t), t) =
∑
i

a
(k)
i (t)Φi(r;R

(k)(t)). (2.49)

The equation of motion for these electronic wave function coe�cients is
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2.4 Theoretical methods for non-adiabatic dynamics

derived by inserting eq. (2.49) in eq. (2.48), which returns

ȧ
(k)
i (t) = −

∑
j

[iH
(k)
ij + Ṙ(k) ·K(k)

ij ] a
(k)
j (t), (2.50)

being Hij the diabatic hamiltonian and Kij the non-adiabatic coupling

vector between cationic states i and j [98]. In order to take into account

nonadiabatic e�ects, Tully introduced surface hops, meaning that the

electronic state driving the nuclear dynamics of a given trajectory can

change whenever it enters a region of strong nonadiabatic coupling. The

probability for such a hop is calculated by a stochastic algorithm based

on the the time-dependent coe�cients of the electronic wave function,

c
(k)
i (t). An extended explanation of this algorithm can be found in 98.
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3 | Molecular
photoionization with
ultrashort laser
pulses

An accurate theoretical description of molecular photoionization faces

the challenge of attaining a correct description of the associated elec-

tronic continuum. One thus needs to deal with the scattering theory

framework in a half-collision problem, photoionization. The multicenter

character of molecular targets adds complexity to the scattering prob-

lem, even in the scenario of assuming frozen nuclei. Currently available

numerical methods commonly use close-coupling expansions of the wave

function, although they mainly di�er in the description of the correlation

e�ects on the continuum wavefunctions, usually referred as interchannel

coupling (IC). We will outline here only the methods that account for

an accurate treatment of the electronic continuum i. e. that solve the

scattering problem including the proper boundary conditions of a half-
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

collision event. Three of these methods consider the interaction between

continuum channels, namely: the multichannel Schwinger con�guration

interaction (MC-SCI) method [99�101], the complex Kohn variational

method [102�104] and the R-matrix method [105�108]. Additionally, a

single channel approach to the close-coupling equations has also been

implemented in the Static-Exchange DFT method [109�111]. This is the

method we employed to retrieve the accurate scattering amplitudes of

molecular single-photon ionization, since it has been already tested in

the UV and even X-ray frequency domains [110, 112, 113], and more re-

cently, for two-photon above threshold ionization problems [114]. More-

over, the Static-Exchange DFT method has been successfully employed

to reproduce single ionization cross sections of relatively small molecules

within the �xed nuclei approximation [115, 116] or including a quantum

description of the nuclear degrees of freedom in order to compare with ex-

perimental works on vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectra of poly-

atomic molecules at high photon energies, such as those for BF3 [117],

CH4 [118], CF4 [119], SF6 [120]. It is still impractical a full quantum cal-

culation of the photoionization amplitudes for large molecules, including

all the vibrational degrees of freedom. And hence most of the abovemen-

tioned methods have made use of the �xed nuclei approximation (FNA)

during the ionization process [109, 121�127] as we shall initially do in

this work.

The �xed nuclei approximation relies on two main legs: the smooth be-

haviour of the electronic properties in the vincinity of the Franck-Condon

region and on the slight distortions of the nuclear conformation that

take place during the action of an ultrashort laser pulse1. The validity

1For instance, the typical duration of the ultrashort laser pulses employed in this
work does not exceed 5 fs, whereas the shortest vibrational period of the H-H bond
is around 10fs.
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of the �xed-nuclei approximation to extract the ionization amplitudes

right at the end of the pulse is supported by the accuracy of previous

calculations of total photoionization cross sections of small molecules as

well as of medium and large sized molecular systems. It is also worth

to mention that most theoretical works performed on molecular charge

migration relie also on the validity of the FNA for the propagation of elec-

tronic and nuclear wave packets after the sudden removal of an electron

[45, 55, 57, 60, 128]. As its main practical advantage, the FNA allows to

drop the nuclear coordinates from the expression of the electronic states,

previously de�ned in eq. (2.40).

To evaluate the photoionization amplitudes in molecular photoioniza-

tion we shall �rst calculate the electronic structure of that molecule. One,

thus, has to determine the explicit form of the initial and �nal states of

a N electron system, in which one or more electrons may be in the elec-

tronic continuum. The most common approach for computing the pho-

toionization matrix elements is to evaluate separately the wavefunctions

for the initial and �nal electronic state. The initial state, ΦN
0 (r) is usu-

ally de�ned with conventional electronic structure methods. When the

molecular system is taken to be initially in its ground electronic state,

Hartree-Fock (HF) or density functional theory (DFT) methods yield a

good description of the bound electronic wavefunction. However, more

complicated methods such as con�guration interaction (CI), complete

active space self-consistent �eld (CASSCF) or time-dependent density

functional theory (TDDFT) are required when we want to describe the

ionization from excited states of a neutral or ionized molecule, which

are often of multicon�gurational character. The �nal state ΦN
f (r) must

be treated in a very di�erent way, since it is part of an electronic con-

tinuum and the wavefunction does not vanish far from the molecular

environment, but instead it shows an outgoing �ux of electrons. In the
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

case two ejected photoelectrons, the most general formulation of the �nal

electronic state is a close-coupling (CC) expansion, where the molecular

continuum states are written as

ΦN
f,ε,j,ε′,j′ =

∑
b

Cb ΦN
b +

∑
α

C+
α A

[
ΦN−1
α ϕε,j

]
+

+
∑
β

C++
β A

[
ΦN−2
β ϕε,j ϕε′,j′

]
.

(3.1)

where two electrons have been promoted to the continuum with kinetic

energies ε and ε′ and a set of angular quantum numbers j and j′, respec-

tively. In the previous expansion, α and β are indices that run over all

the posible cationic and dicationic target states, respectively, A stands

for the antisymmetrization operator and Cb, C+
α and C++

β are the coe�-

cients of the bound, cationic and dicationic con�gurations, apiece.

3.1. The static-exchange picture

3.1.1. Single-channel approximation

The general close-coupling expansion proposed in eq. (3.1) is a general-

ization of the con�guration interaction (CI) approach to the molecular

continuum and, as such, it leads to very accurate results for the pho-

toionization amplitudes. But, in practice, it is very demanding and con-

sequently, its applicability is limited to small-sized molecules [129, 130].

As we move to larger molecules, further simpli�cations must be taken

into account. Firstly, we restrict the close-coupling expansion to a single

channel, and separately obtain the solution for each cationic state, i.e.,

for a one-photon ionization event, the continuum part of the �nal state is

reduced to an antisymmetrized product of a N − 1 electron target state
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3.1 The static-exchange picture

ΦN−1
α times one-electron continuum function ϕε,j

ΦN
α,ε,j(r) = C+

α A
[
ΦN−1
α (r1, . . . , rN−1)ϕε,j(rN)

]
. (3.2)

Once we are left with a single ionic target state, we can de�ne the Dyson

orbital as [131, 132]

ϕDα (r) =
〈
ΦN−1
α

∣∣ΦN
0 〉 =

=
1

N − 1

∫
ΦN−1 ∗
α (r1, ..., rN−1)Φ

N
0 (r1, ..., rN−1, r) dr1...drN−1 ,

(3.3)

which represents the overlap between the electronic ground state wave

function of the neutral molecule ΦN
0 and the bound part of the electronic

wave function of the molecular cationic state, ΦN−1
α . In this context, the

calculation of the dipole transition moments

Dα,ε,j =
〈
A[ΦN−1

α ϕε,j]
∣∣∑

i

di
∣∣ΦN

0

〉
= 〈ϕε,j|d|ϕDα 〉+ 〈ϕε,j| ηDα 〉 (3.4)

reduces to single particle transition matrix elements, involving the Dyson

orbital ϕDα and the �conjugate� Dyson orbital ηDα =
〈
ΦN−1
α

∣∣D ∣∣ΦN
0

〉
,

which are computed entirely from the many-electron, bound state wave

functions, ΦN−1
α and ΦN

0 [133]. The �rst term of eq. (3.4) represents a

dipole transition between the Dyson orbital and the continuum wave

function, while the second one is often neglected, since it represents a

monopole transition from ηDα to the continuum, although it may become

important close to the ionization threshold [134, 135]. Dyson orbitals have

become widely employed in recent work [136, 137], notably for strong �eld

or time resolved photoionization [138, 139].

Henceforth, our main task is to compute the following dipole matrix
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

elements

Dα,ε,j = 〈ϕε,j|d|ϕDα 〉, (3.5)

in order to determine the expansion coe�cients C+
α (see the derivation

in chapter 2). For that, we must determine the form of

1. The Dyson orbital |ϕDα 〉

2. The continuum orbitals |ϕε,j〉

In light of this approach where the dipole matrix elements shrink to

single particle matrix elements, it is convenient to introduce the use of

single particle wavefunctions, chemically known as orbitals. We will em-

ploy molecular orbitals (MO) basis {ϕp} for the bound part of the initial

and �nal states and continuum orbitals {ϕε,j} as a basis for the outgo-

ing electrons. Before diving deeper into the techniques to calculate the

electronic wavefunctions ΦN
0 and ΦN−1

α that utlimately determine ϕDα , we

rewrite eq. (3.5) in the molecular orbital basis. For that, we introduce

the creation â+p and annihilation âp operators

â+p ψ
N(. . . np . . . ) = (−1)

∑
j<k nj (1− np) ψN+1(. . . 1p . . . ),

âpψ
N(. . . np . . . ) = (−1)

∑
j<k nj np ψ

N−1(. . . 0p . . . ),
(3.6)

where the symbol 1p denotes the presence of an electron at the p spin

orbital in the N -electron wavefunction ψN+1, whereas 0p stands for an

empty spin orbital p, i.e. is not present in the ψN . The factors (1 − np)
and np prevent the creation of an electron on an already occupied spin

orbital or or the annihilation of an empty spin orbital, being np = {0, 1}
the occupancy of the spin orbital p.

Now, the Dyson orbital ϕDα can be written in terms of an orbital basis

{ϕp} and the associated creation â+p and annihilation âp operators, which
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3.1 The static-exchange picture

add or remove a particle in orbital ϕp. For that, we de�ne the Dyson

amplitudes

χαp = 〈ΦN−1
α |ap|ΦN

0 〉 (3.7)

from which one can expand the Dyson orbital as

∣∣ϕDα 〉 =
∑
p

χαp |ϕp〉 (3.8)

and thus

Dα,ε,j =
∑
p

χαp 〈ϕε,j|d|ϕp〉. (3.9)

comprises all the contributions of monoelectronic dipole transitions from

bound ϕp to continuum one-electron wavefunctions ϕε,j, which are weighted

by an overlap χαp between the ionic state ΦN−1
α and the initial state

ΦN
0 with an electron annihilated in ϕp. The norm of the Dyson orbital,∑
p |χαp|2, de�nes the spectral strength, that is, the probability to observe

the ΦN−1
α state in a sudden approximation from the initial state ΦN

0 . So,

essentially, to determine the bound part of eq. (3.9) we only have to cal-

culate the Dyson amplitudes χαp after expanding both the initial and

�nal bound states in the basis ϕp. The �nal form of χαp will be entirely

be determined by the ground ΦN
0 and ionic state wavefunctions ΦN−1

α we

take.

3.1.2. Bound electronic states

Prior to evaluate the Dyson amplitudes associated with a monoelectronic

transition, we have to determine the electronic structure of the molecu-

lar ground and ionic states. For the ground state, we must solve the
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

eigenvalue equation

ĤelΦ
N
0 (r;R) = E0Φ

N
0 (r;R). (3.10)

To solve this equation we have at our disposal the variational method, for

which a class of trial functions should be proposed. A particulary suitable

ansatz for applying the variational principle which inmediately ensures

an antisymmetrized electronic wavefunction is the Slater determinant

ψN [140],

ΦN
0 ≡ ψN = |ϕ1, . . . , ϕN〉 (3.11)

where ϕi are the orthonormal one-electron functions, i. e. , molecular spin

orbitals.

A plethora of electronic structure methods arised during the last cen-

tury to provide a solution to eq. (3.10). The most important of them is

the self-consistent �eld (SCF) or Hartree-Fock (HF) method, which uses

a single Slater determinant as variational reference and reduces Ĥel to

an e�ective one-electron Hamiltonian that deals with the electron inter-

actions in a mean-�eld approach. Nevertheless, there are other methods

that account for electron correlation, i. e. not averaging electronic repul-

sions. Ones are built on a single reference, the so-called post-Hartree-Fock

methods, while others use more than one Slater determinant, such as the

multi-con�gurational self-consistent �eld (MCSCF). In the present work,

we have employed two di�erent approaches to determine the molecular

electronic structure. On the one hand, we have employed a DFT approach

that will be brie�y discussed later in this section. On the second hand,

we employ a MCSCF approach, to provide a more accurate description

of the excited states of the molecule. We �rst brie�y revisit the latter.
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3.1 The static-exchange picture

MCSCF

The major di�erence between MCSCF and HF (or DFT) lies in the con-

struction of the wave function. In SCF approaches the wave function is

given as a single determinant built from orbitals that are optimized via a

variational procedure. Countrariwise, in MCSCF theory, the wave func-

tion is a summation of con�guration state functions (CSFs) which are

a symmetry-adapted linear combination of Slater determinants. Their

corresponding coe�cients are commonly grouped into what is called the

con�guration interaction (CI) vector.2

Regarding the orbitals, the MCSCF is based on a partition of the oc-

cupied MOs into subsets, according to the use we make of them to build

the wavefunction. In the case of the Complete Active Space (CAS) SCF

method, we de�ne three subsets for each symmetry block of MOs : in-

active, active and external orbitals. Shortly, inactive orbitals are kept

doubly occupied in all con�gurations, whilst the active orbitals could be

empty, half or fully occupied. The external (or virtual) orbitals are in-

varaibly unoccupied and they just span the rest of the orbital space. The

Restricted Active Space (RAS) is one extension of the CASSCF model

which introduces more subspaces and restricts the number of electrons

on them. We use a RAS scheme with 5 orbital subspaces:

1. The inactive orbital space

2. The RAS1 space: allows for a certain number of holes.

3. The RAS2 space: all possible occupations are allowed

2It must be noted that in MCSCF a decision on the general structure of the wave
function has to be made beforehand and this should be done with an a priori

knowledge about the electronic structure of the molecular system.
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Virtual Orbitals

Active Orbitals

Inactive Orbitals

Active Orbitals (RAS2)

CASSCF

RAS1

RAS3

RASSCF

Full CI
(All

excitations)

Virtual Orbitals

Inactive Orbitals

Full CI
(All

excitations)

Figure 3.1: General sketch of active spaces in CASSCF and RASSCF meth-
ods.

4. The RAS3 space: occupied with up to a given number of electrons

5. The external orbital space

We have applied the RAS method to the description of the glycine

molecule in its neutral and cationic form. Given the size of the complete

active space for glycine, with 40 electrons and 15 occupied valence or-

bitals (30 valence orbitals in total), it is advisable to perform a restricted

calculation to make it computationally a�ordable.3 The particular choice

of subspaces, orbitals and restrictions is taken with the aim of studying
3The size of the complete CI expansion NCAS is given by the Weyl's formula. For
30 active electrons in 30 orbitals with total spin S = 1, NCAS ' 1016 CSFs.
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3.1 The static-exchange picture

the dynamics of glycine cation after XUV ionization. For that purpose,

we build the inactive space with the �rst 8 HF orbitals, RAS1 includes

the following 12 HF valence orbitals, RAS2 has no orbitals and RAS3

space contains 9 of the remaining 15 valence orbitals. The number of

excitations was set to 2, i. e. 2 is the maximum occupation number of

the RAS3 space. It implies a maximum number of holes in RAS1 equal

to 2 for the neutral and 3 for the cation. We will refer to this method

as RAS(23,-2,12-0-9) or simply RAS(23,21).4 This arrangement will be

discussed more thoroughly in chapter 5, but for the moment we must say

that even if it is not the best choice for studies of excitation energies or

chemical reactivity, it yields a good compromise between accuracy and

computational cost for dynamical simulations. The fact that orbital op-

timization is included, makes this methodology specially attractive for

studies of energy surfaces, when there is a need to compute the energy

gradient with respect to the nuclear coordinates [94].

Finally, we recall that MCSCF is particularly suited and employed

for calculations of excited states, and thus, we also used this approach

to calculate the ionic state wavefunctions, ΦN−1
α of the glycine cation.

In order to compute excited states it is common to optimize the energy

average for all states under consideration [141, 142]. This procedure yields

a single set of compromise orbitals for all states and the energy functional

to be minimized is the average energy of some states {I, I = 1,M}:

Eav =
∑
I

ωIEI (3.12)

where ωI are weight factors. In this state-averaged (SA) formalism, sev-

4In the ionic form: 23 refers to the number of electrons in RAS1, -2 indicates that
up to two holes are created in RAS1. 12, 0 and 9 are the number of orbitals of
RAS1,RAS2 and RAS3, respectively. For the neutral, replace 23 with 24.
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

eral CI vectors are optimized simultaneously, one for each I-state. The

result of such a calculation is one set of orbitals andM CI wave functions.

KS-DFT

Additionally, we have taken another approach to determine the electronic

structure of a molecule, which is specially suited for the ground state

of large molecular systems, the Density Functional Theory (DFT). The

DFT methods are based on the Hohenberg and Kohn theorems [143]

which state that the electron density ρ(r) can be used alternatively for a

full description of the ground state of the system, allowing to reduce the

many-body problem of N electrons with 3N spatial coordinates to three

spatial coordinates, through the use of functionals of the electron density.

Minimization of this energy functional with respect to the density yields

the ground-state electron density from which all of the system's proper-

ties can be obtained. The most common aproach in DFT is the Kohn-

Sham (KS) DFT theory, in which a �ctitious non-interacting system is

constructed so that its density is the same as that of the interacting-

electrons. As the particles in the Kohn�Sham system are non-interacting

fermions, the ground state KS wavefunction is a single Slater determinant

ΦN
0 ≡ ψN0 = |ϕ1, . . . , ϕN〉 (3.13)

built from a set of KS orbitals ϕk that are the lowest energy solutions to

a Schrödinger-like equation

hKSϕk(r) = εKSϕk(r), (3.14)
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3.1 The static-exchange picture

with a single particle hamiltonian hKS, de�ned as

hKS = −1

2
∇2 + Vnuc + VC + VXC , (3.15)

where Vnuc is the nuclear attraction term, VC [ρ0(r)] is the Coulomb

potential generated by the ground state density ρ0(r), and VXC [ρ0(r)]

is the exchange-correlation (XC) potential expressed in terms of the

same density. In short, if we had the exact expression of the exchange-

correlation functional we would be able to determine the exact form of the

molecular ground state wave function. Unfortunately, the exact exchange-

correlation energy functional is not known, and thus we must introduce

approximate XC functionals based upon the electron density to describe

this term.

When the initial state ΦN
0 is described as a single determinant and the

�nal ionic state ΦN−1
α is described as single hole con�gurations built from

the same set of orbitals

ΦN−1
α = ψN−1k = akΦ

N
0 , (3.16)

then clearly, the Dyson amplitudes χαk = 1 for the single hole con�gu-

rations and χαp = 0 otherwise. This situation is usually referred as the

Koopmans' picture of ionization(refs).

In summary, alongside with MCSCF, we made use of Kohn-Sham DFT

to calculate the electronic wave functions of a molecular system in its

ground and also ionized states. Once we have the wavefunction expressed

in terms of a set of orbitals ϕP we compute the associated Dyson ampli-

tudes χαp to determine the bound part of the transition dipole matrix

elements Dα,ε,j to the molecular continuum.
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3.1.3. Continuum orbitals

In the static exchange picture, each of the one electron continuum wave-

functions is a solution to a single particle equation

hkϕε,j(r) = εϕε,j(r). (3.17)

where h represents an appropriate Fock-type operator at the ab initio

level. This approach is also known as continuum HF (refs). In the case

of a more complex, correlated description of the ionic state ΦN−1
α , the

corresponding continuum is obtained also as the solution of a single par-

ticle equation. In that case, the Fock-type operator takes a much more

complex form, but it may be more easily expressed as a Hamiltonian

matrix in a basis set approach, like in the full CC case. The approach

can be further simpli�ed by employing a more approximate potential for

the determination of ϕε,j , for instance, the exchange-correlation poten-

tial de�ned by the �rst order reduced density matrix ρα(r; r′) relative to

ΦN−1
α .

In principle, ϕε,j could be determined variationally, but in the present

work it is obtained as continuum solution of the Kohn-Sham hamiltonian

built from the KS DFT ground state density ρ0(r). Formally, this is the

deepest implication of the static-exchange picture, that the continuum

orbitals are eigenstates of a hamiltonian which depends functionally on

the density of the neutral ground state and not of the ion. At the KS

DFT level of theory eq. (3.17) becomes

hKSϕε,j(r) = εϕε,j(r). (3.18)

Recalling eq. (3.15), we see that in the case of a local VXC poten-
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3.2 B-Spline Static Exchange DFT-Dyson Method

tial, this problem reduces to potential scattering and is computationally

tractable even for rather large systems. Through all this work we have em-

ployed the LB94 exchange-correlation potential [144], which has proven

to be well suited for the calculation of photoionization observables [117�

120]. This XC functional has the important feature to possess the correct

asymptotic behaviour at large distances from the molecular environment

(the Coulomb tail).

Last but not least, it must be pointed out that we couple the Dyson

orbitals of intrinsicly correlated bound states (DFT or MCSCF) to an

accurate single-particle continuum orbital, following a procedure whose

validity for describing molecular photoionization has been previously as-

sesed [133, 145]. The DFT-Dyson approach stands as a hetherodox but

pragmatic way to account for static correlation in the initial state and

a good description of the continuum. We shall now dive deeper into the

more technical details of this approach.

3.2. B-Spline Static Exchange

DFT-Dyson Method

In this section, we will brie�y describe the DFT-Dyson method we have

used to calculate photoionization transition amplitudes and cross sec-

tions at low photon energies for polyatomic molecules 5. This DFT-based

method is appropriate to calculate monoelectronic wavefunctions on large

systems because it o�ers a good compromise between accuracy and com-

putational time.

5Pulses with photon energies up to 100 eV. In a broad context, this work belongs to
the �eld of low enegy physics.
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The computational scheme of the present method consists grosso modo

in three steps:

1. Kohn-Sham DFT calculation to generate the ground state electron

density ρ0(r).

2. Construction of the hamiltonian matrix in a Linear Combination

of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) basis set followed by a generalized di-

agonalization of the Kohn-Sham hamiltonian and a calculation of

the Dyson orbitals.

3. Calculation of dipole transition amplitudes to the electronic contin-

uum.

Initial guess

The �rst step of this scheme is a standard KS-DFT calculation to obtain

an initial guess for the molecular ground state. In our case, this is done

through the use of the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program.

We employ a double (or triple) ζ-polarization plus (DZP/TZP) basis set

centered on each atom and the LB94 exchange-correlation functional to

account for a certain degree of static correlation in the initial state and

a correct description of the bound part in the long range region. This

calculation provides the ground state density ρ0(r) of the molecule, ex-

pressed internally in terms of Slater Type Orbitals (STOs). This ground

state density is used to construct the hamiltonian matrix in a new basis

set, more suitable to describe photoionization processes.

Construction of the LCAO basis set

The core of this computational method is based on a multicenter B-spline

basis. While traditional LCAO basis sets make use of Slater or Gaussian
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3.2 B-Spline Static Exchange DFT-Dyson Method

type orbital functions (GTOs), a di�erent basis set is required to describe

the rapidly oscillating continuum states without incurring in linear depen-

dencies that arise when the basis is enlarged.6 Thus, we evaluate both

bound and continuum orbitals in a multicentric basis set of B-splines

combined with a symmetry adapted linear combination of real spherical

harmonics.

In order to describe correctly bound and continuum states, the radial

and angular parts are expanded over several appropriate centers:

� The molecular center of mass (CoM), associated with a large sphere

of radius R0
max

to correctly account for the long range behavior of

the continuum wavefunctions

� The position of each nuclei, associated with a small sphere of radius

Ri
max

, in order to satisfy the Kato cusp condition. The value of

Ri
max

is typically smaller than 1 a.u. to prevent signi�cant overlaps

between expansions from neighbouring centers.

The radial part of this multicenter expansion is written in terms of B-

spline basis functions [109]. B-splines are are a set of piecewise polynomial

functions de�ned over a given interval [0, Rmax] which we divide in a se-

ries of subintervals by a grid of knots. They are completely de�ned by

the polynomial order and the knot sequence. We have set the polyno-

mial order to 10 and employed a linear grid of radial knots, which has

been supplied with extra grid knots at the radial distance of each nucleus

from the molecular center of mass. B-splines have been widely employed

in photoionization studies [146], since it is well known they can approx-

imate arbitrarily well both bound and continuum orbitals. A detailed

6 This is due to the large overlap between GTOs or STOs basis functions on di�erent
centers, which in turn, ensure a fast convergence for the lowest bound states with
a limited number of basis functions.
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

explanation of technical questions and applicability of B-splines could be

found in 129.

The angular expansion of the basis functions is built upon real spherical

harmonics Ylm(θ, φ) up to a certain value of the angular momentum l =

lmax. Therefore, primitive basis functions are products of a B-spline radial

function times a real spherical harmonic

χnlm(r, θ, φ) =
1

r
Bn(r)Ylm(θ, φ). (3.19)

If the molecule belongs to a non-trivial symmetry point group, a huge

computational e�ort is spared by reducing the size of the matrices in-

volved for each irreducible representation of the point group. Essentially,

the LCAO basis set consists in a long-range one center expansion (OCE)

located in the molecular CoM

χ0
nlhλµ =

1

r0
Bn(r0)Xlhλµ(θ0, φ0) (3.20)

supplemented by functions of the same type, which instead are sym-

metrized combinations of functions centered on each of the nuclei (o�

center expansion)

χinlhλµ =
∑
j∈Qi

1

rj
Bn(rj)Xlhλµj(θj, φj) (3.21)

where

Xlhλµj(θ, φ) =
∑
m

blmhλµjYlm(θ, φ) (3.22)

are symmetry adapted linear combinations of real spherical harmonics

Ylm(θ, φ), i is an index that runs over the non-equivalent nuclei, Qi is the

set of equivalent nuclei, j runs over the equivalent nuclei and sets the
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3.2 B-Spline Static Exchange DFT-Dyson Method

origin of the o�-center spherical coordinates, rj, θj, φj. The coe�cients

blmhλµj are determined by symmetry. The o�-center angular expansions

are truncated to a maximum value li
max

, which is di�erent for the non-

equivalent centers and typically much smaller than Lmax. All the calcu-

lations contained in this work have been done within the C1 symmetry

point group and thus we refer the reader to these texts(jtc to�oli,etc) for

a complete derivation of the basis elements classi�ed by symmetries.

Hamiltonian matrix in the LCAO basis set

Using the ground state density from the ADF calculation we build the

Kohn-Sham hamiltonian matrix in the B-spline LCAO basis set, from

which the bound and continuum orbitals are extracted. In the LCAO

basis, the hamiltonian matrix elements read

Hλµ
ii′nn′ll′hh′ = 〈χinlhλµ|hKS[ρ0]|χi

′

n′l′h′λµ〉, (3.23)

whereas the overlap matrix elements are

Sλµii′nn′ll′hh′ = 〈χinlhλµ|χi
′

n′l′h′λµ〉. (3.24)

Both the hamiltonian H and the overlap matrix S are totally symmet-

ric and block-diagonal by de�nition, and as such, they may be partitioned

in blocks de�ned by the quantun numbers λ, µ. The generalized diago-

nalization of this hamiltonian matrix

Hc = εSc (3.25)

provides a set of eigenvalues ε which correspond to the bound KS orbitals

if the energy is lower than the ionization threshold of the parent ion and
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

to discretized continuum wavefunctions otherwise. The set of coe�cients

c de�ne the bound orbitals in the B-spline basis. Since the LCAO basis

set is larger than the DZP or TZP basis, the bound orbitals are expected

to be more accurate than those obtained in the initial ADF calculation,

notably in the long range region, which appreciably a�ects the transition

moments to the continuum.

Dyson orbitals

Note that the Dyson orbitals have been calculated at two di�erent levels

of theory. In the �rst approach, we use a Koopmans' picture of KS-DFT

ionization, where the Dyson orbital associated with a transition from the

ground state ΦN
0 to a single hole con�guration ΦN−1

α = akΦ
N
0 is just the

k-th bound KS orbital

∣∣ϕDα 〉 =
∣∣ϕKSk 〉

. (3.26)

As a result, it is already expanded in the B-spline LCAO basis set. On

the contrary, when the Dyson orbital is calculated at the MCSCF level

of theory, it is built upon a di�erent orbital basis
∣∣ϕMCSCF

p

〉
according to

∣∣ϕDα 〉 =
∑
p

χαp
∣∣ϕMCSCF

p

〉
(3.27)

so that we need to expand the MCSCF orbitals ϕMCSCF
p expressed in

Gaussian basis functions (GTOs) onto the B-spline basis by projections.
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3.3 Photoionization cross-sections of polyatomic molecules

Continuum wavefunctions

The set of discrete solutions of eq. (3.25) whose energy is above the ioniza-

tion threshold can be interpreted as a representation of the continuum.

In this work, we have employed a generalization of the Ritz-Galerkin

method to obtain the photoelectron continuum states with proper nor-

malization conditions: the Galerkin approach. A detailed explanation of

this methodology can be found in 147, 148.

3.3. Photoionization cross-sections

of polyatomic molecules

As stated earlier, the main purpose of the B-spline DFT-Dyson calcu-

lation is to retrieve accurate transition amplitudes between the initial

ground state ΦN
0 and the �nal continuum states ΦN

α,ε,j of the molecular

ion. Typically, the quality of the molecular continuum achieved in this

type of calculations is assessed by the comparison of computed physi-

cal observables with the experimental data available, i. e. photoioniza-

tion cross sections, photoelectron spectra and angular distributions. To

this end, we report in this section the calculated valence photoionization

cross sections for the glycine molecule (Gly, NH2CH2COOH). Given the

absence of experimental measurements of photoionization cross sections

or angular distributions for the glycine molecule, we will only show the

comparison with the experiments for the photoelectron spectrum. But,

before displaying the theoretical results, it is pertinent to summarize the

main computational parameters and technical details of the photoioniza-

tion calculations:
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

� The equilibrium geometry of the most abundant conformer of the

glycine molecule in its ground state (Gly I) has been optimized

with Gaussian09 [149] at the DFT/B3LYP level of theory, using a

6311+g(3df,2p) basis set. We have taken only the most abundant

conformer at room temperature.7

� An initial guess for the ground state electronic density was gener-

ated with the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) package using

a double ζ-polarization plus (DZP) basis set. The LB94 exchange-

correlation functional in all the DFT calculations.

� The Kohn-Sham bound and continuum orbitals have been expanded

in the basis set of B-splines and spherical harmonics. This basis is

built from a large one-center expansion (OCE) with R0
max

= 30 a.u.

and a typical number of B-spline functions equal to118. The angu-

lar expansion is truncated at Lmax = 14. The o�-center expansions

located at the atomic positions extend up to a Ri
max

in the range

of 0.8 to 1.0 a.u. with maximum angular momentum lmax = 2.

We report a series of benchmark results to illustrate the computa-

tional method that we use to evaluate transition amplitudes to the contin-

uum. In this sense, the graphic representation of partial photoionization

cross sections allows for at-a-glance estimation of the dipole interaction

strength to each of the accesible �nal states ΦN
α,ε,j. In terms of the dipole

transition matrix elements Dα,ε,j, the partial photoionization cross sec-

tion σε
i of a given ionic channel ΦN

α,ε,j along the polarization axis ε reads

σε
α,ε,j =

4πω2

c

∑
p

|χαp 〈ϕε,j|dε|ϕp〉|2 . (3.28)

7Geometries taken from this references:(refs)
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3.3 Photoionization cross-sections of polyatomic molecules

The expression above, given in atomic units, yields the cross section for

a given ionic channel α in terms of the energy and angular states of the

ejected photoelectron. By doing a summation over all states accessible

to the photoelectron (partial waves) and averaging over three orthogonal

directions of the polarization vector ε, we get the partial photoionization

cross section to the ionic state α of randomly oriented molecule as a

function of the incident photon energy ω = ε + Iα

σα(ω) =
4πω2

3c

∑
p

∑
j

|χαp|2
∣∣〈ϕε,j| d̄|ϕp〉∣∣2 , (3.29)

where Iα is the ionization energy of the α-channel, d̄ = dx + dy + dz

and {x, y, z} de�ne three arbitrary, orthogonal directions in which we

have projected the dipole operator. This magnitude, σα(ω), may be de-

termined experimentally by measuring the relative photoelectron �ux as

a function of the electron kinetic energy [150]. Unfortunately, we have

found no evidence of experimental results for the partial cross sections of

Gly. From eq. (3.29) we see inmediately that in this particular scheme,

the cross section stems from the magnitude of the squared dipole matrix

elements for a given photon energy ω, weighted by the norm
∑

p |χαp|2

of the corresponding Dyson orbital ϕDα .

We have computed the partial photoionization cross sections to the

twenty lowest electronic states of the glycine cation (Gly+) manifold de-

termined at two di�erent levels of theory: static exchange KS-DFT/LB94

and RAS(23,21). The major divergence between these two theoretical

schemes lies in the presence of ionization-excitation states in the RAS(23,21)

that are not included in the �rst one. Henceforth, in the KS-DFT ap-

proach, the ionic states ΦN−1
α are purely one-hole (1h) con�gurations,

while in the RAS(23,21)/DE scheme two-holes-one-particle (2h1p) and
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Figure 3.2: Partial photoionization cross sections to the ten lowest electronic
states of the glycine molecular cation as a function of the incident photon
energy. The top chart shows the results obtained at the KS-DFT level of theory,
while on the bottom we report the results obtained within the RAS(23,21). For
a better comparison, the horizontal axis on the lower pannel has been shifted.

three-holes-two-particles (3h2p) con�gurations are also included. These

are ionic states for which another electron is excited to a virtual in addi-

tion to the removal of one electron. We will discuss later the signature of
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3.3 Photoionization cross-sections of polyatomic molecules

these states in the photoelectron spectrum.

In �g. 3.2 we show the partial photoionization cross sections to the �rst

ten ionic states of Gly+. Overall, they show a decay as the photon energy

increases, as expected in the absence of resonances. Still, we see some pro-

nounced peaks near the ionization threshold, which are often a footprint

of electronic shape resonances associated with centrifugal potential bar-

riers [151, 152]. It is pertinent to recall that within the static-exchange

picture we cannot observe resonances associated with multiply excited

states embedded in the ionization continuum. Some divergences between

the ionic states provided by these two methods are clearly visible in the

photoionization cross sections. specially in the case of σ3, σ8 and σ9. First,

it should be noted that the bound orbitals used as basis ϕp are not the

same in the two methods. The KS orbitals that make up the 1h con�gu-

rations in the KS-DFT case are extremely similar to the HF orbitals of

neutral glycine and almost equally similar to the RAS orbitals we use. A

spatial representation of the �rst twelve KS orbitals is provided in �g. 3.6.

Second, the ionic states obtained with RAS(23,21) are primarily combi-

nations of 1h con�gurations which have large or moderate overlap with a

single 1h state. Therefore, for those ionic states ΦN−1
α of smaller overlap

with the corresponding α-one-hole KS state, larger deviations are shown

in the photoionization cross sections.8 This is the case of ΦN−1
8 and ΦN−1

9 .

Moreover, higher lying ionic states associated with electron removal of

inner shells deviate even more from a the Koopmans' picture and start

gradually to be dominated by 2h1p con�gurations (satellite states) [60].

This phenomenon, known as breakdown of the molecular orbital picture

8We should also point out that the active space used in the RAS(23,21) could be
easily improved to get a better description of the Gly+ manifold, but that is beyond
the scope of this work, since it was speci�cally designed to run feasible nuclear
dynamics simulations of the glycine cation after XUV ionization.
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

[68], is usually revealed in the ionization spectrum, as the one shown in

�g. 3.4.

Concerning the ionization thresholds, which determine the opening of

the ionization channels, they have been detemined in a very distinct way.

In the �rst case, the ionization energy of each one-hole state ΦN−1
α has

been directly obtained from the KS orbital energy εKSα of the correspond-

ing orbital ϕKSα as IKSα = −εKSα . Much has been written about the validity

of this approximation [153�155], usually referred as extended Koopmans'

theorem (EKT), but, generally, it yields reasonably accurate ionization

energies for the lowest ionic states if the appropriate XC functional is em-

ployed [156]. However, as a consequence of neglecting electron relaxation

in cationic states, the extended Koopman's theorem consistently overesti-

mates ionization energies, but the quality of this approximation is rather

high for outer valence orbitals [154]. We observe this overestimation of

the �rst ionization threshold of the glycine molecule with the LB94 func-

tional [144]. While the experimental ionization threshold lies at 10.0 eV,

the KS energy of the HOMO orbital is 11.3 eV, deviating more than a 10%

from it. Despite this failure, the energy di�erences between ionic states

∆EKS
αα′ predicted by the KS-DFT method seem to be in fair agreement

with the experience, as shown in the photoelectron spectrum depicted in

�g. 3.4. This seeming correspondence between ∆EKS
αα′ = εα− εα′ and the

experimental results will be of prime importance to evaluate the quality

of the results shown in section 3.5

In the second case, the ionization energies of the multicon�gurational

states IRASα are determined as the di�erence of the ionic state energy

ERAS
α and the ground state energy of the singlet ERAS

0 . Given that the

active space was designed to obtain a good description of many cationic

states, the energy functional was minimized taking an average of the
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3.3 Photoionization cross-sections of polyatomic molecules

Figure 3.3: Photoelectrum spectra of Gly with monochromatic light. The
upper-most pannel shows the experimental results of the He(II) spectrum
taken from [157]. The theoretical spectra calculated within the KS-DFT and
RAS(23,21) formalisms are depicted in the middle and lower pannels, respec-
tively. For a realistic comparison, the in�nitely resolved spectral lines of both
them have been convoluted with a Gaussian function of 0.3 eV width at half
maximum that mimics the experimental peak broadening.

eleven lowest ionic states (SA11). The restrictions imposed in the RAS

calculations still limit the accuracy of the calculated IP, but now, we

obtain an ionization threshold of IRAS1 = 9.77 eV which is much closer to

the experimental value of 10 eV.
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

3.4. Photoelectron and ionization

spectra

We compare now the computed photoelectron spectra (PES) at each level

of theory with the experimental data available for the glycine molecule.

Photoelectron spectra provide an estimation of the outgoing electronic

�ux in the energy range accesible to that experiment (8�25 eV). The

experimental PES of Cannington and Ham [157], as well as the HF cal-

culations performed in 158, indicate that ionizations from the 12 highest

energy valence orbitals should be observable in the energy range studied

in the current section. In this range of binding energy there exists 12 one-

hole KS states, whereas RAS(23,21) predicts more than 20 ionic states

(including 2h-1p and satellites). The theoretical spectra are obtained from

the magnitude of each partial cross section at a photon energy ω = 40.3

eV. This value corresponds to the photon energy of the He(II) spectrum

experimentally obtained in 157.

Each vertical line shown in the computed spectra of �g. 3.4 is related

to a cationic eigenstate and is located at the corresponding ionization

energy. The position of the KS-DFT peaks are clearly displaced as a con-

sequence of the overestimation of the �rst ionization threshold with the

LB94 functional. But, loooking at the relative position of each peak and

specially at the peak amplitudes, the theoretical data prove the KS-DFT

to be a reliable method for extracting ionization cross sections and, hence,

dipole transition amplitudes, once corrected the global energy shift. In

this sense, the RAS(23,21) yields an even better agreement with the ex-

perimental data, specially for the �rst seven lines (ionic states which are

mainly combinations of 1h con�gurations). Unlike KS-DFT, the multi-

con�gurational photoelectron spectrum shows low intensity lines for en-
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3.4 Photoelectron and ionization spectra

ergies higher than 18 eV which come from shake-up and satellite states

[68]. Again, as a direct consequence of the state-averaged CI-optimization,

the energy of the higher ionic states ΦN−1
α is gradually overstimated, as

revealed by the position of the right-most peak in �g. 3.3 centered at 23

eV. It will be shown more clearly in �g. 3.5.

However, the main purpose of this comparison is to assess the quality

of the theoretical description of the ionic wavepacket generated by an

XUV pulse. In this sense, both methods seem to ensure a decent degree

of quality in what refers to the relative amplitudes of the ionic states

that would be populated, but they su�er from an insu�cient precision

to determine both the binding energies and to describe the inner-shell

ionization, governed by correlation states [65]. Concerning the KS-DFT,

the �rst of those de�ciencies could be corrected by using a higher level of

theory which includes excitation-ionization processes (TDDFT)(refs) or

by simply shifting the entire spectrum to a reference energy provided by a

top-performing electronic structure calculation such as OVGF [159�161]

or non-Dyson ADC(3) scheme [66, 128, 162]. In a multicon�gurational

picture, CASPT2 calculations are regularly used to determine the ener-

gies of the excited states with a higher degree of accuracy [163].

In �g. 3.4 we display a direct comparison of the non-Dyson ADC(3)

ionization spectrum of glycine reported by Kule� et al. [68] with our

RAS(23,21) calculation. In this representation, we di�erentiate clearly

the three types of ionic states that typically appear in the ionization

spectrum of a molecule. We identify a series of states with dominant

1h con�gurations in the range of 10 eV from the ionization threshold

as revealed by the spectral intensity of those lines, which is close to 1.

Then, two more lines with non-negligible height appear around 23 eV in

the RAS(23,21) spectrum. They correspond to higher-lying ionic states
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Figure 3.4: Ionization spectrum of the glycine conformer Gly I. On top, it
shows the spectrum calculated with the non-Dyson ADC(3) method (�gure
taken from [68]). Below, we show the results obtained from the RAS(23,21)
calculation. Each line in the calculated spectra represents an eigenstate of the
cation. In our calculations, the height of each line is determined by norm of the
Dyson orbitals, while in the top pannel, it corresponds to the spectral intensity,
as de�ned in [68].

(ΦN−1
14 and ΦN−1

15 ) which still have some contributions from 1h con�gura-

tions of inner-shell orbitals. The energy gap of those states with respect to

the rest of 1h con�gurations is wider in the RAS(23,21) due to the state-

averaged energy functional that was optimized. Since we only account

for the �rst 11 states when optimizing the orbitals in the RAS spaces,

the energies of those states for which α > 11 are clearly far from being
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3.5 Time evolution of Koopmans' electronic states

optimal (it is not minimized). Consequently, our RAS(23,21) approach

su�ers from a poor description of the energies and spectral intensities of

high-lying ionic states, denoted by the excessive height of the lines in the

energy region [22-27] eV (lower pannel). Another consequence of the re-

strictions imposed to the number of excitations in the RAS subspaces is

the absence of the many shake-up states that populate the energy range

20-35 eV in the non-Dyson ADC(3) calculation. Those limitations could

be improved with the inclusion of higher excitations and more orbitals in

the active space, but still, such a calculation would eventually lack some

parts of the electron correlation which are better accounted for by the

non-Dyson AD(n) approaches.

3.5. Time evolution of Koopmans'

electronic states

As the main purpose of the present work is to analyze thoroughly the

dynamics of photoionized molecular systems, we initiate the study in

a simple scenario where we only account for the time evolution of KS-

Koopmans' like electronic states and we explicitly neglect the nuclear

dynamics. This methodology has been proven to yield a reasonable de-

scription of ultrafast electronic processes in amino acids and also ion-

ization amplitudes which are accurate enough to describe the coherent

superposition of states generated by the attosecond pulse and the subse-

quent evolution of the corresponding electronic wave packet [56, 164, 165].

In the following, we will only describe the time evolution of the electronic

wave packet created after the XUV ionization of a glycine molecule, in-

tially in its ground electronic state. All the observables are calculated

for the equilibrium nuclear con�guration of glycine, Req, optimized at

B3LYP/6-311+ level of theory.
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

The time evolution of the molecular wave function is completely de-

scribed by eq. (2.38), but its now our job to de�ne the �eld-free eign-

states Ψi(r;R) and their corresponding eigenvalues Ei and expansion

coe�cients ci(t′ = τ) at the end of the laser pulse t′ = τ . In the following

we will refer the time parameter to the moment of ionization i. e. t = t′−τ .
We will restrict this study to the singly charged cation, i. e. the �eld-free

eigenstates will be continuum states with only one ejected photoelectron

(see eq. (3.2))9:

Ψ(r;Req, t) =
∑
α,j

∫
dε cεα,ε,j(t = 0) e−iE

(N)
α,ε t ΦN

α,ε,j(r;Req). (3.30)

In this simple scenario the eigenphase of a continuum state ΦN
α,ε,j(r;R)

is taken to be E(N)
α,ε = E

(N−1)
α + ε, being E(N−1)

α the energy of the one-

hole state ΦN−1
α and ε the photoelectron energy. The expansion coe�-

cients cα,ε,j(t = 0) right after the interaction with the XUV �eld are

determined at the �rst order of time-dependent perturbation theory, as

written in eq. (2.14). This is a fair assumption given the intensity of at-

tosecond pulses used in current experiments [20]. Therefore, cα,ε,j(t = 0)

are the simply result of the product of the dipole transition matrix ele-

ment Dε
α,ε,j along the �eld polarization axis ε and the Fourier transform

of the laser �eld F [E(t)]. We will rename there as simply cα,ε,j to alleviate

the notation in the future:

cεα,ε,j = − i

~
Dε
α,ε,j

∫ ∞
−∞

dt E(t) ei(εα+ε)t (3.31)

9We neglect the bound-bound transitions induced by the �eld since we are focused
on the cation dynamics.
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3.5 Time evolution of Koopmans' electronic states

Figure 3.5: Partial photoionization cross sections to the �rst twelve ionic
states of glycine, calculated at the KS-DFT level of theory. The spectral am-
plitude of the attosecond pulse considered in this section is represented with a
thick blue line lying over a shaded area.

and they satisfy now the normalization condition of the wave function

∑
α,j

∫
dε|cεα,ε,j|2 = 1 (3.32)

Note that εα = E
(N−1)
α − E0 is the energy di�erence between �nal and

initial state which comes from the general equation eq. (2.14) and takes

the value of the KS orbital energy εKSα . The laser pulse is entirely de-

�ned by its electric �eld E(t). For ultrashort pulses however, E(t) is not

easily accessed in experiments and the spectral domain is often more
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

practical. The positive part10 of the Fourier transform of E(t) reads

Ẽ(ω) = A(ω)eiφ(ω) and characterizes completely the spectral domain of

the laser �eld. Its spectral phase φ(ω) is often unknown, yet it can be ex-

panded in a Taylor series in which the zero-order term corresponds to the

carrier-envelope phase (CEP) [166]. Higher order terms shape the spec-

tral domain of the laser pulse inducing some group delay or increasing the

pulse duration. Since they are not easily characterized experimentally, we

will assume that the pulse spectrum Ẽ(ω) is de�ned only by its spectral

amplitude A(ω), i. e. it has a constant phase in the frequency domain. We

will also assume that the pulse is linearly polarized with a polarization

axis ε. In summary, three di�erent phases dictate the time evolution of

the ionic wavepacket given in eq. (3.30): the transition dipole phase, the

spectral phase of the laser �eld and the eigenphase of each ionic state.

In �g. 3.5 we show the spectral amplitude the XUV we used to illustrate

this section.

For practical reasons, it is not common nor feasible to visualize the

time evolution of a many electron wavefunction. Fortunately, according to

quantum mechanics the density matrix contains all physically signi�cant

information on the system [167]. It is possible then to use the single-

particle density ρ(r, t) rather than the full many-electron wave function

to depict the ultrafast electron dynamics triggered upon XUV ionization.

The single-particle density of an N-electron system would be de�ned as

ρ(N)(r, t) = N

∫
dr2 . . .

∫
drN

∣∣∣Ψ(r,Req, t)
∣∣∣2 (3.33)

where an integration overN−1 electronic coordinates is performed. In the

present single-determinant approach, the single-particle electron density

associated to the N-electron wave function Ψ(r,Req, t
′ > τ) is retrieved

10i. e. corresponding to non-negative frequencies
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H1 H2 H3 H4

H5 H6 H7 H8

H9 H10 H11 H12

Figure 3.6: Spatial representation of the KS-Dyson orbitals associated to the
ionic states of the glycine cation that are populated by the XUV pulse shown in
�g. 3.5. Within the Koopmans' picture of photoionization, each Dyson orbital
ϕDα is identical to the corresponding KS orbital ϕKSα .

after inserting eq. (3.30) in eq. (3.33) and integrating over the electronic

coordinates. By doing this we obtain the expression for the single-particle

density in the basis of KS orbitals ϕα (already derived in [168])

ρ(N)(r, t) =
∑
α,j

∫
dε

[(∑
α′ 6=α

|ϕα′(r)|2 + |ϕε,j(r)|2
)
|cεα,ε,j|2

−
∑
α′ 6=α

cεα,ε,j
∗ cεα′,ε,j ϕα(r) ϕα′(r) e−i(εα′−εα)t

+
∑
j′

∫
dε′ cεα,ε,j

∗ cεα,ε′,j′ ϕε,j(r) ϕε′,j′(r) e
−i(ε′−ε)t

]
,

(3.34)
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

where ϕε,j is a continuum KS spin orbital and ϕα are the real Kohn�Sham

spin orbitals, whose spatial representation is shown in �g. 3.6. Note that

the time t in eq. (3.34) now is referred to the �end� of the action of the

XUV pulse (t′ = τ). The above expression has a stationary part, the �rst

term, and two other terms that account for the time dependence of the

N-electron density in this Koopmans' like scheme. They predict oscilla-

tions in the density with a periodicity dictated by the energy di�erences

between 1h cationic states (second term) and between continuum wave

functions themselves (third term). The former are possible because of

the interference between ionic states of electrons ejected with the same

energy and angular momentum from di�erent orbitals. The third term

is expected to vanish in the neighborhood of the molecule if one waits

long enough until the ejected electron is far away from the molecule [168].

When this limit is reached, it is legitimate to ignore the photoelectron and

de�ne a single-particle electron density from an N − 1 electron system,

by taking the trace over the photoelectron degrees of freedom [168]

ρ
(N−1)
ion (r1, r2, ..., rN−1, t) =

∑
α,j

∫
dε〈ϕα,ε,je−iεt|ΨN〉〈ΨN |ϕα,ε,je−iεt〉

(3.35)

where the bracket notation is used for the integral over the spatial co-

ordinate of the Nth electron. We can then use the one-particle electron

density de�nition as in eq. (3.33) and integrate over the coordinates of

N − 2 electrons to obtain the expression for the single-particle electron

density of the cationic subsystem:

ρ
(N−1)
ion (r, t) =

∑
α

ϕ2
α(r)

∑
α′ 6=α

γεα′α′ −
∑
α

∑
α 6=α′

γεαα′e−i(εα−εα′ )tϕα(r)ϕα′(r),

(3.36)
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3.5 Time evolution of Koopmans' electronic states

where γεαα′ is the reduced density matrix of the ionic subsystem:

γεαα′ =
∑
j

∫
dε cεα,ε,j

∗ cεα′,ε,j. (3.37)

For illustrative purposes, it is common to de�ne the hole density as the

di�erence between the electron density that corresponds to the initial

state of the neutral target and that of the cation. It was �rst de�ned

by Lorenz Cederbaum et al. [55] as ρh(~r, t) = ρneutral(r) − ρion(r, t). In

the KS formalism, the electron density of the neutral molecule is simply

given by the sum of the squares of the occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals,

ρneutral(~r) =
∑

α ϕ
2
α(~r), and thus the hole density is simply given by

ρh(r, t) =
∑
α,α′

γεαα′ e−i(εα−εα′ )tϕα(r)ϕα′(r). (3.38)

The above charge density, ρh(r, t) is non-stationary and contains the same

dynamical information as the single-particle density of the entire N-1 elec-

tron cationic system. It can be veri�ed that at any time after ionization∫
drρion(r, t) = N − 1 and

∫
drρh(r, t) = 1. Note that the non-diagonal

terms of the reduced density matrix γεαα′ are non-zero only because the

coe�cients cεα,ε,j and cεα′,ε,j overlap in photoelectron energy ε , because

the typical bandwidth of an XUV pulse is exceeds the energy separation

between di�erent cationic states. In �gure �g. 3.7 it is shown the spatial

representation of the hole density created by the XUV pulse shown in

�g. 3.5 for three di�erent orientations of the polarization vector {εx, εy, εz}
de�ned in the molecular frame. As expected, much of the hole density

is located around the heavy atoms (C,N,O), which also have larger net

electric charge. It is also apparent the delocalization of the hole density

over the whole molecular skeleton for the three cases depicted in �g. 3.5,

showing small di�erences in the initial hole distribution depending on the
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses
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Figure 3.7: Spatial representation of the hole density created by the XUV
pulse depicted in �g. 3.5 for three di�erent orientations of the polarization
vector ε : {Ex, Ey, Ez} de�ned in the molecular frame.

orientation of the laser �eld.

From eqs. (3.36) and (3.38) one can expect to experimentally observe

ultrafast charge �uctuations upon sudden ionization, as long as pairs

(or more) spatially overlapping ionic states are signi�cantly populated.

Such charge �uctuations would take place in the timescale de�ned by the

energy di�erence ∆Eαα′ = εα − ε′α of the cationic states coherently pop-

ulated by the ultrashort laser pulse. In the present case, the maximum

energy di�erence is limited by the XUV bandwidth ∆ω0 ' 6 eV, giving

rise to charge oscillations of sub-fs periodicity.11 By tracking these sub-fs

�uctuactions of the hole density we can access to information about the

early stages of electron dynamics in photoionized complex molecules. For

instance, this mechanism has been proposed as an explanation to the

time �uctuations of the fragmentation yield experimentally observed in

the case of phenylalanine molecules irradiated with an XUV attosecond

11 ∆Eαα′ = 1 eV corresponds to a period of Tosc = 4.14 fs. With ∆Eαα′ = 6 eV one
expects oscillations of T ' 0.68 fs, whose frequency is fmax = 1.45 PHz.
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3.5 Time evolution of Koopmans' electronic states

0.0 fs 0.1 fs 0.2 fs 0.3 fs 0.4 fs 0.5 fs 0.6 fs 0.7 fs

N-1

N

Figure 3.8: Comparison of single-particle densities corresponding to N and
N-1 electron systems right after the action of a sub-300-as XUV pulse as the
one employed in [165]. For the sake of clarity, the charge density has been ref-
erenced to its time-averaged value, so that yellow and purple colors indicate,
respectively, excess and default of charge with respect to the average density.
Upper rows: N-electron system (see text). Lower rows: (N-1)-electron system.
Isosurfaces with values ±8×10−4 a.u. are plotted in yellow and purple, respec-
tively. Zero time is taken right at the end of the XUV pulse. Figure reproduced
from [168]

pulse [164]. In this section, we apply the same methodology to monitor

the time evolution of the ionic system after the ionization event. Since it

is really hard to align molecular jets experimentally, the following results

are obtained by averaging over three orthogonal orientations of the laser

polarization.

Primarily, we reproduce the results published in [168] to illustrate the

di�erences in the time evoution of the single-particleN andN−1 electron

densities. They were obtained using a di�erent XUV pulse (taken from

[164]) which has a broader energy spectrum than the present one, but

the physics of the problem is equivalent with both pulses. For illustrative

purposes, we omit the stationary terms of the single particle electron

densities, by substracting the time-average of the density ρav and thus
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

�g. 3.8 shows the spatial representation of

ρ(N)(r, t)− ρ(N)
av = −

∑
α

∑
α′ 6=α

γεαα′ ϕα(r) ϕα′(r) e−i(εα′−εα)t

+
∑
α,j,j′

∫
dε

∫
dε′ cεα,ε,j

∗ cεα,ε′,j′ ϕε,j(r) ϕε′,j′(r) e
−i(ε′−ε)t

(3.39)

and of

ρ
(N−1)
ion (r, t)− ρN−1av = −

∑
α

∑
α 6=α′

γεαα′e−i(εα−εα′ )tϕα(r)ϕα′(r). (3.40)

As can be seen in �g. 3.8, the ejected electron spreads around the whole

molecule when t < 0.2 fs, so that one cannot ignore its presence in the

evaluation of the hole density. Later on, the ionized electron vanishes from

the vicinity of the molecular skeleton, but the correlation e�ects induced

on the dynamics of the remaining cation are still visible, up to t > 0.7 fs.

At longer times, the evolution of the cationic density is practically the

same as that resulting from ignoring the ionized electron, as shown in

section 3.5. This �gure provides a more quantitative information about

the role of the ionized electron, by comparing the actual electron densi-

ties integrated around di�erent molecular sites. section 3.5 shows again

that the e�ect of the ionized electron is only appreciable during the �rst

half of femtosecond. The precise value of this elapsed time will strongly

depend on the kinetic energy of the photoelectron and, consequently, it

will depend on the energy spectrum of the pulse employed to ionize the

molecule. The general conclusion is that in the very early stages of the

process, the observed dynamics will be exactly the same as that of the

residual cation in the absence of the photoelectron, thus proving that,

although one has to account for ionization in order to obtain a realistic
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3.5 Time evolution of Koopmans' electronic states
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Figure 3.9: Variation of the electron density obtained around di�erent molec-
ular sites as a function of time with respect to its time-averaged value. Full
lines: N -electron system. Dashed lines: (N − 1)-electron system. Zero time is
taken right at the end of the XUV pulse. Reproduced from [168]

description of the electronic wave packet generated by the XUV pulse,

one can safely ignore the ionized electron in the subsequent evolution of

the electronic wave packet in the cation.

Once we have studied the very early stages of charge dynamics derived

from the oscillating terms present in eqs. (3.34) and (3.36) and eq. (3.38)

we proceed to the analysis of charge �uctuations that take place in the

�rst thirty femtoseconds right after the action of the XUV pulse. �g. 3.10

displays the snapshots of the relative variation of the hole density with
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

0 fs 2 fs 4 fs 6 fs 8 fs

Figure 3.10: Relative variation of the hole density with respect to its time-
averaged value as a function of time. The blue/yellow isosurfaces represent an
excess/defect of charge of ±0.0003 a.u.

respect to the time-averaged values, i. e. the spatial representation of the

o�-diagonal terms in eq. (3.38). The ultrafast charge dynamics we observe

in �g. 3.10 cannot be explained as a net charge migration along the molec-

ular backbone, as the ones reported in [60]. Instead we show positive and

negative variations with respect to the time averaged value at the di�er-

ent molecular centers. Those �uctuations seem to have a periodicity of

a few femtoseconds, as shown by the alternating color of the isosurfaces

in �g. 3.10. The appearance and eventually observation of such charge

oscillations would happen before the nuclear motion is sign�cant, since

they occur in a time scale shorter than the fastest vibrational period in

glycine, which exceeds 8 fs. However, a better quantitative analysis of

the dynamics is obtained by performing a volumetric integration of the

time-dependent hole density around di�erent functional groups or atomic

centers and extracting the dominant frequencies from those oscillations.

The power spectrum of the FFT of those signals is shown in �g. 3.11.

With the aid of the Fourier analysis we can uncover the dominant fre-

quencies that lie behind the charge �uctuations. Each of the peaks shown

in �g. 3.11 is associated with a pair of 1h cationic states, knowing that the

only frequencies present in the hole �uctuations come from the relative
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Figure 3.11: Power spectrum of the charge �uctuations around the di�erent
atomic centers in glycine.

phases (εα−εα′). The fact that only a few of those phases appear on each

of the molecular centers is due to two factors, which are already contained

in eq. (3.38). The �rst one is merely an spatial factor, which depends on

the local spatial overlap12 of the two ionic states involved in a beating

α − α′. This factor varies strongly from 0 to 1 and in this Koopmans'

scheme is entirely determined by the overlap of the corresponding KS

orbitals ϕα and ϕ′α. The second factor stems from the energy overlap of

the ejected photoelectrons associated with di�erent ionic states α and α′

as a consequence of broadband XUV photoionization. This information

is enclosed in the o�-diagonal terms of γεαα′ , which are usually re�ered

as coherences or interference terms [167]. Therefore, the maximum fre-

quency of the ultrafast charge oscillations observable within this scheme

12i. e. around a given atom
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

will be uniquely determined by the bandwidth of the laser pulse, while

the magnitude of such variations is modulated by the spatial overlap of

the electronic states involved.

As a consequence, the Fourier transform of the hole density created

by the XUV pulse shown in �g. 3.5 reveals that the dominant beatings

involve cationic states that are close in energy, that is, whose energy

di�erence is small compared to the bandwidth of the attosecond pulse.

Those beatings between ionic states are captured by the charge oscilla-

tions whose frequency is lower than 0.2 PHz ( i. e. ∆E < 0.827 eV). The

reason for that is that the energy overlap of cεα,ε,j and c
ε
α′,ε,j enclosed in

γεαα′ is larger when the energy of the corresponding ionic states is sim-

ilar. And equivalently, those o�-diagonal terms vanish when the energy

separation of two ionic states is larger than ∆ω0. This is why no pro-

nounced beatings at frequencies higher than 1 PHz are observed. Despite

the main limitation of the present description of photoionization and the

subsequent charge dynamics,13 the conclusions drawn about the relative

intensities of the peaks are expected to remain correct, specially for those

beatings involving outer-valence orbitals. That is the case of the overall

dominant peak at 0.105 PHz in �g. 3.11, which comes from the inter-

ference of ΦN−1
3 and ΦN−1

4 ionic states. These low-lying, cationic states

are correctly described within the Koopmans' picture of a dominant 1h

con�guration as it was shown with the corresponding spectral intensity

obtained with other methods (see �g. 3.4). However it should be noted

that the energy di�erence ∆E3,4 = 0.605 eV predicted by KS-DFT dif-

fers signi�cantly from the non-Dyson ADC(3) result, which is roughly

twice of it (see �g. 3.4)14. In consequence, the expected frequency of its

13Namely, the inclusion of only 1h states and the static-exchange treatment of the
molecular continuum

14The authors of 68 already proved that the energy di�erence is also conformer de-
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3.6 Driving the electron dynamics with ultrashort laser pulses

associated charge �uctuation would be detected around 0.2 PHz. Finally,

we investigate the signi�cance of the XUV spectral amplitude on the

expected charge �uctuations triggered by photoionization.

3.6. Driving the electron dynamics

with ultrashort laser pulses

We have shown that hole dynamics re�ects the time evolution of the ini-

tially created electronic wavepacket, which is a coherent superposition of

cationic states. Thus, di�erent inital electronic wave packets are expected

to evolve di�erently, leading to well distinct dynamics and, eventually, to

distinct fragmentation and reaction channels. Here we show that one can

indeed modify the purely elecron dynamics by changing the pulse spec-

trum. To prove it, we have chosen three di�erent pulses whose frequency

spectra are identical to three attosecond pulses produced in recent exper-

iments [72, 169]. Their spectral amplitudes are shown as shaded areas in

�g. 3.12. Two of the pulses cover a similar frequency region, lower than

40 eV, but have very di�erent envelopes. The third one has a very simple

spectral shape but covers a range of higher energies, peaked around 90

eV. �g. 3.12 also shows the photoionization cross sections of the glycine

neutral molecule at the KS-DFT level associated with all the 15 valence

1h states. As can be seen, for all pulses, there is a substantial number

of ionization channels that are open. Obviously this number is larger for

the pulse containing the higher photon energies. All ionization probabil-

ities given by the cross sections, are comparable in magnitude. However

their relative values change signi�cantly with photon energy. Similarly,

the relative phases between the di�erent ionization amplitudes change

with photon energy. Therefore, one can expect that, by using pulses with

pendent, yet it seems not to change much in this case.
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3 Molecular photoionization with ultrashort laser pulses

Figure 3.12: Upper panel: KS-DFT photoionization cross sections of glycine.
The shadowed lines correspond to the experimental energy distributions of
three di�erent attosecond pulses centered at 20 eV (blue), 18�35 eV (orange)
and 90 eV (green), respectively. Lower panels: Fourier power spectra of the
time dependent hole �uctuations integrated around various molecular centers,
computed for the three pulses (left column: 20 eV; middle column: 18�35 eV;
right column: 90 eV). Each row corresponds to a given atom as labeled in the
�rst column.

di�erent spectral shapes or covering di�erent frequency ranges, di�er-

ent coherent superpositions of cationic states will be generated. �g. 3.12

shows the frequency spectra associated with the hole dynamics around
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3.6 Driving the electron dynamics with ultrashort laser pulses

the Cα atom, the two oxygen atoms, and the N atom of glycine.

As can be seen, the Fourier spectra, or in other words the hole dynam-

ics, can indeed be very di�erent, but not always. Surprisingly the largest

di�erences are observed for the two pulses that cover a similar range of

photon energies. These two pulses, however, have a very di�erent spec-

tral shape. Since the ionization probabilities exhibit the largest relative

variations at low photon energies, it is thus clear that the actual shape

of the pulse matters. This is the main in�uence of the spectral factor we

explained in the previous section. It indicates that pulses which contain

speci�c photon energies may favor ionization in some ionic channels, in

detriment of ionization in the other channels. Selectivity is much less

pronounced at higher energies, where ionization probabilities and their

corresponding relative values vary slowly with photon energy. In this case,

the calculated frequency spectra are di�erent from those obtained by us-

ing the other two pulses, although they exhibit some similarities to those

obtained from the pulse with the largest spectral width. These results

show that, in general, a large degree of control over electronic dynamics

can only be achieved in regions of the ionization spectrum where the rel-

ative ionization probabilities change signi�cantly with photon energies.

In large molecules, this usually occurs close to the ionization threshold,

within the �rst 10 to 40 eV, where speci�c tuning of shape resonances or

broad autoionizing states can play an important role. In this region, the

optimum way to exert such control is by introducing peaks in di�erent

regions of the pulse spectrum.
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4 | TDDFT-Ehrenfest
dynamics upon
ionization

M
any theoretical studies have shown that sudden ionization of a

molecule is followed by charge redistribution on a time scale from a

few-femtoseconds down to hundreds attoseconds, either explicitly includ-

ing the attosecond pulse spectrum in the calculation or by simply creating

an arbitrary cationic state [56]. This ultrafast redistribution has a clear

and well-de�ned origin and it is the mere formation of a non-stationary

state in the cationic manifold. In the case of XUV photoionization, this

non-stationary state, i. e. wavepacket, is the result of the coherent super-

position of electronic continua associated with the ionization thresholds

that are reached by the broadband attosecond pulse. A good description

of the ionic wavepacket dynamics can be provided in terms of a combi-

nation of one-hole, Koopmans' like states. When the ionization step is

not explicitly taken into account, one normally projects a one-hole HF

[68] or KS [45] con�guration onto the cationic manifold which includes
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4 TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics upon ionization

the electron correlation between one-hole con�gurations. On the basis

that electron dynamics is usually much faster than nuclear dynamics,

most theoretical works on ultrafast charge migration processes have so

far ignored the nuclear degrees of freedom. However, not all electronic

processes are that fast, e.g., in the Auger decay or in the motion through

conical intersections. Furthermore, the key aspect to understand the con-

sequences of the induced electron dynamics on the subsequent chemical

reactivity, through bond breaking and bond forming, is entirely dictated

by the coupling between electron and nuclear dynamics at a given stage.

Whether this coupling is important at the early or the late stages of the

system's evolution or can even erase the coherences induced by the at-

tosecond pulse is not known with precision yet, mainly because a large

number of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom may be involved

in the process [170]. Preliminary theoretical attempts to investigate this

problem, based on an Ehrenfest semiclassical description of the nuclear

dynamics that includes the e�ect of non adiabatic couplings [63, 171] or

on an approximate quantum description of nuclear motion [69, 70], have

shown that nuclear rearrangements may indeed introduce decoherence

preventing the observation of ultrafast charge oscillations after only a

few femtoseconds.

In this chapter, we examine the coupled electron-nuclear dynamics of

ionized molecular systems within the TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics (ED)

formalism, which theoretical foundations can be found in refs. 172, 173.

We will focus the analysis of the TDDFT-based results on the e�ects

of including small nuclear displacements in the early steps of the elec-

tron/hole dynamics induced upon XUV ionization. We should mention

this is a �eld of highly active research nowadays, with many di�erent ap-

proaches that are constantly improved and consequently the conclusions

that were drawn during this research may be partially accurate. Most
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of the results reported in this chapter have to be regarded as initial at-

tempts to broaden previous studies in an increasing order of complexity.

The computational cost of some of the calculations performed during this

work was also a de�nite limiting factor of their depth and reach.

We calculate the electronic wave function at the DFT level of theory,

which allows dynamic simulations for systems composed of dozens of

atoms at a moderate computational cost. It is convenient, then, to write

the di�erential equations eq. (2.45) and eq. (2.46) in a DFT/TDDFT-

based formulation.

According to the Runge-Gross theorem [174], every observable of a

quantum system can be written as a functional of the density and hence,

this density can be used to monitor the electronic dynamics generated

in the ion after photoionization. In a real experiment, this information

is usually retrieved by interrogating the singly ionized target at di�er-

ent times by using another pulse that brings the system into a di�erent

[31, 164] or the same �nal state [26]. We will restrict the goal of this

chapter, however, to describe the dynamics of the cationic species and

we will ignore the probing step. In contrast to the traditional approach

to time-dependent quantum mechanics (see chapter 2), the basic variable

of TDDFT is the single-particle electron density, ρ(r, t), a simple func-

tion that depends solely on the 3-dimensional vector r. Consequently,

this is a very clear advantage for large systems, were the computation

using the 3-N dimensional many-body wave-function usually becomes

prohibitive and alternative schemes are required to make it feasible. As

we explained in section 3.1.2, the standard way to obtain ρ(r, t) is with

the help of a �ctitious system of noninteracting electrons, the Kohn-Sham

system. Within the KS formalism, the equivalent equations to the molec-

ular TDSE (eq. (2.33)) can be solved numerically for molecular systems
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4 TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics upon ionization

with a large number of atoms and electrons [175]. These electrons feel

an e�ective potential, the time-dependent Kohn-Sham (TDKS) poten-

tial, which is, in turn, a functional of the single particle electron density

ρ(r, t). Although the exact form of this potential is not known, there ex-

ists several approximations which have proven a powerful tool to draw

interesting insights of various photophysical and photochemical processes

[173, 176�179].

Hence, the electron dynamics is enclosed within the time-dependent

Kohn�Sham (TDKS) equations

i
∂

∂t
ϕi(r, t) = −

[
∇2

2
+ vKS(r, t)

]
ϕi(r, t), (4.1)

being ϕi(r, t) the Kohn-Sham orbitals of the non-interacting electron sys-

tem, subject to an external local potential, vKS. These equations of mo-

tion are derived by applying the variational principle to the action func-

tional [96, 174] and imposing the constraint

ρ(r, t) =
∑
i

|ϕi(r, t)|2. (4.2)

They are solved numerically through the use of a Runge-Kutta algo-

rithm as described in [172] and every observable is computed on the �y

at the instantaneous potential generated by the nuclear positions Rγ(t)

and electronic wavefunctions Φ(r;R, t). Conversely, the nuclei evolve in

time according to the forces computed as the gradient of the average en-

ergy. The iterative Crank-Nicholson algorithm used in combination with

a two-step Runge-Kutta scheme maintains order δt3 of accuracy. A �rst

guess of the e�ective potential vKS at time t0 is required to start the

propagation. The e�ective potential vKS is also dependent on the ini-
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4.1 Sudden ionization of glycine

tial wavefunction at time t0 (Φ(r, t0)) or, equivalently, the corresponding

density ρ(r, t0). Hence, we should calculate the wave function or the cor-

responding density at the time t0 = 0, right after the photoionization

step. In the upcoming subsections we explore the cationic dynamics of

two aminoacids, considering di�erent initial conditions (i. e. ρ(r, t0)) for

the propagation.

4.1. Sudden ionization of glycine

The �rst situation we have studied is the dynamics of the glycine cation

after sudden1 removal of a electron from a single KS determinant. The

purpose of this analysis is twofold: to compare to previous works with

similar initial conditions but di�erent propagation schemes [45, 68, 128]

and to explore the signature of nuclear vibrations on the already studied

hole dynamics. This study was the �rst attempt we proposed to include

nuclear vibrations and non-adiabatic e�ects and it should be regarded

as an initial approach to the full description of ionized systems. The

ultimate purpose of these calculations was a complete description of a

pump-probe experiment in large molecules, which requires the inclusion

of the nuclear degrees of freedom, usually neglected in existing literature

at the time we started the following calculations [45, 55, 60, 65, 164, 181].

In order to account for non-adiabatic e�ects in the evolution of inner-

shell vacancies created by XUV light, we have performed an Ehrenfest

molecular dynamics (MD) simulation where the mean-�eld potential en-

ergy surface driving the nuclear dynamics is computed at the TDKS

level. The computations were carried out with the latest version avail-

1i. e. the ionization process takes place in such a short time scale so that the inter-
action between the ionized electron and the remaining core is neglected [180], as
shown in �g. 3.8).
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able (v.4.1) of the plane-wave Kohn-Sham (KS)-based DFT code CPMD

[182]. For the simulation of the dynamics of ionized glycine, an isolated

Gly I molecule in its minimum energy conformation (0K) was placed in

a tetragonal box of dimensions 30 × 20 × 20. Both the Kohn�Sham or-

bitals and the electronic density were expanded in a plane wave (PW)

basis set using an energy cuto� of 70 Ry. Core electrons were replaced

by pseudo-potentials (PP) of the standard Troullier�Martins form [183]

and pseudo-potential energies and forces were evaluated using the Klein-

man�Bylander scheme [184]. The exchange correlation energy was calcu-

lated using the PBE functional [185] under the local spin density (LSD)

approximation [186], since the Gly+ constitutes an open-shell system.

Within the LSD approximation, we can de�ne the spin density as

ρLSDs (r, t) = ρ↑(r, t)− ρ↓(r, t), (4.3)

i. e. the the di�erence of the electron densities of ↑ and ↓ electrons. Anal-
ogously, the single-particle electron density ρ(r, t) will be

ρLSD(r, t) = ρ↑(r, t) + ρ↓(r, t). (4.4)

Throughout this chapter we will drop the LSD label from the electronic

density, knowing that we calculate ρ(r, t) under the LSD approximation.

The electronic density of the cationic system ρ(r, t) thus evolves accord-

ing to the time-dependent Kohn�Sham (TDKS) equations eq. (4.1).2 A

time-step of 0.01 a.u. was chosen to ensure energy conservation within

1% over the entire simulation length (25 fs). The propagation of the elec-

tronic degrees of freedom was started from a non-stationary electronic

structure in which an electron is removed from a formerly occupied KS

2There are two set of TDKS equations, one for each spin component.
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0 fs 2 fs 4 fs 6 fs 8 fs 10 fs 12 fs 14 fs

MD

FNA

14a'

Figure 4.1: Time evolution of the spin density, de�ned as ρα - ρβ , after
removing an electron with α-spin from the 14a' orbital. The isosurfaces enclose
charge densities larger than 0.005 a.u. of β (blue) and α (yellow) electrons.

orbital of neutral glycine.3 Consequently, the initial electron density for

the time propagation does not correspond to an speci�c eigenstate of

glycine cation, but as we shown in section 3.4, it is a linear combination

of them which has a large overlap with a given 1h con�guration, specially

if the electron is removed from one of the outer-valence orbitals. In the

following, we report the results for the time-evolution of the ionic system

after removing an electron from the 4a� and 14a' KS-PBE orbitals.4 The

spatial representation of those orbitals is the same as the one shown in

�g. 3.6 for the Koopmans' 1h-states H3 and H5, respectively. A complete

picture of the glycine neutral KS orbitals can be visualized in [165].

To investigate the e�ect of the nuclear motion on the cationic/hole dy-

namics, we follow the evolution of the electronic spin density, that allows

one to locate the unpaired electron.5. At the beginning of the propaga-

3These orbitals of the neutral glycine molecule were previously optimized at the
PBE/PW level of theory using a convergence threshold of 10−8.

4The set of orbitals we obtain when optimized at the LB94/DZP or at the PBE/PW
level are spatially almost identical

5Note that ρ↑ and ρ↓ will evolve di�erently as their corresponding electrons feel
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4 TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics upon ionization

0 fs 2 fs 4 fs 6 fs 8 fs 10 fs 12 fs 14 fs

FNA

MD

4a''

Figure 4.2: Same as �g. 4.1 for the 4a� orbital.

tion, the spin density is identical to the hole density, assuming that we

have removed an ↑ electron during the ionization step. We have compared

the results of the TDDFT-MD method in which the nuclear motion is de-

scribed in the framework of an Ehrenfest approach with those obtained

from TDDFT calculations in which the nuclear positions remain �xed

(�xed-nuclei approximation, FNA). For a meaningful comparison, both

types of calculations have been performed by using the same code and

the same set of parameters (initial electronic density, plane wave cut-o�,

integration steps, exchange-correlation functional, box, etc.), the only dif-

ference being the turning on (MD) or o� (FNA) of the nuclear dynamics,

respectively. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the corresponding spin densities

as functions of time. As can be seen in �g. 4.1 the hole is initially located

on the right-hand side moiety of the molecule. At later times (2-4 fs), the

charge migrates to the left-hand side moiety of the molecule to the return

to its original place (t = 6 fs). This result is in good agreement with the

hole dynamics after 14a' HF ionization calculated by Kule� et al. [128].

They found that the hole charge, initially localized on HF orbital 14a' ,

oscillates between the orbitals 14a' and 13a' with a half-period of 3 fs.

This was explained by the composition of the initial eigenstate of the

di�erent potentials [186]
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Figure 4.3: Fourier spectra of the hole densities around the Cα atom, the two
oxygen atoms, and the N atom of glycine for ionization from the KS orbitals
14a' and 4a�.

ion, which was mainly given by the two 1h con�gurations corresponding

to ionization from 13a' and 14a' orbitals (red an green lines in top row

of �g. 3.4). In this sense, the hole dynamics resulting from our TDDFT

propagation also seems to oscillate between the 14a' and the 13a' KS

orbitals (see H5 and H6 in �g. 3.6) in the early stages of the electron

dynamics.

In this context, the e�ect of nuclear displacements on the spin den-

sity is negligible within the �rst 6�8 fs, whereas it is noticeable at longer

times, up to the point that it leads to an entirely di�erent dynamics.

The time interval within which nuclear motion does not alter the elec-
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4 TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics upon ionization

tronic cloud redistribution is signi�cantly shorter than the typical pe-

riods of the glycine vibrational modes. Since these TDDFT-Ehrenfest

calculations account for non-adiabatic e�ects involving a large manifold

of molecular states, the conclusion is that nuclear motion starts to a�ect

electron dynamics when it approaches the �rst non-adiabatic transition.

As stated in previous work,[164] coherent hole dynamics may provide an

explanation to the experimentally observed rapid oscillations in the mea-

sured ion yields as a function of the pump�probe delay. These oscillations

would re�ect the typical frequencies of the ionic system. In analogy to

section 3.5, we seek to analyze the e�ect of nuclear motion on the domi-

nant frequencies of this ionic system by calculating the Fourier transform

of the spin density around di�erent molecular sites, namely the Cα atom,

the two oxygen atoms, and the N atom. This analysis should reveal the

frequencies that would be observable in the charge migration that fol-

lows a `localized' ionization process, such as the one recently proposed

in [187]. Since, in current experiments, ultrafast oscillations have only

been observed for time delays shorter than 20 or 30 fs, we have limited

our study to the time interval 0�25 fs. The results are shown in �g. 4.3.

As a result of the limited time interval used in our analysis, the peaks

associated with the di�erent frequencies exhibit a width. As in the case

of the theoretical KS-DFT calculations for the phenylalanine molecule

[164], a common feature of the calculated frequency spectra is the ap-

pearance of very few peaks, typically two or three in the interval from 0.1

to 1.5 PHz, for each molecular site. Within the Koopmans' picture, these

frequencies would correspond to energy di�erences between the di�erent

cationic states that compose the electronic wave packet generated in the

ionization process. Inclusion or not of the nuclear motion does not alter

this general picture. However, the actual values of the frequencies can be

signi�cantly a�ected by the nuclear displacements, i. e. nuclear-induced

dephasing. As can be seen, some frequencies are slightly shifted, and oth-
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4.2 XUV photoionization of glycine

ers can even appear or disappear. This e�ect is more pronounced in the

case of 4a� ionization. The fact that the values of the frequencies do not

di�er too much from those obtained in the �xed-nuclei approximation,

when we ionize from 14a', would suggest that non-adiabatic transitions

are likely to occur between neighboring states.

4.2. XUV photoionization of

glycine

After considering the archetypic case of charge migration, i. e. the sudden

removal of an electron from a well-de�ned HF or KS orbital, we go a step

farther and perform a similar study on the glycine dynamics after the

interaction with an attosecond XUV pulse currently produced in the

laboratory [72]. We simulate this dynamics by starting from the actual

electronic density ρ(r, t0) resulting from a coherent superposition of 1h

states. In this case, the single-particle density of the N-1 electron system

ρ(r, t0) right after the ionization is determined by eq. (3.36):

ρ(N−1)(r, t0) =
∑
α

ϕ2
α(r)

∑
α′ 6=α

γεα′α′ −
∑
α

∑
α 6=α′

γεαα′ϕα(r)ϕα′(r). (4.5)

The ionization amplitudes that de�ne γεαα′ are obtained from a photoion-

ization calculation at the KS-DFT level of theory. We have included

�fteen one-hole KS con�gurations Hα, which span all the valence shell

of glycine. For a better visualization of the initial conditions, in �g. 4.4

we show the diagonal matrix elements γεαα, that is, the weights of the

�fteen one-hole states populated by the XUV pulse. The KS orbitals

we use to determine ρ(N−1)(r, t0) come from a KS-DFT calculation with

the LB94 functional. We note that, at this point, one should project the

LB94-KS orbitals obtained from the static exchange DFT calculations
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4 TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics upon ionization

(de�ning the density in eq. (4.5)) into the PBE-KS orbitals that initialize

the time-dependent Kohn-Sham propagation in order to consistently de-

�ne a new reduced density matrix γεαα′ . We have checked, however, that

assuming a one-to-one correspondence between the KS orbitals obtained

with the LB94 functional and those obtained with a PBE functional in

the basis of plane waves yields errors of the same order as numerical er-

rors due to the numerical projection itself.

Once de�ned the initial N-1 electron density for the time evolution,

we simulate the subsequent �eld-free charge dynamics by means of the

TDDFT-Ehrenfest method already exposed. The numerical integration

that solves the equations of motion eq. (4.1) with the CPMD code is

performed using an iterative scheme based on a two-step Runge-Kutta

propagator. The used time step, δt = 0, 00024 fs, ensures energy conser-

vation over the entire simu-lation range (25 fs) within an error of 1%.

We have performed a series of calculations for two di�erent geometries of

the most abundant conformer of glycine in standard conditions (Gly-I).

The �rst geometry (0 K geometry) corresponds to the global energy min-

imum resulting from the optimization of the molecular structure at the

DFT B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory. The second geometry (100 K geom-

etry) corresponds to one of the structures obtained after thermalization

of conformer Gly-I at 100K by using a Born-Oppenheimer dynamical ap-

proach implemented in the CPMD package. The latter geometry implies

(i) nuclear displacements of the order of 0.03 and (ii) a non zero initial

nuclear velocities. For both geometries, static-exchange DFT calculations

have been performed to obtain the electronic wave packet generated in

the molecular cation by the attosecond XUV pulse described in [164].

The spectral amplitude of this pulse is shown in the inset of Fig. �g. 4.4.

As can be seen it extends from 17 to 35 eV, so that absorption of a single

photon can lead to ionization from the lowest 1h state H1, correspond-
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4.2 XUV photoionization of glycine

ing to a vacancy in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), to

the highest valence 1h state (hole in the HOMO-14, the 6a' inner-shell

molecular orbital) which has a binding energy of ∼32 eV. As the energy

di�erence between these 1h states is ∼22 eV, i.e. of the order of the pulse
bandwidth, electrons occupying these molecular orbitals can be ejected

with the same kinetic energy, thus leading to a coherent superposition

of the corresponding one-hole states (second term in eq. (3.36)). As this

superposition is not an eigenstate of the cation hamiltonian, an electron

wave packet is thus created, leading to a complex electron dynamics. We

have found that the thermally induced con�gurational distortions lead

to small changes in the reduced density matrix γεαα′ resulting from the

static-exchange DFT calculations and therefore to almost identical ini-

tial electron densities. The �eld-free evolution of these electron densities

has been evaluated by using (i) the TDDFT-ED approach described in

the previous section, in which the nuclei are allowed to move and non

adiabatic e�ects are included, and (ii) a similar TDDFT approach but

with the positions of the nuclei kept frozen during the whole evolution of

the electron density.

For computational convenience, instead of monitoring the electron den-

sity itself, we track again the evolution of the spin density after the inter-

action with the attosecond pulse, ρs(t) = ρ↑(t)− ρ↓(t), i.e. the di�erence
between the ↑ and ↓ spin densities. For a better visualization, we will

refer the spin density at a given time t to the initial spin density at time

zero, ρd(t) = ρs(t) − ρs(t = 0). This relative spin density thus provides

information about the time evolution of the unpaired electron [63] with

respect to the initial density, as de�ned in eq. (3.36). Figure 4.5 shows

snapshots of ρd(t), spanning a 16-fs time-lapse, for the four cases men-

tioned above. In the �rst two rows, we plot our results for the initial 0

K geometry by including and excluding nuclear motion. The other two
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4 TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics upon ionization

Figure 4.4: Diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix γεαα associated
with the �fteen one-hole states created after ionization of the glycine molecule
by the XUV attosecond pulse whose spectral amplitude is shown in the in-
set. For this pulse, we have chosen a carrier envelop phase of zero because in
most experiments this is not determined. States are labelled according to the
notation used in �g. 3.6.

rows show the results for the initial 100 K geometry. In earlier works

[55, 57, 68, 168] and section 4.1, in which the electron is removed from

a well-de�ned, usually localized molecular orbital, pronounced charge os-

cillations between di�erent atomic sites have been observed, mainly as

a consequence of the spatial localization of the initial hole state, which

eventually migrates through the molecular backbone. The present results

show that, with an attosecond pulse, the situation is completely di�er-

ent, since the pulse generates a coherent superposition of many one-hole

states and, consequently, the oscillations are partly smeared out both in

time and space. Still, �g. 4.5 show that signi�cant charge �uctuations

around the di�erent atomic centers are visible, in agreement with previ-
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4.2 XUV photoionization of glycine

ous theoretical and experimental work on the phenylalanine aminoacid

[164]. Charge dynamics is less pronounced than in the case where the

electron is removed from a single orbital, but it is still quite apparent.

One can also see that the evolution of the spin densities resulting from

the two di�erent initial geometries look rather distinct, for both �xed

and moving nuclei, thus suggesting that tiny variations in these initial

geometries have a much larger in�uence on the post-ionization dynamics

than on the ionization process that ignites this dynamics. However, as

we will see in �g. 4.8, the typical frequencies of the charge �uctuations

arising from these two geometries are rather similar. More interestingly,

the comparison between the calculated densities obtained for �xed and

moving nuclei when one starts from the same geometry look very similar

during the �rst 8 fs, thus indicating that nuclear rearrangements and non

adiabatic e�ects play a minor role during the early stages of the wave

packet evolution. At later times, however, di�erences begin to be appar-

ent and become progressively more pronounced.

By looking at the time evolution of the projection of the time-dependent

KS orbitals, {ϕi(t)}, onto the basis obtained from the diagonalization of

the glycine cation KS matrix at the same time frame, {φj}, one can get

qualitative insight on the importance of non adiabatic e�ects vs. adiabatic

nuclear motion. The projections of four time-dependent, spin ↑ orbitals
onto the KS diagonal basis of the same spin is shown in �g. 4.6 (for the

case of the 100 K initial geometry). The results show that, in most cases,

the calculated projections simply oscillate around their initial values [see

projections of ϕ14(t), ϕ13(t) in �g. 4.6], while, for some other orbitals,

'non-adiabatic' transitions associated to a change in the orbital character

can be observed. For example, the projection of ϕ12(t) starting from a

(φ9, φ11) mixture acquires a φ12 character at about 10 fs after ionization,

while that of ϕ11(t) does the other way around. Therefore, despite the
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4 fs 6 fs 8 fs 10 fs 12 fs 14 fs 16 fs2 fs0 fs

Fixed nuclei (0K geometry)

Moving nuclei (100K geometry)

Moving nuclei (0K geometry)

Fixed nuclei (100K geometry)

Figure 4.5: Spin density at di�erent times after interaction of the XUV at-
tosecond pulse with the glycine molecule. The spin densities at t > 0 are
referred to the corresponding spin densities at t = 0 evaluated at the end of
the pulse. Notice that, as a consequence of this choice, no spin density can be
seen at t = 0. The XUV electric �eld is oriented along the N-Cβ axis (εx) in all
cases. The two upper rows show the spin densities obtained by starting from
the equilibrium (0 K) geometry, for clamped and moving nuclei, respectively.
The two lower rows show the same densities but starting from a geometry
obtained after thermalization at 100K. Notice that the balls-and-sticks repre-
sentations of glycine in the upper and the lower two raws are indeed di�erent.
Iso-surfaces with values +/− 0.001 a.u. are colored in blue/yellow.

inherent limitations of this analysis, we can conclude that non-adiabatic

e�ects indeed play an important role in the observed charge dynamics.

To capture the typical frequencies of the charge �uctuations associated

with the calculated densities, we have extended the simulations to longer

times and retrieved the integrated spin density around each atomic cen-

ter. The integrated spin-densities around the atomic centers Cα, N, O(1)

-located in the hydroxyl group- and O(2) -located in the carbonyl group-

are shown in �g. 4.7. The curves in each panel correspond to the four
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Figure 4.6: Projections of four di�erent time-dependent KS orbitals {ϕi(t)}
on the basis of KS orbitals {φi} corresponding to the molecular geometry at
time t as a function of time, for the case of the 100 K initial geometry.

cases shown in �g. 4.5. As expected from the above discussion, the evo-

lution of the integrated electron densities arising from the initial 100 K

geometry, obtained by including (orange line) and excluding (green line)

nuclear motion, are nearly identical up to around 8 fs. Beyond this time,

the e�ect of nuclear motion and non adiabatic e�ects show up gradually

and become noticeable around t′ = 15 fs. It can also be seen that the den-

sity around the singly-bonded carbon and oxygen [O(1)] atoms display

faster oscillations than around the amino group. Figure 4.7 also reveals

that, during the �rst 15-20 fs, the e�ects due to nuclear motion, although

visible, are much smaller than those due to geometrical changes in the

initial molecular con�guration. Indeed, as shown in the �gure, the inte-

grated densities around the di�erent atomic centers corresponding to the

0 K and the 100 K initial geometries, both obtained within the frozen-

nuclei approach, are considerably di�erent in magnitude and shape, while

those obtained by including and excluding the nuclear motion for the 0

K initial geometry are much more similar (the same occurs when compar-

ing the two integrated densities arising from the 100 K initial geometry

-not shown). Remarkably, the integrated density around the N and O(1)
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of the spin density integrated around the di�erent
molecular moieties. The time origin is taken again right at the end of the XUV
pulse.

atomic centers are very similar up to 8 fs for the three cases shown in

Figure 4.7, and e�ects due to nuclear motion are more visible for C and

O(2) in this time interval.

The periodicity of an oscillating signal is better captured by performing

a Fourier analysis. In �g. 4.8, we show the power spectra corresponding

to the curves plotted in �g. 4.7. For completeness, we have also included

the Fourier transforms obtained from the �eld-free propagation of the
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Figure 4.8: Power spectra of the spin density �uctuations around the same
atomic centers and for the same propagation schemes considered in �g. 4.7.
Additionally, we show the spectrum obtained from the Koopmans' picture (KP)
propagation described in the text.

electron density resulting from the time-dependent wave function given

in eq. (3.36) for the 0 K initial geometry and in the �xed nuclei approxi-

mation. We will refer to this propagation scheme as Koopmans' picture

(KP) propagation. We notice that, at t = 0 (cf. t′ = τ), this is the wave

function actually used to obtain the initial density for the TDDFT simula-

tions, which, in our approach, only includes contributions from 1h states
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(those accessible by the XUV attosecond pulse). One expects, however,

that TDDFT propagation starting from the same density at t = 0 will

include higher order excitations, somehow simulating correlation e�ects,

since the corresponding initial wave function is not stationary and, there-

fore, may overlap with 2h1p and higher-order states taken into account

through the TDDFT exchange-correlation functional. This Koopmans'

picture propagation method has been used in previous work on pheny-

lalanine [72, 164]. Since the periods for the ultrafast oscillations are not

expected to exceed a few tens of femtoseconds [62, 168, 188], we have

limited our study to the time interval 0-25 fs. As a consequence, the

peaks associated with di�erent frequencies display a certain width. Fig-

ure 4.8 shows that only a few characteristic frequencies are responsible

for the observed dynamics. These characteristic frequencies vary from

one atomic center to another. Remarkably, the position and height of the

dominant peaks are rather similar for all propagation schemes, especially

for the singly-bonded oxygen atom O(1). It can also be seen that some

of the peaks observed for the di�erent atomic centers are in one-to-one

correspondence, for example, the prominent peaks in N and O(2) around

0.3 and 0.4 Phz (blue line). Some other correspondences are somehow

smeared out in time due to hole-mixing between several ionic states, so

that, in general, this one-to-one correspondence is hard to track.

Let us now discuss in more detail the origin and physical implications

of these �ndings. In the KP propagation scheme [164, 165] (black line

in �g. 4.8), the observed beatings are directly related to the energy gaps

between the 1h states accessible by the XUV pulse. Despite the fact that

�fteen ionic states compose the initial wave packet and, therefore, more

than a hundred di�erent beatings could in principle be observed, only a

few ones are e�ectively seen in the time evolution of the (N −1)-electron
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4.2 XUV photoionization of glycine

system6. There are several reasons that explain this result. First, coher-

ences between 1h states lying far apart in energy are expected to barely

contribute and in any case they would lead to very high frequencies, which

would be di�cult to observe. Second, pairs of 1h states with very small

spatial overlaps are not expected to contribute, since the spatial overlap

factor actually weight the amplitudes of the beatings (see eq. (3.36)). The

similarity of the results shown in �g. 4.8 suggests that the above picture,

based on quantum beatings between ionic states, also holds for the more

sophisticated propagation schemes. It is also worth emphasizing that, in

the KP propagation scheme, there is no di�erence between spin ↑ and
spin ↓ electrons, whereas in all the TDDFT calculations we have made

use of the local spin density approach (LSD), where ↑ and ↓ electrons
feel di�erent potentials. The similarity of the corresponding power spec-

tra indicates that the potential felt by both α and β electrons during the

�eld-free propagation of the density is nearly the same. Note that the

largest variations in the calculated frequencies are obtained when chang-

ing the initial geometry of the molecule (compare the results obtained

within the �xed nuclei approximation for the 0 K and 100 K initial ge-

ometries, green and blue curves in �g. 4.7). Still these variations are not

large enough to signi�cantly modify the values of the observed frequen-

cies.

To summarize, in this section we report a theoretical study of charge

dynamics induced by a realistic attosecond XUV pulse on glycine. By

using the static-exchange DFT method, we have evaluated the ioniza-

tion amplitudes for all the accessible open channels, which is essential

to correctly describe the coherent superposition of electronic states cre-

ated by the pulse and the corresponding electron density. The subsequent

6Integrated around each molecular center
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�eld-free evolution of the system has been described by starting TDDFT-

Ehrenfest simulations from the electron density obtained in the previous

step. This method allows us to include electron correlation and the cou-

pling between electron and nuclear dynamics during the time propagation.

From the comparison with TDDFT results obtained by �xing the nuclear

positions, we conclude that the e�ect of including the nuclear motion is

rather small during the �rst 8-10 fs, and is only visible for longer time

propagations (t >15 fs). This observation is compatible with the results

of previous calculations in which the ionization step was ignored and the

�eld-free evolution of the system was described by starting from well-

localized hole states [168]. In contrast, we have found that small changes

in the initial nuclear positions (of the order of 0.03 Å), which are compat-

ible with the molecular geometries expected in the Franck-Condon region

and barely a�ect the ionization amplitudes, lead to noticeable changes

in the subsequent time evolution of the electron density, supporting the

suggestion of Refs. [62�64, 188] (and references therein) that a set of ini-

tial conditions mimicking the initial nuclear distribution should ideally

be used for a more realistic description of charge dynamics following the

ionization step.

Finally, we would like to mention that, as a consequence of the Ehren-

fest formalism used in the present work, possible coherences between

electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom might be lost due to the classi-

cal description of the nuclear motion. Also an additional loss of coherence

might be expected from the fact that the nuclei move in a sort of average

electronic potential without keeping track of the motion in individual

potential energy surfaces. Therefore, our results are useful to qualita-

tively understand the role of nuclear dynamics and the corresponding

time scales in charge dynamics processes induced by attosecond pulses,

but it might be that loss of coherence is slightly less important than
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described above or shows up at longer times. For a more quantitative

analysis of this matter, a full quantum mechanical treatment of the cou-

pled electronic-nuclear motions should be performed. For molecules as

large as glycine, this is not yet possible and new theoretical methods

should be developed in the future to meet this challenge.

4.3. XUV-IR pump-probe

spectroscopy of charge

dynamics in tryptophan

A convenient approach to investigate electron dynamics in the sub-fs

time scale is attosecond pump-probe spectroscopy [29, 31], where an

attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pump pulse, e.g., produced by

high-harmonic generation, ionizes the molecule and a time-delayed few-

fs near-infrared (NIR) pulse is used to probe the charge dynamics gen-

erated in the molecular cation by the pump pulse. The �rst and, to our

knowledge, only experimental work that has provided real-time evidence

of charge dynamics in a biologically relevant molecule using this tech-

nique was reported in 2014 for the amino acid phenylalanine [164]. In

this work, the fragmentation yield associated with the production of the

doubly-charged immonium ion exhibits few-fs oscillations superimposed

to a smooth decreasing background typical of the much slower nuclear dis-

sociation dynamics. With the help of theoretical calculations performed

within the static exchange density functional theory (DFT) and the �xed-

nuclei approximation, these fast oscillations were interpreted as the sig-

nature of the coherent electron dynamics generated by the attosecond

pulse on the remaining molecular cation. A rather unexpected result of

this work was the realization that the observed time-dependent signals
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4 TDDFT-Ehrenfest dynamics upon ionization

on the few-fs time scale show a few characteristic frequencies, despite the

large number of molecular states excited by the broadband attosecond

pump pulse. This remarkable observation strongly supports the use of

attosecond techniques to initiate and control charge migration/transfer

processes in biologically relevant molecules. However, to fully get into

this path, one has �rst to check if similar simple charge dynamics can be

induced in other molecules, especially larger ones, and then elucidate to

what extent the degree of coherence of the electronic dynamics initiated

by prompt ionization is a�ected by the nuclear degrees of freedom. The

experimental observation of a long-lived oscillation within the electronic

time scale in phenylalanine seems to point out that, at least in particular

cases, the electron dynamics could persist without appreciable perturba-

tion induced by nuclear motion, as for example, when it does not a�ect

directly the charge migration in speci�c molecuar sites [62]. However, re-

cent theoretical works predict the suppression of long-lived oscillations in

the electronic density due to the dephasing of the nuclear wave function

[69, 70, 189], when including a quantum mechanical treatment of both

electron and nuclear dynamics of speci�cally prepared molecular systems.

With the aim of exploring electron dynamics in larger molecular sys-

tems, we have performed elaborate theoretical calculations in combina-

tion with attosecond pump-probe experiments on the tryptophan molecule.

Tryptophan (Trp) has been chosen amongst the twenty known amino

acids, because it is the one with the most interesting photochemical

properties. It is, indeed, the largest of the amino acids, which are the

building blocks in protein biosynthesis. Besides accurately describing the

ionization step, which is necessary to obtain a realistic description of

the propagating electronic wave packet, the present theoretical model

takes into account the e�ects of both electron correlation and nuclear

displacements through the TDDFT-Ehrenfest method, which have been
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previously disregarded ([164]). This is quite challenging for such a large

molecule, since one must evaluate the ionization amplitudes (modulus

and phase) for a large number of open channels. In this section, we show

that irradiation of tryptophan by an XUV attosecond pulse generates

few-fs electron dynamics that arises from the coherent superposition of

the valence states of the molecule. We also show that, at the present level

of theory, electron correlation and nuclear displacements a�ect partially

the propagating electronic wave packet but they do not completely mod-

ify the charge dynamics ignited by the attosecond pulse, at least during

the �rst 20 fs, when several cycles of charge �uctuations have already

occurred.

Let us start by describing the actual electronic wave packet that is

formed by irradiating Trp with the XUV attosecond pulse used in the

experiment, whose spectrum is shown in �g. 4.9. We have theoretically

evaluated such a wave packet and its ulterior time evolution for the most

abundant conformer of Trp [190] in its equilibrium geometry, optimized

at the B3LYP/6-31+g(d) level of theory. In particular, the ionization am-

plitudes that de�ne the coherent superposition just after the ionization

step have been obtained by using the static-exchange KS-DFT method ex-

plained in section 3.2, which has been previously applied to describe ion-

ization of other amino acids, such as glycine and phenylalanine [72, 165].

The photoionization cross sections (proportional to the squared moduli

of the integrated ionization amplitudes) for the 39 one-hole states accessi-

ble with the attosecond pulse are shown in �g. 4.9. As can be seen, in the

range of photon energies covered by the attosecond pulse, all accessible

channels have comparable cross sections (roughly within a factor of 3)

and are thus expected to contribute to the coherent superposition.

To gauge the quality of these calculations, in �g. 4.10 we compare
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Figure 4.9: Photoionization cross sections of Tryptophan. The labels indicate
the molecular orbital that is missing in the corresponding one-hole state i. e.
54A denotes the lowest 1h state, which is a KS Slater determinant with a
hole in the HOMO, 53A in the HOMO-1, and so on. The yellow curve over
the shaded area shows the spectrum of the attosecond pulse used in the ex-
periment. The inset depicts a sketch of the nuclear geometry of the Trp most
abundant conformer at 430K [190] with the hole electron density created by
the attosecond pulse used in the experiment, represented by a brown mesh
(isovalue = -0.003 bohr−3).

the theoretical total photoelectron spectrum calculated at the maximum

photon energy considered in this work with the only one available in the

literature from synchrotron radiation measurements at a photon energy

of 100 eV [191] and the agreement is reasonably good. As can be seen in

�g. 4.9, most of the partial cross sections will follow a simple slow decay

as the photon energy increases. It is also clear that the theoretical predic-

tion is better for the photoionization channels of lowest binding energy,

since this one-hole formalism fails to describe accurately inner valence
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between the measured photoelectron spectrum [191]
and the calculated one at 100 eV (lower panel). For a realistic comparison,
our in�nitely resolved spectral lines have been convoluted with a Lorentzian
function of 0.3 eV width at half maximum that reproduces the experimental
broadening of the peaks.

ionization, which is dominated by electron correlation [68].

The inset at Figure 4.9 shows the hole density at time zero, i.e., just

after interaction with the attosecond pulse obtained via eq. (3.38). This

hole density results from the coherent superposition of a large number

of electronic one-hole states and is therefore very delocalized. The subse-

quent �eld-free evolution of the hole wave packet has been described by

using an extension of time-dependent DFT in combination with Ehren-

fest molecular dynamics (TDDFT-MD) as implemented in the CPMD

package [182].

At variance with earlier work on phenylalanine [164], in our TDDFT-
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Ehrenfest approach, the evolution of the electronic density is no longer

described as a superposition of single-hole con�gurations, as the time

dependence of the electron density is explicitly built into the propaga-

tion of the TDKS equations. Thus, variations due to changes in electron

correlation during the time evolution are allowed. Moreover, nuclear dis-

placements and non-adiabatic e�ects are taken into account via the semi-

classical Ehrenfest dynamics. The simulations have been performed for

a Trp molecule that is initially in its equilibrium (0K) geometry. Due to

the complexity of the theoretical treatment used in the present work, our

analysis of the e�ect of the coupled electron and nuclear dynamics on

the hole dynamics has been limited to a single conformation of the Trp

molecule at 0K. We have carried out the calculations for the free prop-

agation of the electronic density after interaction with the attosecond

pulse by using the plane-wave Kohn-Sham (KS) based DFT methodol-

ogy implemented in the CPMD package [182], in which nuclear dynamics

is treated within the Ehrenfest formalism. The TDDFT simulations were

performed, within the frozen core approximation, by using a tetragonal

box of dimensions 30x20x20 containing a single Trp molecule. Following

the standard approach, core electrons were replaced by pseudo-potentials

of the normal Troullier-Martins form [183]. The plane-wave basis set em-

ployed was truncated at an energy cuto� of 70 Ry. For both pseudo-

potentials and active electrons, the energies and forces were evaluated

using the Kleinman-Bylander scheme [184]. The exchange-correlation po-

tential was represented by using the generalized gradient approximation

PBE functional which is computationally more convenient than the LB94

one used in the static exchange DFT calculations when a basis of plane

waves is used. We have numerically projected the KS orbitals obtained

from the static exchange DFT calculations (de�ning the electronic den-

sity) into the KS orbitals that initialize the time-dependent Kohn-Sham

propagation in order to consistently de�ne a new reduced density matrix.
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Figure 4.11: Snapshots of the charge density evolution. Upper row: results
obtained by �xing the positions of the nuclei. Lower row: results obtained by
allowing the nuclei to move as described by the Ehrenfest MD formalism. For
a better visualization, at all times the hole density is referred to its average
value over the complete time interval. Regions with an excess or a default of
charge with respect to this average value are represented in purple and yellow
colors, respectively.

The numerical integration that solves the equations of motion with the

CPMD code is performed using an iterative scheme based on a two-step

Runge-Kutta propagator [172], which maintains order δt3 accuracy. The

used time step, t = 0.01 atomic units (0.241 as), ensures energy conserva-

tion over the entire simulation range (25 fs) with a maximum deviation

at the end of the simulation of 0.2 eV.

Figure 4.11 shows snapshots of the calculated hole density at di�erent

times, for both the case in which the positions of the nuclei are �xed and
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Figure 4.12: Integrated yield of the doubly charged immonium ion
(mass/charge = 79.5) as a function of XUV pump - NIR probe delay (dotted
line). The black line is a �tting curve used to guide the eye. Inset: di�erential
signal obtained by subtracting a �tting function from the data. The black curve
is a sinusoidal function of frequency 0.252 PHz. Error bars show the standard
error of the results of two measurements.

the case in which they are allowed to move. To better visualize temporal

changes in the density, the latter has been referred to its average value

over the time interval chosen to perform the calculations. As can be seen,

very fast charge �uctuations occur around any molecular site with a pe-

riodicity of less than 6 femtoseconds.

To experimentally access the dynamics of this electronic wave packet,

Trp was irradiated by an isolated XUV attosecond pulse identical to

that used in the above theoretical calculations (shown in �g. 4.9). Then

the ensuing charge dynamics was probed by a waveform-controlled 800-

nm sub-4 fs pulse. A clean plume of isolated and neutral molecules was

generated by evaporation of Trp from a thin metallic foil heated by a con-

tinuous wave (CW) laser. The parent and fragment ions resulting from

the interaction with the pump and probe pulses were analyzed by using

a linear time-of-�ight mass spectrometer (see [164] for details). Photoion-
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ization of a large molecule such as Trp by XUV pulses inevitably leads

to the production of several cationic fragments. Previous work on pheny-

lalanine [31, 164] has shown that ultrafast oscillations observed in the

yield corresponding to the breakup into a carboxyl radical and a doubly

charged immonium ion are most likely associated with charge �uctuations

around the amino group, which remains bonded to the central body of

the molecule and therefore can keep exchanging charge with the latter

while the carboxyl group is leaving or has completely left. Here we fol-

low a similar strategy and concentrate on the equivalent doubly charged

ionic fragment [Trp++ �minus� the COOH radical, or (Trp-COOH)++

for short], where, according to �g. 4.11, charge exchange between the

amino group and the rest of the molecule should follow a similar pattern.

Figure 5.4 shows the yield for the production of (Trp-COOH)++ (a

fragment with mass/charge ratio of 79.5) as a function of the pump-probe

delay. The measured yield exhibits a sharp increase at zero time delay fol-

lowed by a rapid decay. Superimposed to this variation of the yield, one

can clearly distinguish oscillations that occur on a much shorter time

scale. By appropriately subtracting the slow varying background, the os-

cillations are more clearly revealed and a �t to sinusoidal functions could

be easily performed (see inset in �g. 5.4). From this �t, we have obtained

the main characteristic frequency of this ultrafast dynamics: 0.252±0.011

PHz, corresponding to a period of 4 fs. The presence of a single frequency

already suggests that, as in the phenylalanine case [164], the complexity

of the ultrafast charge dynamics induced in Trp that can be monitored

experimentally is relatively limited.

We have extracted additional dynamical information by performing a

time-window Fourier transform of both the measured yield and the cal-

culated hole-density around the amino group. The results are shown in
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Figure 4.13: (a) Time-window Fourier transform of the electronic density
generated by the attosecond pulse around the amino group in Trp. (b) The
same within the �xed-nuclei approximation (FNA). (c) Convolution of the
results given in (a) with a gaussian �lter function with a FWHM of 7 PHz that
accounts for the time resolution of the experiment. (d) Time-window Fourier
transform of the measured fragmentation yield shown in �g. 5.4.

�g. 5.5. We also show the results obtained in the �xed-nuclei approxima-

tion. As can be seen, the e�ect of nuclear motion, though not negligible,

does not lead to dramatic changes in the calculated frequencies. For a

meaningful comparison with the experimental results shown in �g. 5.5(d),

the calculated spectrum has been convoluted with a gaussian �lter func-

tion that accounts for the time resolution of the experiment, leading to

the results shown in �g. 5.5(c). The same �lter has been used to plot the

experimental results. The frequency observed experimentally at 0.252

PHz corresponds to the slower beating retrieved from the theoretical cal-
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Figure 4.14: Projections of selected time-dependent KS orbitals (ϕ16(t) and
ϕ18(t)) onto the stationary KS orbitals φi as a function of time..

culations and it exhibits a similar time behavior, gradually disappearing

after 25 fs from zero time delay. The faster beating predicted by theory at

0.53 PHz (see �g. 5.5(a)) is not seen in the experiment as a consequence

of the limited time resolution.

To get additional insights on the role of non-adiabatic e�ects, we have

projected at di�erent times the time-dependent Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals

of eq. (4.1) onto the stationary KS orbitals of the Trp cation . The results

are shown in �g. 5.7 for a few characteristics orbitals. In most cases, the

calculated projections simply oscillate around their initial values, thus

indicating that the population of the corresponding molecular orbitals

remains more or less the same for all times and, therefore, do not signi�-
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cantly alter the evolution of the electronic wave packet. This is the case

for the 16 orbital shown in �g. 5.7 In contrast, for some other orbitals,

like the 18 one, non-adiabatic transitions associated with a change in the

orbital character can be observed. These occur after approximately 15-20

fs and, therefore, cannot play any role during the early stages of the wave

packet evolution. Nevertheless, as non-adiabatic transitions show up at

times in which oscillations in the measured yields are still visible, they do

have some e�ect in the relative intensities and positions of the recorded

frequencies (compare �g. 5.5(a) and �g. 5.5(b)). These �ndings are in

agreement with those reported for glycine in section 4.2.

In conclusion, we have performed a combined theoretical and exper-

imental investigation in tryptophan that captures sub-fs oscillations in

the cation dynamics. This time-varying signal displays a few dominant

frequencies which are characteristic of the non-stationary ionic state cre-

ated upon ionization and thus indicates that this may be a rather general

scenario in biologically relevant molecules of similar size. The results of

the present work suggest that di�erent sources of decoherence start to ap-

pear after electronic coherences have been established, so that the latter

have enough time to leave their signature in the measured fragmentation

yields. While these �ndings seem to point out the suitability of ultrashort

pulses to capture ultrafast charge dynamics and, in the long-term, pave

the way to achieve certain control on the subsequent chemical path, a few

more questions remain open to discussion, as e.g., to clarify the role of

the probe pulse in the observed signals. Recent simple theoretical models

have suggested that an XUV probe pulse could imprint the dynamics

within new characteristic frequencies, mostly out of the range that is

experimentally accessible, while preserving the original frequencies [168].

However, there is no theoretical evidence yet that this should also be the

case for a NIR probe pulse, whose in�uence is much stronger.
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5 | Attosecond XUV
pump-XUV probe
spectroscopy

5.1. Introduction

An attosecond XUV-pump/XUV-probe experiment is yet to be accom-

plished in order to shed more light on the ultrafast charge migration pro-

cess. The use of a second attosecond pulse as a probe pulse would ensure

a direct �rst order process to track the dynamics launched by the �rst

pulse. Besides avoiding IR multiphoton absorption that de�nitively com-

plicates the theoretical description of this phenomenon, such a scheme

would prevent any possible distortion of the molecular potential. XUV-

pump/XUV-probe schemes are thus the long awaited as the tool to re-

trieve a direct image of sub-femtosecond electronic processes in atoms and

molecules. First experimental attempts have been already successfully ap-

plied to atoms [192] and more recently to the hydrogen molecule [193].
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From the experimental point of view, two main challenges are to be over-

come, obtaining high repetition rates such that two-photon absorption

paths are detectable and achieving a reliable carrier envelope phase stabi-

lization. While a number of experimental e�orts come with the promise

of closely forthcoming experiments [169, 194�197], we here present the

�rst theoretical description for an attosecond XUV-pump/XUV-probe

scheme applied to image the ensuing dynamics upon photoionization of

an aminoacid by extracting the resulting photoelectron spectra and ana-

lyzing the possible fragmentation channels.

As we have throughly discussed in the two previous chapters, most

existing works on ultrafast dynamics upon ionization have not explicitly

included the pump pulse in their calculations [62�64, 68�70], assuming

that after a sudden ionization process, the neutral system is suddenly

prompted to a superposition of N-1 electron wavefunctions. Yet, one can

not ignore the actual e�ect of the pump pulse for a correct description

of the ultrafast electronic and nuclear rearrangements that take place

after attosecond ionization, as it has been demonstrated in section 4.2.

To do so, one has to describe the electronic continuum states of the

molecule [61, 72, 198], which is not an easy task as these states cannot

be generally obtained from standard quantum chemistry packages. But

more importantly, these ultrafast processes shall be probed onto speci�c

observables in order to monitor them in real time. A second ultrashort

pulse can be used in that case, ideally containing UV or XUV photons so

it does not distort the molecular potential. To our knowledge, only the

authors of 61 have reported dynamical simulations of pump�probe exper-

iments with realistic pulse parameters, yet several approximations were

employed in their calculations, two of them are worth noting. First, they

work within the �xed-nuclei approximation. Second, the continuum basis

employed was made of orthogonalized continuum waves (OCW) over a
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discrete energy and angular grid. We recall a recent comparison with the

DFT-Dyson approach on furan which has con�rmed, however, the rather

poor performance of such OCW approach and the relative minor role of

orthogonalization [145].

In this chapter, we go one step further and propose a full theoreti-

cal XUV pump-XUV probe scheme in the glycine molecule, including

a DFT-Dyson approach for the ionization processes induced by both

pump and probe pulse, and, more importantly, including the nuclear mo-

tion of the cationic subsystem. This methodology thus allows for a time-

resolved imaging of the electron and nuclear dynamics of photoionized

biomolecules which could be measured in XUV-XUV pump-probe pho-

toionization experiments. In order to reproduce the outcome of such an

experiment, we have employed a well distinct theoretical approach than

in the previously described simulations. Firstly, for the description of the

nuclear degrees of freedom we use a generalized version of the Tully's

trajectory surface hopping (TSH), named Surface-Hopping including Ar-

bitrary Couplings (SHARC) [98], which has been reviewed in a recent

publication [199]. The grounds of the theoretical methods have been pro-

vided in section 2.4. In the following, we will review the relevant stages of

the method, providing the necessary technical details for the simulation.

Secondly, in contrast with the TDDFT methodology used throughout

chapter 4, we now require an ab-initio treatment of the electronic wave

function that allows for the calculation of the ionization amplitudes for

both the pump and the probe steps. As long as both pulses do not over-

lap, the action of the pump and the probe pulse can be disentangled and

formally described using �rst order TDPT [200, 201].

Control of nuclear dynamics via a speci�c preparation of the initial

electronic wave packet has been already explored in a model two states
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description of ultrafast ionization in toluene [202]. Moreover, the authors

of a very recent work have also suggested the notion attosecond control of

molecular reactivity [47], by exerting control over the electronic dynamics

in the propiloic after IR photoionization. Despite the accuracy of the nu-

clear dynamics propagation used in the latter [47], both studies employ a

model system to describe the initial cationic wavepacket created after the

ionization step. In this work, we employ an accurate methodology to re-

trieve ionization amplitudes, which allows us to analyze the dynamics of

the glycine molecule induced and subsequently probed by two attosecond

XUV pulses. For a comprehensive discussion, we �rst follow an analogous

analysis as that proposed in most theoretical works on ultrafast charge

migration, meaning, we will initially investigate the e�ect of modifying

the pump pulse parameters in the ensuing coupled electron-nuclear dy-

namics of the cation. In particular, we explore the actual possibility of

selecting speci�c dissociation pathways by tailoring the pumped cationic

wave-packet through pump pulse shaping. We then extract the photo-

electron spectrum that would result after the interaction with a second

attosecond pulse, which indeed ejects a second electron leaving a dica-

tion behind, i.e. we aim to reproduce the electron energy di�erential

observable that would be retrieved in a typical XUV-pump/XUV-probe

experiment. The time-resolved photoelectron spectrum (TRPES) stands

as an insightful tool to undersand the complex dynamics occurring after

XUV photoionization, as it has been shown in most existing experiments

that used an IR �eld as a probe.
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5.2. TSH dynamics upon ionization

using SHARC

We have simulated the coupled electron-nuclear dynamics of the glycine

cation upon ionization of an XUV pulse under a trajectory-based ap-

proach. In a nutshell, it is a wavefunction-based approach which propa-

gates the full electronic wavefunction built from con�guration state func-

tions. In the following, we shall refer to this method as the RASSCF-

based Tully Surface Hopping dynamics (TSH). This methodology re-

quires the combination of three main packages. First, we chose the Fire�y

QC software [203], which is partially based on the GAMESS (US) [204]

source code, for the single point calculations (energies and gradients).

This package also allows for the calculation the Dyson orbitals, as de-

�ned in eq. (3.8), to compute a more reliable ionization amplitudes to

the molecular continuum [145]. Second, for the description of both the

pump and the probe action, we employed TDPT, as shown in eq. (3.31),

using the B-Spline Static Exchange DFT-Dyson method (section 3.2). Fi-

nally, for the time propagation, we make use of the SHARC package [205],

using the single point calculations and the gradients from GAMESS (US)

that are, consequently, performed "on the �y" at each nuclear time step.

The aim of the TSH dynamical simulation is to provide a broader picture

of the nuclear motion of ionized aminoacids, as well as to propagate a

time-dependent cationic wavefunction which could be eventually probed

by another XUV pulse at later times.
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5.2.1. Initial conditions

The simulation of the cation dynamics requires to de�ne the composition

of the electronic wavepacket right after the XUV pump-ionization as well

as the initial nuclear conditions for the propagation of the classical tra-

jectories. In TSH, as in Ehrenfest dynamics, taking the classical limit of

the nuclear degrees of freedom means to take an in�nitely narrow nu-

clear density for each one of them i. e. a delta function, and thus, we lose

the spatial delocalization of the nuclear wavepacket [96]. In this sense,

one usually mimics the nuclear wave packet distribution Ωi(R, t) corre-

sponding to a given electronic state Φi(r;R) by launching an ensemble

of trajectories starting from di�erent initial conditions. As pointed out in

ref. 94, �the initial conditions for the simulation should naturally re�ect

the initial state of the problem under examination�. In this particular

problem, the electronic and nuclear distributions created by the pump

pulse are the relevant quantities that de�ne the initial conditions for a

given trajectory. We sample Ng nuclear conformations {R(g),P(g)} from
a Wigner quasiprobability distribution [206], since, within the harmonic

approximation, the quantum distribution of the vibrational ground state

is usually represented with this distribution.

Concerning the electronic wavepacket, we assume that before pump-

ionization, only the ground electronic state of the neutral molecule has

a non-zero amplitude. Hence, to describe the dynamics of the singly

charged species, we must calculate the ionization amplitudes cεα,ε,j to

all the cationic continuum states at point of the nuclear con�guration

space, R(g), following the methodology already explained in chapter 3.

The ionization amplitudes cεα,ε,j for the action of the pump pulse E1(t)
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5.2 TSH dynamics upon ionization using SHARC

H1 H2 H3 H4

H6 H7 H8 H9

H5

H10

Figure 5.1: Spatial representation of the Dyson orbitals associated to the ten
lowest RAS(23,21) electronic states of the glycine cation at the equilibrium
geometry of neutral glycine, R(g=0)(t = 0).

are calculated at the �rst order of TDPT as in eq. (3.31):

cεα,ε,j = − i

~
〈
A[ΦN−1

α ϕε,j]
∣∣∑

i

dε
i

∣∣ΦN
0

〉 ∫ ∞
−∞

dt E1(t) (5.1)

where the calculation of the dipole transition moments simpli�es to single

particle transitions involving the Dyson orbital ϕDα〈
A[ΦN−1

α ϕε,j]
∣∣∑

i

dε
i

∣∣ΦN
0

〉
= 〈ϕε,j|d|ϕDα 〉. (5.2)

The electronic neutral ground ΦN
0 and cationic excited states ΦN−1

α are

determined at the SA11-RAS (23,21) level of theory. In �g. 5.1 we show

the spatial representation of the Dyson orbitals associated to the transi-

tions from the ground state of neutral glycine to the ten lowest states of

the cation. It can be easily seen that, as foreseen in the ionization spec-

trum shown in �g. 3.4, the character of the lowest RAS (23,21) cationic
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5 Attosecond XUV pump-XUV probe spectroscopy

states does not di�er much from the Koopmans' representation shown in

�g. 3.6. The Dyson orbitals depicted in �g. 5.1 also con�rm that the low-

est cationic eigenstates are mostly described by one-hole con�gurations,

or eventually, combinations of them, as for H7 or H8.

In short, for a given orientation of the laser �eld ε, we evaluate the ion-

ization amplitudes to the continuum states ΦN
α,ε,j = A[ΦN−1

α ϕε,j], at each

point of the con�guration space R(g). It is worth noting that a given

photoelectronic channel, given by ε, j de�nes an Nα-dimensional com-

plex vector vector c(g) of cationic states ΦN−1
α (r;R(g)), from which we

can start the propagation. Under this circumstances, we take the vector

that corresponds to the photoelectron ejected with maximum probability.

Then, we launch Nα trajectories from each nuclear con�guration R(g),

which results in a total number of trajectories equal to Ntraj = Ng ×Nα,

where Ng is the number of nuclear con�gurations sampled with the

Wigner distribution. A trajectory k initiated in the α excited state at

R(g) starts carrying a complex amplitude vector a(k)i (0) = c
(g)
α , if i = α

and a(k)i (0) = 0, otherwise. In this way, the set of Nα trajectories start-

ing from the same nuclear geometry R(g), accounts for an �slice� of the

electronic wavepacket at a given point of the initial nuclear con�guration

space.

One important factor is the choice of the electronic structure method

and the level of theory at which we compute the electronic wavefunction

and the gradients of the di�erent electronic states. For the description

of the dynamics of XUV photoionized glycine with TSH we have used

the state-averaged restricted active space (SA11-RAS). As mentioned in

section 3.1.2, the number of states averaged and the particular choice of

the orbitals and excitations included in the RAS1 and RAS3 subspaces
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5.2 TSH dynamics upon ionization using SHARC

is crucial for the correct description of the problem under consideration.

Since we want to study the dynamics of the singly charged Gly cation

after XUV ionization, we found convenient to include up to eleven states

in the CI-optimization (SA11) and all the bonding and antibonding or-

bitals of the 2s and 2p valence shell in the active spaces RAS1 and RAS3.

We also found that allowing up to double excitations in the RAS3 sub-

space allowed for the description of stretching and dissociation along the

most relevant bonds with a good compromise between accuracy, energy

conservation and computational cost.

Finally, we note other relevant aspect to the dynamics simulation us-

ing a Surface Hopping method. It is the well-known problem with the

description of decoherence of nuclear wavepackets, due to the fact that

each TBF follows the gradient of a single electronic state, and thus, the

electronic states propagated within a trajectory do not experience any de-

phasing. To overcome this �aw of the TSH methodology we have applied

the energy-based decoherence correction (EDC) proposed by Granucci

and Persico [207, 208].

5.2.2. Dynamical simulation

In contrast with the TDDFT-Ehrenfest simulations shown in chapter 4,

we are now able to account for the initial nuclear wave packet delocaliza-

tion. The TSH simulation mimics the dynamics of a electronic-nuclear

wavepacket of photoionized glycine by sampling 100 di�erent nuclear con-

�gurations. For every nuclear con�guration, we launch 10 trajectories,

each of them initiated in a di�erent cationic state. By doing this, we

can include up to the tenth ten lowest cationic states in our simulation.

The electronic wavefunction after the interaction with the pump pulse is
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Figure 5.2: Populations of the ten RAS(23,21) lowest cationic states created
after ionization of the glycine molecule by the XUV attosecond pulse whose
spectral amplitude is shown in the inset. The carrier envelope phase is taken
to be zero, since in most experiments it is not well de�ned. Each line represent
the weight of the cationic states, statistically average over the 100 sampled
nuclear geometries. Just for illustrative purposes, each line is placed at the
binding energy of the corresponding cationic state at the equilibrium geometry
of neutral glycine, R(k=0)(t = 0).

de�ned for each trajectory k, and in general, can be written as a super-

position of cationic states ΦN−1
i (r;R(k)(t)):

Φ+(r;R(k)(t), t) =
∑
i

a
(k)
i (t) ΦN−1

i (r;R(k)(t)). (5.3)

In this section we chose a experimentally achievable attosecond pulse

of 3.5 fs of duration1. We use a Gaussian-shaped pulse centered at a

1The duration is de�ned with ∆t = 4ln2/∆ω0, where ∆ω0 = FWHM/(2
√

2ln2)
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5.2 TSH dynamics upon ionization using SHARC

photon energy ω0 = 16 eV, with an energy distribution with a full-width

half-maximum (FWHM) of 2.67 eV. The peak intensity is arbitrarily cho-

sen, but assuming a relatevely low intensity (below 1012− 1011 W/cm2),

as those produced using HHG techniques to generate attosecond XUV

pulses. Moreover, we want to ensure a pure perturbative regime, where

both the action of the non-overlapping pump and probe pulse can be con-

sidered disentangled and appropriatedly represented by using �rst order

processes.

A complete theoretical study of the cation dynamics upon photoion-

ization would require to perform the dynamical simulation for each pho-

toelectron channel (ε, j), yet this is still beyond our reach. Given the

narrow shape of the pump pulse employed, it is a fair assumption to take

the ionization amplitudes associated with the photoelectron channel of

maximum probability (ε0, j0) as a �rst theoretical approach to the full

theoretical description of electron-nuclear dynamics of a large molecule

after XUV photoionization. The pulse spectral amplitude E(ω) and the

composition of the wave packet it creates for a the photoelectronic chan-

nel (ε0, j0) have been depicted in �g. 5.2. As it can be seen, such Gaussian

pulse e�ectively populates eight excited states on the glycine cation.

The time evolution of the electronic wavepacket is monitored via the

adiabatic populations of the di�erent electronic states ΦN−1
i , as it is

shown in �g. 5.3. The adiabatic population of a state i is calculated

as an statistical average over all the trajectories:

pi(t) =
1

Ntraj

∑
k

a
(k)
i

∗
(t) a

(k)
i (t) (5.4)

Figure 5.3 shows the temporal variations of the adiabatic populations
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Figure 5.3: Population dynamics in Gly+ after XUV photoionization com-
puted with the SHARC algorithm. The population in the cationic ground state
(ΦN−1

1 ) is depicted in black, the �rst excited state (ΦN−1
2 ) in purple, the second

excited state (ΦN−1
3 ) in green and henceforth. The population of the excited

states ΦN−1
9 and ΦN−1

10 is not shown, since it is negligible at any time.

of the cationic states associated to the photoelectron of maximum prob-

ability after photoionization with the 16 eV pulse. At a glance, it seems

that the �rst signi�cant changes appear after 3-4 femtoseconds, with the

increase of population in ΦN−1
3 which seems to be accompanied by a

constant decrease of ΦN−1
5 and ΦN−1

6 . This early population transfer in-

dicates the presence of crossings and strong couplings in the vincinity

of the Franck-Condon region. In this sense, TSH dynamics predicts a

shorter time scale than the Ehrenfest method for the appearance of non-

adiabatic transitions, which were estimated to happen around 8-10 fs (see

�g. 4.6). In a broader view, we observe that the populations of higher

states ΦN−1
α , α > 4 decay considerably after 20 femtoseconds, while the
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5.2 TSH dynamics upon ionization using SHARC

lower ones gain a considerable ammount of population over this time lapse

(ΦN−1
1 , ΦN−1

2 and ΦN−1
3 ). In between, we observe that the population of

the cationic state ΦN−1
4 reaches a maximum over 10�12 femtoseconds to

then decay almost to its initial value. As a result of the non-adiabatic

dynamics, the �nal composition of the electronic wavepacket diverges sig-

ni�cantly from the �initial� one, but it is still a mixture of several excited

states of the cation, mostly the �ve lower. Hence, the time-evolution of

the adiabatic populations primarily re�ects the nuclear e�ects on the

cationic dynamics. But we could also have a direct look on the evolution

of the nuclear dynamics simulated with the ensemble of trajectories. In

this way, we can identify some of the preferred dissociation pathways of

cationic glycine.

One of the most widespread ways of following the nuclear dynamics is

to monitor the interatomic distances between relevant atoms, that is, to

follow the evolution of some characteristic bond lengths. This is shown for

example in �g. 5.4, where we plot the C-C interatomic distance as a func-

tion of time for all the classical trajectories. Our simulation reveals that

the longest C-C stretching is reached with trajectories starting in the po-

tential energy surface of the lowest cationic state ΦN−1
1 (dark blue). Many

of these trajectories show a C-C bond length larger than 2 Angstroms,

whereas for most of the trajectories which start in higher excited states

this elongation does not exceed 1.8 Angstrom. The fact that only the

lowest cationic state leads to a signi�cant C-C elongation suggests that

we could in principle shape and probe the electronic wavepacket compo-

sition by measuring certain observables which could be sensitive to the

C-C stretching, such as the photoelectron spectrum or the fragmentation

yield after a second ionization event.

We have also traced the time evolution of the C-N bond for all the sim-
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Figure 5.4: C-C distance as a function of time. The plot shows the results
for all the classical trajectories. The color scale indicates the cationic state in
which the trajectory starts the propagation.

ulated trajectories (see �g. 5.5). As a general feature, we observe that,

contrary to the case of the C-C bond, the maximum stretching of the

C-N bond is reached by the trajectories that are initiated in the excited

states of the cation, mainly ΦN−1
6 and ΦN−1

7 . Figure 5.5 also shows that

the dynamics driven by the lower states of glycine cation (ΦN−1
1 , ...,ΦN−1

5 )

or by the higher ones (ΦN−1
8 , ...,ΦN−1

5 ) do not lead to a signi�cant C-N

elongation. As a consequence, one would expect signi�cant di�erences

in the nuclear dynamics of the singly charged glycine depending on the

composition of the cationic wavepacket. These �ndings also suggest that

one could eventually modify the fragmentation rates of Gly+ by tailoring

the pump pulse.
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Figure 5.5: Same as �g. 5.3 for the C-N distance.

5.3. Driving molecular dynamics

with ultrashort laser pulses

In order to show the e�ect of the pump pulse in the subsequent elec-

tronic and nuclear dynamics, we shall consider the composition of the

initial wave packet originated by di�erent laser pulses. In the following

we will compare the statistically averaged adiabatic populations and C-N

bond lengths as a function of time for three di�erent cationic wavepack-

ets. These three initial wave packets are prepared by simply modifying

the central frequency of the pump pulse. We thus vary the peak energy

ω0 = 12, 16 and 20 eV. We assume the pulsed laser duration and intensity

remain unchanged. The FWHM is thus identical for the three pulses and

equal to 2.67 eV.
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5 Attosecond XUV pump-XUV probe spectroscopy

In �g. 5.6 we show the population dynamics of glycine cation upon

photoionization with an XUV pulse of increasing photon energy. As can

be seen in �g. 5.6, the initial composition of the wavepacket varies dras-

tically when we shift the peak energy of the pump pulse. In the �rst case

(ω0 = 12 eV), the wavepacket is mostly a mixture of the ground and the

�rst excited state of the cation, while the second and the third excited

states are minimally populated. The adiabatic populations of these states

remain almost constant for the �rst 7 femtoseconds and they show slow in-

crease (ΦN−1
1 ) or decrease (ΦN−1

1 ) in the following 10 femtoseconds. This

seems to be the typical case of a slow decay to the ground state, contrary

to the fast decay depicted in �gs. 5.3 and 5.6 (middle), where higher ex-

cited states are quickly depopulated. Finally and more surprisingly, the

electronic wavepacket created by the most energetic pulse (ω0 = 20 eV)

is not a superposition of the higher excited states, but from the lower

ones (ΦN−1
1 , ...,ΦN−1

4 ). The time evolution of the adiabatic populations

displays a clean crossing between ΦN−1
4 and ΦN−1

3 in adition to a simul-

taneous decay to ΦN−1
1 during the �rst 20 femtoseconds.

Concerning the nuclear part, we illustrate the in�uence of the laser

pulse by weighting the `trajectory map' shown in �g. 5.5 with the ap-

propriate amplitudes after pump ionization, according to the laser pulse

employed. We have taken the ionization amplitudes corresponding to the

pulses of 16 and 20 eV of photon energy, to determine the probability

associated to each trajectory. This is shown in �g. 5.7, where we plot the

time evolution of the C-N distance for two di�erent cationic wavepackets

in a color scale that accounts for the weight of each initial trajectory

within the cationic wavepacket. From �g. 5.7 one can easily see that

the weight of cationic channels leading to a signi�cant C-N elongation

is much larger when we employ the pulse peaked at 16 eV. Note that
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Figure 5.6: Time evolution of the cationic states of glycine after photoion-
ization with a pump pulse of central frequency equal to 12 eV (top), 16 eV
(middle) and 20 eV (bottom).
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5 Attosecond XUV pump-XUV probe spectroscopy

Figure 5.7: C-N distance as a function of time for each simulated the classical
trajectory weighted by its corresponding amplitude, as it is determined by the
pump pulses of 16 eV (left pannel) and 20 eV (right pannel). The color gradients
indicates the squared module of the initial amplitude associated with each
trajectory.

these ionic channels are opened when considering a XUV pump pulse

which is su�ciently energetic, i. e. ω > 15 eV, a condition that is ful�lled

with both lasers (see �g. 5.2). The average C-N distance along time is

also signi�cantly larger when the dynamics is triggered by the less ener-

getic pulse. More interestingly, we see that the dissociation of the C-N is

not favoured by only energetic reasons, i. e. more energy is deposited in

the system when using the pulse of 20 eV. That could also indicate that

some fragmentation paths of glycine after valence shell ionization could

only be attained with an speci�c ranges of photon energy, and thus, that

the outcome of the glycine fragmentation following XUV photoionization

could be tuned by an adequate shaping of the pump laser.
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5.4 Probing the cation dynamics

5.4. Probing the cation dynamics

One of the most standard approaches in femtochemistry is to image the

ultrafast electronic-nuclear rearragements launched by the pump pulse

with a second ultrashort pulse. These molecular processes can be observed

in real time by scanning the time delay between both pulses [43, 201].

In this section we shall review the theoretical description of the time

evolution ofa molecular system after the interaction with two consecutive,

aligned and non-overlaping XUV laser pulses 2. Note that we will only

consider the ionized parts of the system in this derivation, knowing that,

under the weak-�eld regime, most of the system will remain una�ected.

In this context, and right after the �rst laser pulse (t=0), the system is

described by a singly ionized (SI) N-electron wave function ΨSI(r;R, t),

which can be written as a

ΨSI(r;R, t) =
∑
α,j

∫
dε cα,ε,j(t) Ωα(R) ΦN

α,ε,j(r;R). (5.5)

After the interaction with the probe pulse, we can write the the N-

electron, doubly-ionized (DI) wavefunction as an expansion:

ΨDI(r,R, t) =
∑
β

∑
jj′

∫
dε

∫
dε′ cβ,ε,ε′,j,j′(t) Ωβ(R) ΦN

β,ε,ε′,j,j′(r;R)

(5.6)

where

ΦN
α,ε,j(r;R) = A

[
ΦN−1
α (r1, . . . , rN−1;R)ϕε,j(rN)

]
,

ΦN
β,ε,ε′,j,j′(r;R) = A

[
ΦN−2
β (r1, . . . , rN−2;R)ϕε′,j′(rN−1)ϕε,j(rN)

]
.
(5.7)

2The following derivation is done for a particular orientation of the laser �eld ε.
Hence, we can drop this label from the corresponding expressions of the ionization
amplitudes.
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In this way, we can calculate the probability of �nding the system in

a given state of the dication β, di�erential in photoelectron energy and

momenta of both emitted electrons ε, ε′, j, j′ as a function of the time

delay τd

Pβ,ε,ε′,j,j′(τd) =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
α

cα,ε,j(τd) 〈ΦN
β,ε,ε′,j,j′|O|ΦN

α,ε,j〉(R) 〈Ωβ|Ωα〉

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(5.8)

where α runs over the cationic states, j, j′ de�ne the angular momen-

tum of the �rst and second photoelectron, respectively, and O stands

for the transition dipole operator weighted by the spectral amplitude of

the probe electric �eld E2(ω) (in analogy to eq. (3.31)).We will intro-

duce one approximation in order to evaluate eq. (5.11) without requiring

an a priori knowledge of the nuclear wave functions, i. e. the re�ection

approximation [209]. By assuming that the dicationic states are purely

dissociative, we write the nuclear wave functions of the dication as an

in�nite sum of delta functions:

Ωβ =

∫
dR′ δ(R−R′) (5.9)

Within this approximation, 〈Ωβ|Ωα〉 is de�ned as

〈Ωβ|Ωα〉 =

∫
dR′

∫
dR Ωα(R)δ(R−R′) =

∫
dR′ Ωα(R′) (5.10)

and then eq. (5.11) becomes

Pβ,ε,ε′,j,j′(τd) =

∣∣∣∣∣
∫

dR′
∑
α

cα,ε,j(τd) 〈ΦN
β,ε,ε′,j,j′ |O|ΦN

α,ε,j〉(R′) Ωα(R′)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(5.11)

We shall see now how to calculate these ionization probabilities in an

approach based on the TSH dynamics.
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5.4.1. Mixed trajectory approach

Since in the TSH method we do not have a well-de�ned nuclear wave-

function Ω(R), but instead we propagate an electronic wavefunction

Φ+(r;R(k)(t), t) for each nuclear trajectory k, we shall introduce a di�er-

ent approach which involves the use of Gaussian basis functions for the

nuclear expansion. We employ a similar formulation of the wave function

given in eq. (2.47), where the nuclear wave function of each electronic

state α is expanded in a nuclear basis common to all states

Ωα(R, t) =

Ntraj∑
k

cα,ε,j(t)χ
(k)(R) (5.12)

and the nuclear basis functions χ(k) are multidimensional, frozen-width

gaussian basis functions

χ(k) = χ(k)(R, R̄(k)(t), P̄(k)(t),σ). (5.13)

Each multidimensional Gaussian basis function can be decomposed as

product of one-dimensional Gaussian basis functions, one for each nuclear

degree of freedom , i. e. the normal modes ρ:

χ(k)(R, R̄(k)(t), P̄(k)(t),σ) =
3N−6∏
ρ=1

χ(k)
ρ (Rρ, R̄

(k)
ρ (t), P̄ (k)

ρ (t), σρ), (5.14)

where σρ is the width corresponding to a Gaussian function in the nor-

mal mode coordinate Rρ centered at R̄
(k)
ρ (t) and with momentum P̄

(k)
ρ (t).
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Combining eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) with eq. (5.11) yields

Pβ,ε,ε′,j,j′(τd) =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
α

Ntraj∑
k

cα,ε,j(τd) 〈ΦN
β,ε,ε′,j,j′ |O|ΦN

α,ε,j〉(R′)

∫
dR′ χ(R′, R̄(k)(τd), P̄

(k)(τd),σ)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(5.15)

We have evaluated the transition amplitudes 〈ΦN
β,ε,ε′,j,j′ |O|ΦN

α,ε,j〉(R′) at

each point of the nuclear space R′, by assuming that

〈ΦN
β,ε,ε′,j,j′|O|ΦN

α,ε,j〉(R′) = 〈ΦN
β,ε,ε′,j,j′ |O|ΦN

α,ε,j〉(R̄(k)(τd)). (5.16)

And, thus, the �rst terms of eq. (5.15) can be grouped and renamed as

T (k)
β,ε,ε′,j,j′ =

∑
α

cα,ε,j(τd) 〈ΦN
β,ε,ε′,j,j′|O|ΦN

α,ε,j〉(R̄(k)(τd)) (5.17)

and the last term is just the nuclear overlap of two multidimensional

gaussian basis belonging to trajectories k and k′, namely Skk′

Skk′ =

∣∣∣∣∣
Ntraj∑
k

∫
dR′ χ(R′, R̄(k)(t), P̄(k)(t),σ)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

Ntraj∑
k

Ntraj∑
k′

∫
dR′ χ(R′, R̄(k)(t), P̄(k)(t),σ) χ(R′, R̄(k′)(t), P̄(k)(t),σ)

(5.18)

We have simpli�ed the expression of the ionization probability to

Pβ,ε,ε′,j,j′(τd) =

Ntraj∑
k

Ntraj∑
k′

T (k)
β,ε,ε′,j,j′T

(k′)
β,ε,ε′,j,j′

(5.19)
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We can also obtain the ionization probability only di�erential in the

�second� photoelectron energy ε′ as

P (ε, τd) =
∑
β

∑
j,j′

∫
dε Pβ,ε,ε′,j,j′(τd). (5.20)

The expression above corresponds to the time-resolved photoelectron

spectrum of the cation and it could, in principle, be measured in a coin-

cidence detection experiment of photoelectrons an ions.

5.5. Time-resolved photoelectron

spectrum of glycine cation

We have computed the time-resolved photoelectron spectrum of cationic

glycine after XUV photoionization. The coupled electron-nuclear dynam-

ics of ionized glycine is described at the TSH/RAS(23,21) level of theory,

whereas the photoionization amplitudes for both the pump and the probe

pulses have been calculated by means of the Static-Exchange DFT-Dyson

method. As in the case of photoionization of neutral species, we have em-

ployed the ground state density of the glycine cation to evaluate the

continuum wavefunctions of Gly++. The results shown in this chapter

account only for the sequential doble ionization of neutral glycine with

XUV laser pulses, and hence, all the direct double-ionization processes

are not included in these calculations. The ionization amplitudes to the

dicationic continuum c
(k)
β,ε,ε′,j,j′(t) have been evaluated for a well de�ned

pair of quantum numbers ε, j at each point of the nuclear con�guration

space de�ned by the time evolution of the ensemble of trajectories.
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Figure 5.8: Partial ionization probability as a function of the photoelectron
energy to each of the lowest 75 triplet dicationic states. The color gradient
spans the triplet manifold from the T1 state (dark blue) to the highest one
included in our calculations, T75 (dark red).

Concerning the electronic structure of the glycine dication, we have

calculated the lowest 75 states of each multiplicity at the RAS(22,21)

level of theory, keeping the same orbitals and level of excitations in the

active space. For the sake of clarity we will refer to the singlet states as

Si and to the triplet states as Ti, where i = 1, ..., 75. At the equilibrium

geometry of neutral glycine, the energy separation between the ground

(S1) and the highest dicationic state included in our calculations (S75) is

17.74 eV and the ionization potential from the highest populated state of

glycine cation (ΦN−1
10 ) to the ground state of Gly++ is 7.36 eV. Therefore,

we can include all the dipole transitions between cationic and dicationic

states induced by a photon of energy up to ∼25 eV. Nevertheless, the

contributions from highly excited dicationic states to the total photoelec-
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5.5 Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum of glycine cation

tron spectrum are computed to be a small fraction of the total signal

appearing at very low kinetic energies (ε < 0.5 eV) when using XUV

probe pulses in the energy range of the valence shell (10 ∼ 30 eV). This

is shown in �g. 5.8, where we plot the ionization probability right after

the pump ionization, Pβ(ε′, t = 0), di�erential in electron energy ε′ to

each of the 75 lowest dicationic states. For this calculation we have used

as a Gaussian probe pulse centered at a photon energy of ω = 21.8 eV

and with a FWHM=1.6 eV. As can be seen, the ionization probability

to the highest dicationic states diminishes with β, and hence, they will

only have a minor contribution to the total photoelectron spectrum at

very low kinetic energies (ε < 0.5 eV). We shall look now onto the time-

evoulution of the photoelectron spectrum.

Following the same procedure as in chapter 4, �rst, we calculate the

TRPES neglecting both the nuclear delocalization and the nuclear mo-

tion, that is, to probe the purely electronic dynamics of glycine cation by

projecting onto the dicationic states for a single nuclear con�guration, as

it was done in 61. Then, we account for the nuclear wave packet width

at time t=0 after pump ionization by averaging (incoherently) over the

set of sampled initial geometries. Finally, we analyze the in�uence of the

coupled-electron dynamics on the TRPES within the mixed-trajectory

approach introduced in section 5.4.1. The TRPES calculated under the

three di�erent approaches are shown together in �g. 5.9. These results

have been obtained using the Gaussian pump pulse centered at 16 eV.

Figure 5.9.a depicts the expected time evolution of the photoelectron

spectrum calculated in the absence of nuclear motion and for a single

geometry, i. e. not considering the nuclear wave packet delocalization. Un-

der these two assumptions, the TRPES displays a peaked structure that

changes in time according to the relative phases of the diverse cationic
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.9: TRPES of cationic glycine. Both the pump and the probe are
Gaussian pulses, centered at ω0 =16 eV and ω0 = 21.8 eV, respectively. (a)
Result obtained within the FNA at the equilibrium geometry. (b) Average over
the sampled initial geometries under the FNA. (c) Mixed-trajectory approach.
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and the dicationic states populated by the pump and accessed by the

probe, respectively. These peaks contain the contributions of the ejected

photoelectrons with a given kinetic energy from all the dicationic states

opened with the XUV probe pulse. Note that a given dicationic state can

be accessed from all the cationic states populated with the pump pulse.

The quantum interference between two di�erent paths that arrive to the

same second photoelectron state (ε′, j′) gives rise to the peaks and the

valleys appearing at certain photoelectron energies.

As a result averaging over the initial nuclear geometries, the photoelec-

tron spectrum in �g. 5.9.b only shows a smeared peak, centered around

3 eV, whose height varies slightly with time, almost imperceptibly. These

faint variations are again a consequence of the interference of di�erent

cationic states which are projected to the same �nal, electronic state of

the dication with the probe pulse. The e�ect of the nuclear wavepacket

delocalization is thus mimicked by sampling over a set of initial geome-

tries, for which the energy gap between the cationic and the dicationic

states varies signi�cantly.

Finally, in �g. 5.9.c we show the time-resolved photoelectron spec-

trum of glycine cation which accounts for the electron-nuclear dynamics

in cationic states under the mixed-trajectory approach. This is, to our

knowledge, the �rst simulation of a sub-femtosecond, pump-probe scheme

on a biomolecule with two XUV pulses. The time-varying signal of the

photoelectron spectrum now re�ects the changes of both the cationic

wavepacket and the transition dipole moments to the dicationic mani-

fold induced by the nuclear motion. The summation over the dicationic

states again results in the appeareance of a main smeared peak around

3 eV and weaker one, which is centered around 5 eV. In contrast with

the comparable result obtained within the FNA (�g. 5.9.b), the position
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and the height of the main peak in the TRPES varies signi�cantly as a

function of the time delay between the pump and the probe. We found

that the nuclear dynamics is shaping the TRPES via two main e�ects:

non-adiabatic transitions between cationic states that alter the initial

composition of the cationic wavepacket and changes on the energy gaps

between cationic and dicationic state that depend greatly on the path fol-

lowed by the di�erent classical trajectories. Both e�ects will be analyzed

in more depth in section 5.6 by considering di�erent initial conditions i. e.

electronic wavepackets after pump ionization.

5.6. In�uence of the pump pulse on

the TRPES

With the aim of providing a complete description of the main features

that shape the TRPES, we investigate the in�uence of the pump laser

pulse on the computed spectrum derivated from the coupled electron-

nuclear dynamics. We have already shown the divergences on the nu-

clear dynamics resulting from following the gradient of the eight lowest

states of glycine cation by monitoring the C-C and the C-N distances (see

�gs. 5.4 and 5.5). Now, we want to elucidate if the initial composition of

the cationic wavepacket and the ensuing non-adiabatic dynamics upon

ionization are also re�ected in observable di�erences in the time-resolved

photoelectron spectrum.

We have computed the TRPES for the three Gaussian pump pulses

introduced in section 5.3. The resulting spectra are depicted in �g. 5.10.

Signi�cant di�erences are observable in the photoelectron spectrum aris-

ing from the three initial cationic wavepackets considered, each originated

by a di�erent laser pulse. As a general feature, we see that the main peaks
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Figure 5.10: TRPES of glycine cation obtained after pump ionization with
a Gaussian pulse centered at 12 eV (top), 16 eV (middle) and 20 eV (bottom),
respectively.
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de�ning the TRPES appear at di�erent regions of the photoelectron en-

ergy depending on the spectral amplitude of the pump pulse. The main

contributions to the photoelectron signal occur in the region of photoelec-

tron energies lower than 4 eV, irrespectively of the spectral amplitude of

the pump pulse. However, we note for example, that the well de�ned

peak appearing at 6 eV when using the 12 eV pulse is not appreciable

with the more energetic pump pulses. Moreover, when using the 20 eV

pulse, we barely see any contributions for energies higher than 4 eV.

When using the 12 eV pulse as the pump, we see the appearance of

three separate peaks. The peak centered at 6 eV broadens as �redshifts�

gradually to lower kinetic energies during the �rst 10 femtoseconds, while

the other two peaks seem to approximate in the same time scale (around

10 fs) to then separate at later times. The peak located around 6 eV

mainly corresponds to the dipole transitions from the ground state of

the cation (ΦN−1
1 ), which is highly populated (see �g. 5.6), to the lowest

dicationic state of both the triplet (T1) and the singlet (S1) manifold.

It has also some minor contributions from the dipole transitions to S2

and T2. We shall see that the broadening of this peak at later times is

a consequence of the nuclear dynamics. As the nuclei start to move, the

gaussian TBFs explore di�erent regions of the potential energy surfaces;

in the case of the 12 eV pump, most of them evolve in the PES of the

lowest cationic state (see �g. 5.6). Hence, the contributions from the dif-

ferent TBFs that conform the peak at 6eV start to diverge (in position)

as a result of the changes on the energy di�erences between the lowest

cationic state and the two lowest dicationic states. In a broad picture,

some of the TBFs evolve in a region where the gap between the cationic

and the dicationic manifold narrows, but for the majority of them this

gap is gradually increased. This is re�ected by the time evolution of the

position of this peak, which is initially centered at 6 eV but after 20
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5.6 In�uence of the pump pulse on the TRPES

femtoseconds is almost displaced 1 eV. The same nuclear e�ects on the

TRPES are observed on the peak appearing at lower energies (ε < 3 eV),

which mainly comes from the transitions ΦN−1
1 → T3 and ΦN−1

1 → T4. We

see that the position other peak is redshifted for the �rst 12 femtoseconds,

to then return to 3eV at later times. This indicates that the gap between

the ground state of the cation and the dicationic states T3 and T4 �rst

narrows and then increases again at later times. Broadly speaking, this

nuclear e�ect is the main agent that changes the shape of the TRPES in

the case of a 12 eV pump.

In contrast, the photoelectron spectrum resulting from the 16 and the

20 eV pump pulses present less-de�ned structures and smaller changes in

the time evolution. Again, the variations on the intensity and the position

of the main band present in both �g. 5.10 (middle) and (bottom) can be

explained in terms of small changes in the electronic structure (eigenen-

ergies and oscillator strenghts) of both the cationic and the dicationic

species as the nuclei move.
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6.1. English

T
his PhD thesis investigates the process of ultrafast charge migration

occurring in biomolecules after ionizing with an ultrashort XUV

pulse. While very scarce experimental works have been performed to

date in order to observe the ultrafast charge dynamics in biomolecules,

signi�cant theoretical e�orts are being devoted to develop new methods

to enable an accurate description of this phenomenon. Several applica-

tions of attosecond XUV pulses have demonstrated that it is possible

to drive and manipulate electron motion in atoms and small molecules.

However, there is an open debate on the possibility of extending these

techniques to manipulate electron dynamics in large molecules and on

understanding at which extent photo-induced ultrafast electron dynam-

ics or, equivalently, a coherent excitation or ionization of a biomolecule

by means of ultrashort pulses, can in�uence the outcome of a chemical

reaction of biological interest. In order to shed some light on this prob-

lem, we here investigate the ultrafast molecular dynamics triggered in
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glycine and tryptophan amino acids by using an attosecond XUV pulse.

Firstly, in contrast with most existing works, we provide an accurate eval-

uation of the ionization amplitudes, i.e., we compute the initially created

electron-nuclear wave packet by using a scattering theory formalism that

properly accounts for the electronic continuum. Moreover, we investigate

the distinct ultrafast dynamics that is launched by using di�erent laser

pulses. This is a key point in the framework of charge migration, because

most existing works ignore both the proper description of the electronic

continuum and the pulsed radiation dependencies. Secondly, we aim to

elucidate the role of nuclear rearrangements and nuclear decoherence in

the subsequent dynamics. Because of the large number of electronic and

nuclear degrees of freedom, we combine a purely quantum mechanical

treatment for electron motion, while we use a semi-classical representa-

tion of nuclear motion. Finally, we report novel theoretical data for the

photoelectron spectrum resulting in an ideal, but experimentally realis-

tic, XUV-pump/XUV-probe scheme, which would allow one to capture a

real-time image of the ultrafast coupled electron-nculear dynamics trig-

gered in the ionized molecule.

More speci�cally, we have �rst applied the B-Spline Static Exchange

DFT-Dyson Method [145] for the evaluation of the electronic wavepacket

created by an attosecond pulse in the ionic manifold of a large molecule,

which, as shown, requires a correct description of the ionization ampli-

tudes to the molecular continuum. With a series of benchmark compu-

tations, we illustrate the similarities and divergences on photoionization

observables calculated with two di�erent approaches to the electronic

structure of bound electrons, namely, the KS�DFT and the RASSCF

methods. By comparing these results with high-level calculations and

previous experiments on glycine photoionization, we have assessed the

quality of the methodology employed to obtain the structure of both
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the bound and continuum spectra of a small biomolecule. In this sense,

both the KS�DFT and the RASSCF have shown an excellent compromise

between accuracy and computational e�ort, being the latter more appro-

priate to describe the electronic structure of the bound states. We have

then studied the purely electron dynamics initiated by attosecond laser

pulses and the e�ect of the outgoing photoelectron on the time evolution

of the charge oscillations in the remaining cation. By using the glycine

molecule as benchmark, we have shown that the photoelectron only af-

fects the cationic charge dynamics during approximately the �rst fem-

tosecond, provided that a su�ciently energetic XUV pulse is employed

as a pump. Next, we have explored the possibility to control such dynam-

ics by shaping the attosecond pulse that ionizes the molecule. The results

show that, in general, a large degree of control can only be achieved in

regions of the ionization spectrum where the relative ionization probabil-

ities change signi�cantly with photon energies. In large molecules, this

usually occurs close to the ionization threshold, within the �rst 10 to

30 eV, where speci�c tuning of shape resonances or broad autoionizing

states can play an important role. Hence, the optimum way to achieve

such control is by introducing peaks in separated energy regions of the

pulse spectrum.

We have then investigated the e�ects of small nuclear displacements

on the early stages of charge migration after sudden or XUV ioniza-

tion. Within the TDDFT-Ehrenfest methodology we have analyzed the

changes induced by nuclear motion on the characteristic frequencies of

the non-stationary, ionized subsystem. From the comparison with the re-

sults obtained with �xed the nuclear positions, we conclude that the e�ect

of including classical nuclear motion is appreciable after 8- 10 femtosec-

onds, supporting the conclusions of previous works. However, we have

also found that small changes in the initial nuclear con�guration, which
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are compatible with the molecular geometries expected in the Franck-

Condon region and barely a ect the ionization amplitudes, lead to notice-

able changes in the subsequent time evolution of the electron density, as

suggested by the studies performed in 62�64, 188. Hence, it makes evident

that a set of initial conditions mimicking the initial nuclear distribution

should be used for a realistic description of coupled electron-nuclear dy-

namics following the ionization step.

Additionally, we have performed elaborate theoretical calculations to

analyze the outcome of an attosecond pump-probe experiment on the

tryptophan molecule [34]. The TDDFT-Ehrenfest simulation of charge

dynamics in tryptophan predicts the appearance of a few characteristic

frequencies of the system which could have been captured in the measured

fragmentation yield of the doubly charged immonium. These results, in

combination with other existing works (see [56]) suggest that this may be

a rather general scenario in biologically relevant molecules of similar size.

Finally, we take one step further and propose a complete theoreti-

cal representation of a XUV pump-XUV probe scheme in the glycine

molecule, including a DFT-Dyson approach for the ionization processes

induced by both pump and probe pulse, and, more importantly, including

the nuclear motion and the initial nuclear delocalization of the cationic

subsystem. For that purpose we simulated the coupled-electron nuclear

dynamics of the glycine cation upon XUV ionization within a trajectroy-

based approach, namely, Tully's Surface Hopping. The nuclear wave packet

distribution is mimicked by launching an ensemble of trajectories start-

ing from di�erent initial conditions, sampled from a Wigner distribu-

tion. In this context, we have investigated the e�ect of modifying the

pump pulse parameters in the ensuing coupled electron-nuclear dynam-

ics of the cation. In particular, we explored the actual possibility of
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opening speci�c dissociation pathways, showing that selectivity on the

ionic channels populated by the pump pulse can be achieved by tunning

the pump pulse spectrum. We then extract the photoelectron spectrum

that would result after the interaction with a second attosecond pulse,

with the aim to reproduce the electron energy di�erential observable

that would be retrieved in a typical XUV-pump/XUV-probe experiment.

The time-resolved photoelectron spectrum (TRPES) also displays the

e�ects of both nuclear dynamics and electronic transitions induced by

non-adiabatic couplings. Consequently, the in�uence of the pump laser

pulse on the TRPES has been demonstrated by comparing the di�er-

ences arising from modifying the central frequency of the driving pulse.

The results contained in this chapter suggest the forthcoming possibility

of achieving a certain degree of control over the molecular dynamics on

the sub-femtosecond time scale, paving the way to a new kind of doing

chemistry, the attochemistry [56].

6.2. Español

E
n esta tesis doctoral hemos investigado el proceso de la la dinámica

de carga ultrarrápida inducida por fotoionización en biomoléculas.

A pesar de que existen pocos trabajos experimentales que reporten la

observación de la dinámica ultrrápida en moléculas, se ha realizado un

considerable esfuerzo teórico para desarrollar nuevos métodos que permi-

tan una descripción correcta de este fenómeno. Diferentes aplicaciones de

los pulsos de attosegundos en el rango del ultravioleta extremo han de-

mostrado que es posible observar y manipular el movimiento electrónico

en átomos y moléculas pequeñas. Aun así, existe un debate abierto soo-

bre la posibilidad de extender estas técnicas para poder manipular la

dinámica electrónica en moléculas más grandes. Con el �n de esclarecer
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estas cuestiones, en el presente trabajo investigamos la dinámica molec-

ular ultrarrápida en las moléculas de triptófano y glicina por medio de

pulsos de attosegundos.

Primeramente, hemos analizado el proceso de fotoionización molecu-

lar mediado por pulsos láseres ultracortos y la posterior dinámica de

carga que se induce en la molécula. Hemos aplicado el método denom-

inado B-Spline Static Exchange DFT-Dyson [145] para calcular el pa-

quete de ondas electrónico que genera un pulso de attosegundos, para

lo que se requiere una descripción correcta de las amplitudes de fotoion-

ización al continuo molecular, como ha sido demostrado previamente.

Mediante una serie de cálculos de referencia, hemos ilustrado las simil-

itudes y diferencias obtenidas en los observables de fotoionización cal-

culados con dos métodos de estructura electrónica distintos, KS-DFT y

RASSCF. Comparando estos resultados con experimentos previos sobre

la fotoionización de la glicina, así como con otros cálculos de alto nivel,

evaluamos la calidad de la metodología empleada para describir la estruc-

tura electrónica tanto del espectro de estados ligados, como del continuo

de una biomolécula. En este aspecto, tanto el método KS-DFT como el

RASSCF han demostrado un excelente compromiso entre la precisión y

el coste computacional, siendo más apropiado el segundo para describir

la estructura electrónica de los estados ligados. El capítulo 3 también

incluye un estudio de la dinámica puramente electrónica iniciada por un

pulso de attosegundos, así como sobre el efecto del fotoelectrón saliente en

la evolución temporal de las oscilaciones de carga en el catión. Utilizando

la molécula de glicina como referencia, demostramos que el fotoelectrón

solamente afecta a la dinámica de carga en el catión durante el primer

femtosegundo, aproximadamente, contando con que se utilice un pulso

su�cientemente energético para ionizar. Seguidamente, hemos explorado

la posibilidad de control esta dinámica de carga mediante un moldeado
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del pulso de attosegundos que ioniza. Los resultados muestran que, en

general, se puede alcanzar un nivel alto de control en las regiones del es-

pectro donde las amplitudes de fotoionización relativas cambien signi�ca-

tivamente con la energía del fotón. En moléculas grandes, esta situación

se da tipícamente cerca del umbral de ionización, donde las resonancias

de forma o los estados autoionizates juegan un papel importante. Por lo

tanto, la camino óptimo para ejercer tal control es introducir picos en la

amplitud espectral que estén su�cientemente separados en energía.

Debido a la complejidad de las moléculas grandes, la dinámica de carga

se estudia habitualmente asumiendo que los núcleos permanecen �jos du-

rante el proceso. En el capítulo 4 hemos investigado los efectos de intro-

ducir pequeños desplazamientos en las coordenadas nucleares durante la

primera etapa de la migración de carga generada por ionización. Den-

tro del marco de la teoría del funcional de la densidad dependiente del

tiempo, hemos analizado los cambios inducidos por el movimiento nuclear

en las frecuencias características del sistema ionizado, no estacionario. De

la comparación con los resultados obtenidos con núcleos �jos, podemos

concluir que el efecto de incluir el movimiento nuclear clásico se aprecia a

partir de 8-10 femtosegundos, en línea con las conclusiones obtenidas en

trabajos existentes [63]. Igualmente, también observamos que introducir

peque«os cambios en las con�guración nuclear inicial, compatibles con la

distribución de geometrías en la región Franck-Condon, llevan a cambios

signi�cativos en la evolución temporal de la densidad electrónica, como

ha sido sugerido en 62�64, 188. Por tanto, se hace evidente la necesidad

de incluir un conjunto de condiciones iniciales que imiten la distribu-

ción nuclear inicial, para tener una descripción realista de la dinámica

acoplada de electrones y núcleos que sigue a la fotoionización.

Por otra parte, hemos realizado un estudio teórico completo para analizar
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el resultado de un experimento de attosegundos en la molécula de triptó-

fano. La simulación de la dinámica de carga en triptófano predice la apari-

ción de unas pocas frecuencias características del sistema que pueden ser

capturadas en la fragmentación del triptófano [34]. Estos resultados, en

combinación con otros trabajos existentes (ver [56]), sugieren que este

puede ser un escenario general en la fotoionización de moléculas biológi-

camente relevantes de tamaño similar.

Finalmente, en el capítulo 5, vamos un paso más allá y proponemos

una descripción teórica completa de un experimento �pump-probe� con

pulsos de attosegundos en la molécula de glicina, en la que se incluye

el movimiento nuclear y la delocalización nuclear inicial. Para ello simu-

lamos la dinámica acoplada de electrones y núcleos con un método basado

en trayectorias llamado Tully's Surface Hopping. La delocalización del pa-

quete de ondas nuclear se replica mediante un conjunto de trayectorias

que exploran diferentes regiones del espacio de con�guración, generadas

a partir de la distribución de Wigner. En este contexto, hemos investi-

gado el efecto de modi�car los parámetros de la radiación incidente en

la posterior evolución de las coordenadas electrónicas y nucelares. Conc-

retamente, exploramos la posibilidad real de seleccionar canales de dis-

ociación especí�cos, mostrando que esta se puede alcanzar mediante un

dise«o adecuado del primer pulso incidente. Seguidamente extraemos el

espectro de fotoelectrones que resultaría de la interacción con un segundo

pulso de attosegundos, con el propósito de reproducir el observable difer-

encial en energía del electrón que se mediría en un experimento. El espec-

tro de fotoelectrón resuelto en tiempo también muestra los efectos de la

dinámica electrónica y nuclear inducidos por las transiciones no adiabáti-

cas. Finalmente, la in�uencia del primer pulso láser en el espectro ha sido

demostrada mediante la comparación de las diferencias que aparecen al

modi�car la frecuencia central del mismo. Los resultados publicados en
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este capítulo sugieren la posbilidad en el futuro cercano de controlar la

dinámica molecular en la escala de sub-femtosegundos, con lo que se abre

un camino a una nueva forma de hacer química, la attoquímica [56].
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